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Abstract
Requirements for missile guidance and stealth properties are changing and becoming more stringent. There is no up-to-date
synthesis relating rocket motor plume properties to these new requirements. The work performed and recently finished within
PEP WG 21 has formed the basis for this Lecture Series.
The scope of the Lecture Series will be rocket motor exhaust products and plumes in all their aspects. Plume properties will be
addressed and methods of numerical simulation and experimental assessment described.
Specifically, plume structure, after-burning phenomena, primary and secondary smoke, plume radiation signatures and plume
microwave interactions will be described in detail.
Operational aspects linked to these topics will discuss how rocket plumes influence missile detection, guidance and tracking.
Ways in which plumes may be modified to reduce or eliminate this influence will be suggested.

Abrege
Les spdcifications en matiere de guidage de missiles et de caractdristiques de furtivit6 6voluent et deviennent plus rigoureuses.
Or, il n'existe aucune etude de synthbse recente qui permet de confronter les caracteristiques des jets des moteurs-fusees avec
ces nouvelles exigences. Les travaux entrepris par le groupe de travail PEP WG 21, qui viennent de s'achever, ont servi de base i
ce cycle de conferences.
Les conferences couvriront tous les aspects des jets des moteurs-fusdes et des produits imis par ceux-ci. Les caract&istiques des
jets de propulseur seront examinees et les mithodes de simulation numdrique et d'dvaluation expdrimentale seront discut(es.
En particulier, la structure des jets, les phinomines de postcombustion, les fum6es primaires et secondaires, les signatures par
rayonnement des jets et les interactions/jets hyperfrdquences seront decrits dans le dMtail.
Les consequences op~rationnelles liMes i ces sujets montreront l'influence des jets des moteurs-fusdes sur la ditection, le
guidage et la poursuite. Des propositions seront faites pour ]a modification des jets afin de rdduire ou d'6liminer cette influence.
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INTRODUCTION
R LAWRENCE
DRA Office
c/o Royal Ordnance
Westcott
Aylesbury
Bucks HPI8 ONZ

Rocket plume technology has been a subject
of interest and study for many countries engaged
in missile design and manufacture. For successful
operational deployment of missile systems it is
necessary to quantify the exhaust properties of
the propulsion unit and its effects on missile
AGARD
guidance, tracking and signature.
Lecture Series 188 addresses some major topics of
this subject. The Series stems from the work of
AGARD PEP Working Group 21 which
investigated the question of terminology in the
field of solid propellant rocket exhaust signatures
with a view to agreeing and recommending a
common terminology. Particular emphasis was
placed on the classification of propellants in terms
of Primary and Secondary smoke. The work
resulted in the submission of a final report which
became AGARD Advisory Report 287 entitled
"Terminology and Assessment Methods of Solid
Propellant Rocket Exhaust Signatures". Principal
subjects were Primary and Secondary smokes,
and
radiation
smoke classification, plume
microwave properties. These were preceded by an
introduction and comprehensive overview and
supported by appendices.
The recommended 'Smoke Classification'
went forward to become a NATO standard.
With few exceptions the exhaust of a rocket
motor is seen as an embarrassment to the missile
user. The nature of the exhaust, characterised by
the very rapid flow of chemically reacting, high
temperature turbulent gases, presents a problem to
the missile design team having concern for
guidance, tracking and vulnerability to detection.
Where

electromagnetic

guidance

and

tracking signals pass through regions of the
exhaust they undergo losses and distortion
depending upon the local properties encountered
along the path through the plume and the
wavelength of the interacting incident wavefront.
In the context of detection, a rocket exhaust
signature is regarded as that set of properties
which may enable an observer to detect, locate
and identify a missile. Millimctric, infra-red,
visible and ultra-violet radiations from an exhaust
afford opportunities for the passive detection and
identification of a missile. Propellant chemical
species contributing to a unique spectral pattern
may well provide this identification. Equally,
rocket exhausts often produce 'Primary smoke'
(originating in the motor) or 'Secondary smoke'
(plume condensates) which may also be detected
by passive means. These form an observable
contrast of exhaust smoke against background.
Active detection is also possible where free
electrons populating the turbulent flowfield act to
present a radar cross section to an interrogating
radar.
To reduce the risk of detection, the rocket
exhaust signature must be minimised and some
propel'ants offer distinct advantages over others
in this respect. Double base propellants are often
favoured where secondary smoke is likely to cause
concern, without the formation of acid vapours in
the plume, condensation occurs only in ambient
conditions of extreme temperature and humidity.
Impressive reductions in plume signature are
witnessed when the exhaust is prevented from
burning and, in certain cases, this can be achieved
by using one of the double base range of
propellants with a combustion suppressant added.
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This suppression of burning, while reducing
millimetric, infra-red, visible flame, and some
ultra-violet radiations, must not be at the expense

A definitive description of the plume
flowfield has yet to be established. Although
modelling techniques continually improve, the

of increased smoke, itself -art of the overall

stage has not been reached where they can be

signature.

reliably used without experimental validation. The
aims of a plume study group must be to perfect
these techniques validated by experiments. Rocket
exhaust technology is a field where research and
project support can profitably proceed together in
common programmes of prediction validation and
ballistic trials.

Over many years, measurements of plume
emitted radiations, of microwave propagation and
back scatter have been undertaken on ground level
open sites and, where appropriate, in facilities
simulating missile forward velocity and altitude.
These facilities are expensive and cannot provide
for an entire range of missiles or for every
operational situation. Fully instrumented, carefully
planned and executed flight measurements are the
ideal answer, but again these are very expensive
and can come only at the post design stage, well
into the development programme. Problems found
at this time are costly to remedy, with changes
strongly resisted.
It is not difficult to see the attractions of
reliable
computational
techniques
for the
prediction of flowfield properties where, early in
system design studies, calculation of these
properties and their effect on a proposed system
can become available as input data to operational
assessment. In addition, such plume modelling
permits a rapid response to system problems and
provides opportunities to make well informed
predictions in situations where motors are not
available, such as those of an adversary,
Diagnostic value is also substantial when studying
the effects of exhaust modifications, e.g. flame
suppressants, signature reduction, etc.
Exhaust structures are complex. Working
from computed combustion processes inside the
motor and expansion of gases through the nozzle,
an additional calculation develops the plume
flowfield structure, a distribution in space of
temperatures, velocities, pressures, chemical
species concentrations and turbulence properties.
The exhaust properties of interest, e.g. infra-red
radiations, millimetric emissions, etc.,
are
evaluated by selecting the appropriate application
code to interface with the plume flowfield
structure. This is simply stated, but is in reality a
process posing a severe challenge to theoretical
modelling skills as it attempts to describe the
turbulent mixing of exhaust gases and surrounding
ambient air streams, the many chemical reactions
occurring in the exhaust and the gas dynamic
features of shocks and recirculation.

The subjects of WG21 with strong emphasis
on exhaust signatures were taken as a guide for
the Lecture Series and in doing so it was
recognised that two further subjects should be
included: that of propulsion in the context of solid
propellant rocket motors for tactical weapons,
with low exhaust signatures as a major feature,
and that of theoretical plume modelling which,
from the foregoing, plays a prominent role in all
aspects of rocket exhaust studies. Only in exhaust
properties related to microwaves has propagation
through the plume been considered. Traditionally
and to this day, microwave radar systems have
played an important role in missile guidance and
tracking.
With such prominence, propagation
aspects merited inclusion. This is not to suggest
that other propagation wavelengths from the
electromagnetic spectrum are not used to good
effect and instance as an example, infra-red laser
beam guidance.
Launch site blast and contamination effects
of the exhaust and aircraft engine ingestion of
rocket exhaust products have not been included in
the lecture programme.
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PLUME PRIMARY SMOKE
J.C. Chastenet
S.N.P.E. Centre de Recherches du Bouchet
BP 2. 91710 Vert-le-Petit . FRANCE

Particles become important because they
generally exist everywhere downstream of the
ABSTRACT
nozzle and they remain a certain time. AcThe exhaust from a solid propellant rocket cording to the quantity of particles created by
motor usually contains condensed species. the motor, this trail can be easily detected viThese particles, also called "Primary Smoke", sually and can reveal the missile trajectory or
are often prejudicial to missile detectability the launch position from long distance. Also
and to the guidance system . To avoid oper- attenation of laser guidance beams can occur
ational problems it is necessary to know and during transmission through these considerquantify the effects of particles on all aspects able lengths of exhaust plume smoke.
of missile deployment.
Generally, primary smoke are prejudiThis paper first gives a brief description of cial,but unavoidable, to missile detectability
the origin of the primary smoke. It continues and to the guidance system . The objet of
with details of the interaction between par- this paper is to give descriptions of (i) the
ticles and light as function of both particles origin of the primary smoke, (ii) their effects
and light properties (nature, size, wavelength, on plume visibility and transparency and (iii)
etc). The effects of particles on plume visi- various methods used in NATO countries to
bility , attenuation of an optical beam propa- quantify the primary smoke effects.
gated through the plume and the contribution
This paper is a review of the chapter preof particles on optical signatures of the plume
are also described. Finally, various methods pared by the french delegation of AGARD
used in NATO countries to quantify the pri- WG 21 (1J.
mary smoke cffecte n-- discussed.

2. ORIGIN OF PRIMARY SMOKE

1. INTRODUCTION
Particles have a variety of origins. PropelThe exhaust from a solid propellant rocket lant formulation is only one and among promotor are composed of gases and usually of pellant ingredients, the main contributors to
particles or material that could condense dur- primary smoke are :
ing cooling of the combustion gases . This
* Burning rate catalysts : Ferrocene cornsolid material creates, in the atmosphere,
pounds (catocene), lead oxides, lead salt
downstream from the nozzle a smoke cloud
(lead resorcinate), copper salts (copper
is
smoke
This
particles.
composed of small
iron oxides, etc
chromate),
smoke
to
called Primary Smoke in opposition
* Anti-instability additives : Zirconium
that could be generated, in particular climatic
carbide, zirconium oxide, silicon carbide,
conditions, by the condensation of the water
etc.
vapor contained in the exhaust and in the atmosphere.
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* Aluminium or other metals added to increase the thermodynamic performances

e The size of the cloud or the optical path
accros the cloud

* Afterburning suppresant
salts (K 2 S0 4)

e Particle concentration

:

Potassium

e The optical wavelength

This list is not exhaustive.
Thermodynamic computations have shown
that these products, mostly metal compounds,
are to be found in the exhaust as raw metal
(Cu), hydroxides (KOH) or more often as oxides, chlorides or fluorides. Some refractory
materials (mostly anti-instability additives)
do not decompose in the combustion chamber and are discharged as particles through
the nozzle.
Other than the propellant, all motor parts
which are exposed to flame may pyrolise or
ablate and generate smoke. The main contributors are
* liner
9 inhibitor

e The optical properties of particles defined
by
- Their complex optical index
- Their size and size distribution
- Their shape, roughness, etc
The first two parameters are closely connected with motor performance and particularly the mass flow rate, thrust and combustion time.
Since it is difficult to describe arbitrary
shaped particlcs, they are often considered to
be spherical in calculations.
3.1 Interaction between light and particle

* thermal insulation
The interaction between light and a particle can be obtain by resolving Maxwell's equaTheir contribution can be significant, typi- tions with appropriate boundary conditions.
cally in the form of soot (carbon), silica and The light scattering theory generally distiniron oxide, especially during and after burnout guishes three different cases over each of the
of the motor. Finally, the igniter may also play following ranges:
a significant role in the generation of primary
When the particle diameter is far smaller
smoke.
than the wavelength, the scattering
3. OPTICAL EFFECTS OF
is called Rayleigh scattering.
Equal
PRIMARY SMOKE
amounts of fluxes are scattered into the
forward and backward hemisphere (fig.
Particles or particle clouds interact with
I a) [2].
light in two ways, scattering and absorption. Scattering of the ambient light can maku
When the particle diameter is greater
smoke highly visible and a major contributhan about one-tenth of the wavelength,
tion to missile signature in the visible specthe greater overall scattering and pattern
tral range. Attenuation by smoke can intercomplexity (fig. lb and lc) requires that
fere with a guidance system that should be
the theory developped by Mie must be
used between the launching platform and the
used. Although this theory is confined
missile or its target.
solely to isotropic spheres, it is customary to employ it even when the particles
These phenomena depend upon various facmay be somewhat irregular in shape as
tors:
those issuing from propellant.

* When the particle diameter is very large and C (soot) when '
450 (defined in fig. 5).
with respect to the wavelength, it is necessary to apply laws of geometrical optics.
Optical properties of particles are given in
the form of dimensionless parameters. The inThe particles collected in rocket exhaust tensity "intercepted" 1,,t (e.g. not transmitplumes with various mass flow rates show that ted in the direction of the incident light) by
equivalent diameters r•t non aggregate parti- the particle is proportional to i) the intensity
cles lay between 0. 0 Am to 30.0 prm. A large of the incident light, ii) the section of the parnumber of smald.i ,articles with diameters prob- ticle and is written
ably in the range 0.01 pm to 0.1 pm also exist, b'it they are difficult to quantify and their
size precludes important scattering over the
IO1rQeZt
visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum The coefficient of proportionality Qezt is called
(fig. 2).
the extinction coefficient.
Figures 3 and 4 show photographs of particles collected in plumes. The assumption of
spherical particles can be well or less well verified.

The total intensity scattered I,,,, by the particle is also related to the same parameters:
2

Ion r
and defines the scattering coefficient Q~,3 - A
infrared, theandeisthsctrngofiintQ,.A
or middle
the visible,
In
important
scatteribe, near
n sear
eramddlesrin
ed, te
part of the intensity of the incident light can
important scattering is generally described by be absorbed by the particle and is caracterised
Mie's theory.
by the absorption coefficient Qab, obtained
from difference
Following this theory, when a particle of
complex index m =- n - ik is illuminated by
QabB = Qezt - Qsca
unpolarized light, at the wavelength \, represented by two electromagnetic vectors perpen- In the optical parameters of the particle, the
dicular and parrallel to the plane of observa- absorption properties are charaterised by a
tion (fig. 5) but having no coherent relation- complex refractive index (k $ 0).
ship, the scatterred light, in a direction making a angle 9 with the direction of the incident
These coefficients can be calculated by Mie's
light, consists of two incoherent components theory, for exemple an expression of the wcat(indexed 1 and 2) such that the total angular tering coefficient, for unpolarized light, is
intensity , at a distance d from the particle, is

Qo = ( \
IM()

=

1

0

+2N
2

T(f,(O)
+ -2(g) sin #d&

Typical variations of Qe!i are given in figure

7. An example of the influence
of the imagiwhere 10 is the irradiance of the particle and nary part of the index on the scattering and
ii and i2 are the Mie functions, expressed by extinction coefficient is given in figure 8.
Riccati-Beesel functions and Legendre polynomials as functions of the dimensionless size pa3.2 Attenuation
rameter a = 2r and P = ma where r is the
radius of the particle (see 131 or 141 for more
The radiation intensity loss dl due to priinformation).
mary smoke is the consequence of the scattering and absorption by particles and can
Figure 6 gives typical relative variations of be expressed according to the Beer-Lambertlog i and log i2 versus 0 for particles of A1 2 03 Bouguer law for monodispersion:
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Figures 9 and 10 show the nature of parin an original way. Two graphs, repredifferent wavelengths, show the particle mass fraction inducing a transmission facwhere r is radius of the particles, N the tor of 95 % across a given particle cloud (opconcentration of particles (number of parti- tical path= 1 m, dilution = 5. 10-2) as a
cles/volume of mixture), Qet the extinction function of particle size. The mass fraction
of condensed materials in a given propellant
coefficient and dloptical path length.
plume at an equivalent dilution section must
With a constant exponent coefficient, the remain under these curves in order to obtain
the specific transmission level.
transmittance Tr can be written
di

_

red!ticles

Ssenting

Such representations show that
2

whekre -yext = Nxrr Q,.t and L the total optical path length.
By replacing N by a function of Sauter
mean diameter (Volume-to-surface) D3 2 and
volume concentration of particles Gv (volume
ofoparticlese/toaumenoffmixture),sthis evoremof p articles /vo lum e of m ix tu re), this exp res-fe
sion can by written :features

T =exp

3QeZtC.L)
2D 3 2

Since the monochromatic beam crossing the
plume scatters from particles of varying number density and size, the equation must be
modified as:
fIL

In I/o

-

(
2
N(, r)J'rrQeOt(r)drdI

* Carbone or soot are very absorbing,
whatever the wavelength.
* When the particle radius is not too large,
transmission is better in the infrared than
in the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum.
* Copper and lead have similar scattering
t r s( u wi h e p ct o on y h e v l
(but with respect to only the volumetric fraction, lead is more
transparent
than copper).
3.3 Particles emission
The scatterring properties of plume partices are at the origin of the signature in the
visible range. Scattering can also produce a
emission in the other part of the electromagnetic spectrum. It is true for both the U.V
range and the I.R range where particles can
scatter the radiation coming from the combustion chamber by the nozzle throat.

Furthermore, solid particles emit continuum
radiation in approximate proportion to the
particle concentration and the fourth power of
their surface temperature obeying the Planck
The extinction coefficient can be predicted function. Specific details of size distribution
as shown in previous paragraph in the limit of and optical properties of the particles significantly affect this emission. So particles could
single scattering.
product an emission in the UV, visible and I.R
Calculation of the plume flowfield permits region of the electromagnetic spectrum espethe transmittance to interface with motor pa& cially in the hot part of the plume (afterburnrameters such as mass flow rate or chamber ing region).
pressure by substitution of the parameters C.
3.4 Smoke visibility
and I in the formula.
where N(L, r)dr represents the number of partides with radii between r and r + dr per volume unit at the point I of the path.
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The term visibility is generally used to de-

A direct measurement is often preferred to

scribe the possibility of detection by an ob- numerical computation which depends upon a
server without the aid of a auxiliary device, large number of ill defined parameters. This is
Quantitatively, visibility is expressed as a particularly the case for optical indices found
probability of detection for a given contrast in the litterarure for pure compounds at room
between the objet (the plume) and its back- temperature. This is also the case for size
ground, in this case the sky. Ignoring chro- distribution. These data applied to particles
maticity factors as being less important than present in the rocket exhaust is highly quesluminance contrast, the plume-background in- tionable. Nevertheless, Mie's scattering calherent contrast Co is defined by
culations are useful for interpreting results of
measurements and applying to the propellant
Lp - Lb
optimization and other aspects of rocket mo.LP
tor design.
where LP and Lb are the luminances of the
plume and the background with respect to a
given observation point in a given wavelength
band. The contrast tends to -1 for a ideal
black objet and may have a large positive value
if LP > Lb.

4. DESCRIPTION OF VARIOUS
METHODS OF PRIMARY SMOKE

Calculation of contrast involves a detailed
knowledge of all radiation sources and transport functions (sunlight, diffuse skylight, diffuse light from ground, etc). The optical
transmittance Tr appears in the contrast equation. For a given sunlight making a hypothetical angle of ir with the direction of observation
(setting sun in the back of observer, plume
near the horizon), the transmittance appears
for example in the plume luminance expression (assuming single scattering) :

Opacity is a physical parameter that can be
directly measured and is independent of the

2-~

S- E 0 '7ezt (1 - T)
T, being exp(--yeztL), with L the plume dimension in the direction of observation and
E 0 the irradiance.
Moreover transmission through the atmosphere affects the plume background contrast
because of the angular scattering of environmental light towards the observer within his
cone of vision,

ASSESSMENT USED IN NATO
AS
M NTRU S
4.1 Opacity of primary smoke

o
Accurate and validated models for opacity
prediction are still unavailable, but experimental techniques have been developed and
used for years. From an engineer's viewpoint,
transmission measurements is the only available way to assess primary smoke.
The U.S, the U.K., France , Germany and
Italy are performing plume transmission measurements
on static test, with the implicit
assumption that the result of a comparison
between two motors on a ground static test
should be qualitatively unchanged in flight.
An improvement in ground testing transparency results is interpreted as an improvement of transparency properties in flight. The
methodology to translate transmission measurements from static tests into quantitative
flight predictions is not yet available, but it
could be developed with existing techniques.

The transmittance is so one of the more important parameters that permits to evaluate
Therefore, the practical application of
the visibility of the plume under specific envi- plume transparency measurements on static
ronmental conditions.
firings is the comparison of propellants or motors, one with another. In some cas,
the
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purpose of these measurements is limited to a
specific study - like the improvement of motor with respect to primary smokes, or the
assessment of new ingredients in a propellant
formulation; the experimental procedure can
be defined on a case by case basis. For more
general purposes, such as having a quantitative method for comparing the smoke properties of broad range of solid rocket propellant
formulations, a widely accepted, standardised
procedure is required.

carry more sophisticated experiments on primary smoke than those of transmission measurements: e.g. transmission spectrum, particle sizing and may be particle scattering characteristics.
4.1.1 Source and detector

The wavelengths of interest are in the
0.4 pm to 14. pm region, the most studied in
the visible range (human eye response). The
transmissometer source could be a wide specIn the following paragraphs more details trum lamp (France), a tungsten-halogen lamp
will be given on the instrumentation, exper- (U.S.) or quartz halogen lamp (U.K.) with
imental procedures and interpretation of mea- a suitable detector, silicon cell or radiometer
surements used in the U.S.A [5], the U.K. [6] equiped with a suitable filter (photopic or narand in France [7] for the assessment of primary row band filter).
smoke transparency.
For specific studies, the source can be a optical laser (1.06 pm, 0.63 pm, 10.6 pm). In
Three methods are curently used to deter- France, the transmisson at 0.63 pm (He-Ne
mine the opacity of primary smoke during test laser) is considered as a good estimation of
firings :
transmission in the visible range.
* Firings in a closed chamber (U.S.
Army Signature Characterization Facility
(S.C.F.)) (fig. 11).
* Firings in a "smoke tunnel" ( U.K. Royal
Ordnance Smoke Tunnel (fig. 12), French
SNPE "Fumim6tre" (fig. 13)).
* Free jet firings

The system using the halogen lamp may be
preferable because it avoids the necessity for
precise alignment between source and detector, thereby being less succeptible to vibrational disturbances during the motor firing.
Current systems employ continuous sources
but a chopped source is recommended to

( U.K Wyre Forest fa- counteract interference from scattered ambi-

cility (fig. 14) and french SNPE "banc
opacim~trique" (fig. 15, 16) for exampie). It seems to be the most widely used
type of procedure in the NATO (excepted
USA).
The three techniques do not share strictly
common usage. Free jet transmission measurement is a technique adapted to evaluate
the complete motor ( propellant + inhibitor
+ etc). With some caution it can also be
used to rank propellant and inhibitors formulations. The same use applies to smoke tunnel
tests but with more restrictions on the maximum thrust of the rocket motor. On the
other hand, the S.C.F. chamber is a facility
which primarily assesses propellant formulation. Because of test duration and environmental control, this facility is better suited to

ent light falling on the receiver.
The detector should have a high frequency
response (like a silicon photodiode) which can
record the rapid fluctuations of the smoke
transparency and a spectral response in the
visible and near IR which spans the range of
source wavelengths.
The energy recorded by the transmissometer involves both the direct flux and a small
portion of the forward-scattered flux. The
latter comes from a spatial volume, usually
of double-conical shape, which surrounds the
source to receiver axis and is defined by the
angular divergence of the source beam, the
angular field of view of the receiver and the
source to receiver distance. These factors, and
the receiver aperture area determine the total scattered flux received. Typically receivers
with a small angular field of view (< 10*) and
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that produce near transparent smoke. These
measurements are performed over a long path
length with the transmissometer beam inclined at a shallow angle (typically 0.07 tad)
Calibration is generally done by intercept- to the motor axis and intercepting the plume
ing the beam with opaque material (Transmis- axis at a set distance downstream of the motor
sion=0%), various neutral density filters and again beyond any possible afterburning flame
no filter (100 %). The delay between calibra- and usually at the position of the transverse
beam.
tion and the firing should be minimized,
apertures of a few centimeters are employed in
measuring the nominally direct transmittance
[8].

4.1.2 Measurements paths

4.1.3 Motor characteristics

In general both transverse and axial measurements are performed, each of which has
its associated advantages and disadvantages,

In the U.S. Army MICOM S.C.F a 70 g case
bonded motor (50.8 mm diameter x 50.8 mm
long, center perforated, 6.4 mm web) with a
smokless igniter and no inhibitor is used. A
Transverse measurements are particularly typical smokeless pyrogen igniter contains one
well suited to propellant ranking, inhibitor as- to three grains of N5 double base propellant.
sessment or the study of additive effects. They Tests have shown that this amount is undeare indeed reproducible, constant with time, tectable in the S.C.F.
providing the burning surface area does not
vary during the firing period and tests conIn U.K, low thrust motors (up to 400 N)
ducted near the nozzle exit not affected by sec- can be fired in the Royal Ordnance (RO(S))
ondary smoke. Furthermore, the limited vol- smoke tunnel. Higher thrust motor are fired
ume of cloud viewed transversely gives an op- in an open range facility. To compare propelportunity to undertake complementary optical lants within a range of very different burning
measurements. These measurements are car- rates, 1500 N thrust motors of 8 s burn type
ried out at an angle of w/2 rad to the motor with pyrogen (smokeless) igniters are normally
axis. The transmissometer axis must cross the employed. The thrust is adjusted by varying
motor axis at a position dowstream of the af- the diameter for end-burning grains. Adjustterburning flame. This can be achieved using ment in grain length can similarly produce a
a constant distance for motors up to a certain constant burning time. However, this is conthrust level or by maintaining a set distance sidered less important provided that reasondownstream of the afterburning flame. The able burning time is exceeded (at least 5 s).
relatively short path length associated with For inhibition development and quality contransverse measurements will give transmis- trol, a standard test charge is used. This is a
sions of 90 % - 100 % with low thrust, low 150 mm cased SCB bi-propellant charge consmoke, motors. At these smoke levels trans- sisting of boost and sustain propellants having
mission measurements may not be sensitive burning times of 6 s and 20 s respectively at
enough to discriminate between motors. In thrust levels of order of 1000 N and 300 N.
such cases the path length can be increased This charge can be produced in the required
by use of front silvered mirrors but great care inhibitor system and, when fired in an insumust be taken to ensure that mirror surfaces lated heavyweight test motor, provides inforremains clean and that vibration of the mir- mation on inhibitor smoke, at boost and susrors is prevented during firings.
tain burning rates and at those of transition
from boost to sustain. For propellant ingreAxial measurements are realistic for smoke dient trial the test charge is produced in a
assessment in a missile guidance context and "smokeless" inhibitor system. Using the range
allow discrimination between similar products of propellant burning rates available at RO(S)
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The results of smoke measurement trials
this charge can have a burning time ranging
from 4 s to 80 s at thrust level of 3 kN falling performed on open ranges will always be influto some 150 N using the lowest burning rate enced by atmospheric conditions. It is therefore recommended that control rounds of a
propellants.
known smoke level are included wherever posand that successive motors are fired as
sible
In France, transmission measurements are
primary not used to identify propellants quickly as possible to minimise any changes
for classification, but are limited to the which may take place during the duration of
task of studying specific propulsion systems. the trial.
The firing facilities "fumim~tre" and "banc
4.1.6 Interpretation of the transmission
opacim6trique" function primarily for the asmeasurements
For
sessment of smoke produced by inhibitors.
such work, motors with end burning grains
For transmission in free jet (fig. 17 - 18),
(diameter 90 mm) of identical propellant formeasurements are time average having before
mulation are fired.
They are now also used to compare different eliminated the unsteady part of the record at
propellant formulations and to assess the ef- ignition and at the end of the firing. That refect of including additives. These firings em- maining usually maintains a steady mean level
ploy motors with radial burning grains with making the average value representative of exa constant burning surface and a identical in- isting smoke conditions.
hibitor; the motor thrust is typically between
For transmission in closed chamber (fig.
2500 N and 5000 N.
19), the steady-state transmission measurements must be done after full mixing of the
exhaust products and air. The plateau value
In free jet measurements, the height of is interpreted as a charateristic of the primary
the motor axis from the ground should be smoke generated by the formulation. To ensuch that there is no interference between the sure a good estimation of this plateau value,
smoke plume and the ground up to the posi- transmission should be recorded over a period
tion of the transverse transmissometer. Typi- of time significally (typically 10 times) longer
than the mixing time. In the SCF chamcal distances of 1.3 meters have been used.
ber, the mixing time is approximately 5 s to
30 s and measurements must be recorded over
4.1.5 Climatic conditions during firing
300 s.
Firings should not be carried out in condi4.2 Smoke visibility
tions of mist or rain. Conditions of temperatures and humidity should be such as to preFrom an operational viewpoint, specificaelude the formation of secondary smoke.
tions for primary smoke visibility should be
The much longer path length involved in the defined in terms of whether or not a missile
axial measurements permits better discrimina- will be visible to an enemy observer. Because
tion between low smoke motors. However, as this factor is sensitive to the operational enthe path length increases so does the influence vironment, one of a limited number of "typical" or "worst-case" environnmental condiof atmospheric conditions.
4.1.4 Motor position

tions should be defined for the missile, specRecommended maximum crosswind speed is ifying the solar flux, the background, the at1. mo- 1 for axial measurements and 3. m8- 1 mospheric conditions or any parameter likely
to affect the visibility.
for transverse measurements..
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Following the US Army Methodology, vis4.3 Particles sizing measurement
eye Th
hyica
maorfa~r deerinig prtile isadificult, compicgmatuedytenpro
ibility can be defined in terms of the probability of missiles
detection
by major
unaided
human
Determining the size distribution of
eyetemiin
physibcalo
The
facof
detrmiie
probeye.Themajo
phsicl fator detrmiingparticles is difficult, complicated by the plume
are the size and the shape
S~visibility
of the lem of never being certain that all particules
p
s contrast
have been measured or that the distribution
transmissivity of the atmosphere; they can be contains those important particles of interest.
derived from modelling plume flow and scat- In general the largest 10 % of particules reptering of solar flux. Detection probability is resent 90 % of the mass.
related to natural variation in human eye response between individuals.
In U.S Army Micom S.C.F, particles measurements are frequently obtained by using a
Many well, and less well supported assump- particle analyser system in the range 0.3 pm
tions have to be made in the process. The to greater than 10. um.
main weakness is thought to be the optical
properties of particles.
In France, collectings of particles are made
The theory of interactions between light and
particles is approached in the paragraph 3.1.
It solves the Maxwell's equations for the interaction between a monochromatic plane wave
and a spherical particle. It addresses both
scattering and absorption by particles, but requires the knowledge of ill-known parameters
such as the particles size and their optical index. Furthermore the assumption of spherical
particle shape has to be made.
An experimental approach has been attempted in the U.K., with various methods of
measurement. It included measuring the intensity of the reflected component from high
intensity sources impinging on a smoke cloud
and photographs of contrast scenes through
the cloud, either at the time of firing or from
cine or video records. All of these methods can
provide useful information and differing smoke
levels can be detected. However no system can
provide all of the required information,
More complete information can be found
elsewhere [91 110].

using a particle collector. After the firing.
the samples are analysed by electron microscop and X-rays diffraction system. But in
fact, these measurements are only used qualitatively.
Caution is necessary when using calculated
particle size distribution for an other purpose
than which they were intended for. For example, in rocket motor performance calculations in which the effect of particles on delivered specific impulse is of interest, only the
larger particles, with most of the mass and
drag, are of interest. Models that gives this
distribution are accurate enough 111] without
regard to the many smaller particles that may
be present. Such a distribution would be totally unsuited for calculating UV or visible
light scattering 19], and might be inadequate
for accurate determinations of infrared scattering as well since , for scattering radiation,
the important particle sizes are comparable to
the irradiating wavelength.
5. CONCLUSION

Primary smoke effects depend on motor
characteristics (thrust, mass flow rate), moSmoke visibility is an area where the devel- tor conception (propellant, inhibitor, nozzle,
opment of measuring techniques is required. etc) and a lot of ill-known particles parameters
It may suffice here to emphasize that a com- (quantity, nature, size, shape, optical propplert and accurate assessment methodology is erties, etc) but also on operational requireunfortunately not available but could be devel- ments and ambient properties (sunlight, backoped using present state of the art techniques. ground,etc). It is extremely difficult to define
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standard conditions to characterise their effects. Each problem needs specific considerations.
Typically, the quantification of primary
smoke effect is obtain by transmission measurements. Some theoretical considerations,
generally based on Mie calculation, can help
in the interpretations of results.

15] Thorn, L.B. and Pickley, L.W,
Propulsion Signature Characterization in
the Army SCF,
Technical Report RD-PR-86-1, US Army
MICOM, Dec. 1895
[6] Asthon, R.M and Taylor, F.L,
Instrument Techniques for Measurements
of Rocket Motor Plume Characteristics,
Technical Report 88/58, Royal Ordnance

Standard tests have been described and chosen by AGARD WG 21 in order to provide
a flexible and relatively inexpensive method
which would allow to primary
obtainingsmoke.
quantitative
It is
results characterizing

plc, England
[71 Davenas, A.
Solid Rocket Propulsion Technology,
Pergamon Press, 1993

hoped that similar procedures to those described above will form a base that may be
adopted as standard among NATO countries.

[8] Hodkinson, J.R.
The Optical Measurement of Aerosols,
Aerosol Science, C.N Davies, Ed Academic Press, New York, 1966
[9] Victor,A.C, and Breil,S.H.,
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Figure 1: Angular pattern of scattered intensity from particules of three sizes
particles, (b) large particles, c) larger particles [21

(a) Small
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Figure 2: Particle Size Distribution of Condensed Products Collected in a Rocket Exhaust
Plume. Analysed by Electro Microscope with X-rays Diffraction System. (SNPE)
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Figure 3: Particle Collected in a Rocket Exhaust Plume. (XLDB Propellant with zirconium carbide)

Figure 4: Particle Collected in a Rocket
Exhaust Plume (XLDB Propellant with aluminium)

I

Figure 5: Geometry of Mie scattering. The
two vectors correspond to incident unpolarized light. Line OD is the direction of observation and 9 is the angle of observation. When
the incident light is polarized, its electric vector is assumed to lie in plane POX, at angle
9 to the plane of observation 121.
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LES FUMEES PRIMAIRES
J.C. Chastenet
S.N.P.E. Centre de Recherches du Bouchet
BP 2 .91710 Vert-le-Petit . FRANCE

a

RtSUM1t

Ces particules ont tan r6le important parce
qu'elles existent partout en aval de la tuy~re

Les produits 4jectis par un moteur &
propergol solide contiennent souvent des
esp~ces condens~es.
Ces particules, aussi
appeI~es "fum~es primaires", sont souvent
pr6judiciables h la discretion et au. guidage
du missile.
Pour 6viter des problimes
op~rationnels, ii est n~cessaire de connaitre et
de quantifier les effete de ces particules dane
toutes les conditions d'usage d'un missile.

et subsistent un certain temps. Selon la quantit6 de particules g~n~r~es par le rnoteur, ce
panache peut itre facilement d~tect6 visuellement et peut r~v~ler la trajectoire du missile
oti la position de la plate-forme de tir Sur
de longues distances. De plus l'att~nuation
d'un faieceau. laser de guidage peut devenir
importante sur de grands trajets i travers ces
fum~es.

Ge papier donne premiirement une rapide
description de I'origine des fum~es primaires.
Il continue par le detail des int~ractions entre les particules et la lumi~re en fonction
des caractiristiques de la lumiire et des
particules (nature, taille, longueur d'onde,
etc). Les effete des particules stir la visibilit6 du jet, i'att~nuation d'un rayon optique
a travers le jet et la contribution des particules aux diff~rentes signatures optiques du
jet sont aussi d~crites. Finalement, diff~rentes
m~tbodes utilis~es dane lee pays de I'OTAN
pour quantifier lee effete des fum~es primaires

Gk6nralement, lee fumees primaires sont
pr~judiciables i la discretion et au guidage du
missile cependant elles sont aussi in~vitables.
Le but de ce papier est de donner tine description (i) des origines des fum~es primaires,
(ii) de leurs effete sur la visibilit6 et la transparence du jet et (iii) des diffirentes m~thodes
utilis~es dans lee pays de I'OTAN pour quantifier lee effets de cee fum6es.

sont comment~es.
1. INTRODUCTION
Les produits 6ject~.s par tin moteur &ipropergol solide sont compos~s de gaz et souvent
de particulee oti de produits susceptibles de
se condenser lore de leur refroidissement. Ces
matiriaux solides cr~ent, dans 1'atmosphire &
l'arri~re de I&tuy~re, tin nuage compos6 de
petite. particules. Ces fum6es sont appelkee
fum6es primaires en opposition aux fumoes qui
peuvent itre g~nkr~es, dans des conditions climatiques particuliire., par la condensation de
I&vapeur d'eau contonue dans lee produits de
combustion et dans I'atniosph~re.

Ce papier est tine revision du chapitre
pr~par6 par la d~l~gation francaise du WG 21
AGARD [I).

2. ORIGINE DES FUMtES
PRIMAIRES
Lees particules ont de nombreuses originee.
La composition du propergol n'est qu'une dee
csoiie
tprilsdf~et
nrdet
ces poprigonese parmincles
dsourets inrdeimens
dupropaiergol e
niplssuce efme
piarssn
9 Lee catalyseurs de combustion :cornpos~s ferrochniquos (catoc~ne), oxyde.
de plomb, eels de plornb (r6sorcylate
de plomb), eels de cuivre (chromite de
cuivre), oxydee do for, etc

IF2*

Les additifs anti-instabilit~s
: carbure de

visible et devenir une contribution
majeure de
missile
dans
le
domaine
visible.
de
zirconium,
carbure
la
signature
du
zirconium , oxyde
L'att6nuation par les fum~es peut interf~rer
de silicium, etc.
le syst~me de guidage pouvant 6tre utilis6
m~auxajoue'savec
utrs
ou
e L'lurnniu
* L'lumniu
ou utrs mtauxajotesentre la plate-forme de tir et le missile ou sa
pour accroitre les performances thermo- cible.
dynamiques
*Les additifs anti-lueurs :sels do potas-

sium (K2 S0 4 )
Cette liste n'est pas exhaustive.

Ces phknornnes d~pendent de plusieurs fac-

teurs
* La taille du nuage ou la longueur du trajet

optique A6travers le nuage
Des calculs thermodynamiques montrent
quo ces produits, principalement des composis
m~talliques, so retrouvent dans los produits
de combustion sous Ia forme de m~taux purs
(Cu), d'hydroxydes (KOH) ou le plus souvent sous forme d'oxydes, chlorures ou finorures. Quolques mat~riaux r6fractaires (principalement des additifs anti-instabitit6s) ne se
dkcomposent pas dans la chambre de combustion et restent sous forme de particules.
En dehors du propergol, toutes los parties
la chaleur sont susceptidu moteur expos~es AL
bios de so pyrolyser ou do s'ablater et donc de
g~n6rer des particules. Parmi les principales
sources, on pout citer:

* la concentration en particules sur ce trajet

*L

ogerdoned
aonmn
aonmn
'ned
alnuu
* Le propri6t~s optiques des particules
dfne a
dfne a
- Leur indice optique complexe
-Lu
alee errpriingau
tille e errpriin
au
-Leu~r

-

Leur 6tat (forme, rugosit6, etc)

Le deux premiers facteUrs sont intimement
reli~s aux caract~ristiques du moteur et en
particulier au debit, h la pouss~e et au temps
de combustion.

9 les liours
* les inhibiteurs
* los protections therrniquos

Comme il est tr~s difficile de d~crire des
formes quelconques, los particules; sont souvent considir~es sphiriquos dans los calculs.

*los matiriaux de tuyire
Leurs contributions peuvent itre tr~s signi-

3.1 Int4raction entre la lhm4cre et tine

ficatives, typiquement sous forme de suie (car- particule
bone), do silice ot d'oxyde do for, particuli6rement lors de I'allumage et de l'extinction du
moteur. Enfin, l'allumneur pout jouer un r6le
important dans la g~n~ration de fum~es primaires.

3. LES EFFETS OPTIQUES DES
FUM1AES PRIMAIR2ES

j

4

Une particulo, on un nuage do particules,
inthragit avec ia lumnire do deux fagons, par
diffusion et par absorption. La diffusion do
Ia Iumi~re ambiante peut rendre le nuage trks

Les intiractions entre un rayonnement
et une particule peuvent itre obtenues en
r6solvant los 6quations do Maxwell aesoci~es
aux conditions aux limites appropri6es. La
th6orie do la diffusion distingue gin6ralement

trois can:
a Quand le diam~tre de Ia particule ost
trio petit devant I&longueur d'onde, la
diffusion eat appel~e diffusion Rayleigh.
Des flux 6gaux mont, diffus&s dans lea
h6misph~res avant et arri~re (fig. is) 121.
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*Quand le diametre de la particule eat

1(e)

plus grand qu'environ un dixi~me de
la longueur d'onde, l'augmentation de
la complexit6 de la polaire de diffusion
(fig. lb and ic) n~cessite l'utilisation
de la th6orie divelopp~e par Mie. Bien
que cette th~orie soit limit~e A des
sphires isotropiques, ii est habituel de
l'utiliser mime pour des particules de
forme irr~guliire comme celles issues de
la combustion des propergols solides.

0

(

xo) 2

il(e)

+

'2-(e)

2
21rd
o~1 Io est l'intensit6 du rayonnement 6clairant
la particule et i1 et i 2 sont lee fonctions de Mie,
s'exprimant 6, Iaide des fonctions de RiccatiBessel et des polyn6mes de Legendre en fonction du paramitre de taille sans dimension
at =
et de 0 = mot o6~ r est le rayon de la
particule (voir [3] ou [4] pour plus de d~tails).
-

La figure 6 donne des variations relatives
o Quand le diambtre de la particule est typiques de log il and log i 2 en fonction de 0
tris grand devant la longueur d'onde, on pour des particules A1 2 0 3 et C (suie) quand
utilise lea lois de l'optique giom~trique.
=~ 450 (dAfini sur la fig. 5).
Les particules r~cup~r~es dana les panaches
de moteurs fus6es de diff~rents d~bits montrent que le diamitre 6quivalent des particulea non aglom~r~es eat compris entre 0. 1 p~m et
30.0 pm. Un grand nombre de petites particulea dont le diarmire eat probablement compris
entre 0.01 pm et 0.1 pm existe, mais elles sont
difficilement quantifiables. Leur taille laisse
prisager un r6le diffusif important dana le domaine visible (fig. 2).

Lea caract~ristiques optiques des particules sont souvent donn~es sous formne de
paramitres sans dimensions. L'intensit6 du
rayonnement "intercept6" 1,.t (i.e non transmis dana la direction du rayonnement incident) par la particule eat proportionnelle it i)
Pintensiti du rayonnement incident, ii) ]a section de la particule et s'6crit
Iezg =Io'rr2Qext

Lea figures 3 et 4 montrent des photogra- Le coefficient de proportionalit6 Qe.t eat apphies de particules r~cup~r~es dana des jets. pelk coefficient d'extinction.
On remarquera que l'hypothise de particule L 'intensit6 totale diffus6e 1,,a par la particule
sph6rique eat plus ou momns bien virifi~e.
s'exprime le la meme facon:
Dana le domaine visible, le proche et le
I.Ca =02IrrQSCG
moyen infrarouge, lea effete majeura de la diffusion sont g~n~ralement d~crits par la th~orie et d~finit le coefficient de diffusion Q,,. Une
de Mie.
partie du rayonnement incident peut itre absorb~e par la particule et eat alors caract~ris6e
D'apris cette th6orie, quand iine parti- par le coefficient d'absorption Qab, obtenu par
cule d'indico complex. m =n - ik eat i1- diffirence:
lumin6e par un rayonnement non polarisi,
do longueur d'onde A, repr~sent6 par deux
as Qx-Qu
vecteurs 6lectromagn6tiques porpendiculaire
Qi
ot parallile au plan d'observation (fig. 5) mais Les propri~ths d'absorption do la particule
n'ayant pas de relation coh~rente, le rayon- sont caract~ris~es par une partie imaginaire de
nernent diffuui, dans une direction faisant l'indice complex. non nulle (k 36 0).
un angle 9 avec ]a direction du rayonnemont incident, eat constitu6 de deux comnCes coefficients peuvont itre calculAs par la
posantos incohirentes (d'indices 1 et 2) tell. th~orie do Mie, par exemple I'oxpression du
quo I'intensiti angulaire total., &une distance coefficient de diffusion , pour un rayonnemnent
d de I& particule, oat:
non polaris6, eat:

epesinotdctemoiietprd
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En fait, la concentration et la repartition
A

dnessur la figure
Fifuned apartie
optique de la particule
diffusion et d'extinction
8.

des particules varient le long du trajet optique.

2

7.
Un exemple de
I/I
f
'NIr)irr2 Q'i(r)drdl
imaginaire deLnic
sur lee coefficients de oiti N(!, r)dr repr~sente le nombre de particuest donn6 sur la figure les dont le rayon eeL compris entre r et r + dr
par unit6 de volume au point courant I du trajtotqe

3.2 Att~nuation

Le coefficient d'extinction peut &tre pr&Iit
La prted'inenst6 d raonneentinduraynneentin-dans la limite de la diffusion simple par
La ert d'ntesit
cident dI due aux fum~es primaires est les m~thodes explicit~es dans le paragraphe
une cons6quence de la diffusion et de pr&&Ident.
I absorption du rayonnement par les particules. 11 s'exprime, d'apr~s ia Ioi de BeerLe calcul de Ia. structure airodymanique
Lambert-Bouguer, pour un nuage de particu- du jet permet de d~terminer la transmission
lee sph6riques identiques par:
en fonction des caract~ristiques du moteur
comrne le d~bit ou la pression de chambre en
substituant lee valeurs de C,, et de 1.
Nxr2 Qeztdi
Vl
I

Les figures 9 and 10 montrent la nature des
particules de famon originale. Deux graphes,
relatifs & diff~rentes longueurs d'onde, donnent la fraction massique de particules produisant une facteur de transmission de 95 %
A travers une nuage donni de particules
(longueur optique= 1 m, dilution massique
En considirant des coefficients constants le 5. 10-2 ) en fonction de la taille des particulong du trajet optique, le coefficient de trans- lee. La fraction massique de condens6 pour un
propergol donn6 et pour un facteur de dilution
mission T2,. s'6crit:
6quivalent doit rester sous Ia. courbe pour ne
pas dipasser le niveau d'opacit6 spkifii.

oui r est le rayon des particules, N la concentration en particules (nombre de particules/unit6 de volume de m6lange), Qezt le coefficient d'extinction et dIlIa longueur du trajet
optique.

Tr=I/Ia =e
-yezt = Nmr2 Q,,t et L la longueur totale du
trajet optique.
01i

En remplagant N par son expression en
fonction du diamitre moyen de Sauter (Volume & surface) D 32 et la concentration volumique en particules C., (volume de particules/volume de milange), cette expression
s'&rit
J

72

T,e

.3QeutCvL

- 2

D)32

Une telle repriisentation montrent que
* Le carbone ou lee suies sont tr~s absorbantes, quelle que soit la longueur
'ne
e Quand le rayon des particules n'est
pas trop important, la transmission est
meilleure dans le domaine infrarouge que
dans le domaine visible.
*Le cuivre et le plomb ont des propri~ths
diffusives analogues (mais & mime fraction volurnique, le plomb est plus trans-

parent).
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~3.3 etmission des particules

sotdLa

d6termination du contrast: demand: une
connaisance ditaill~e de toutes les sources

l'Forigine de la signature du panache dans
ledomain: visible. La diffusion peut aussi
avoir un effet sur d'autres domaines du spectre 6lectromagn~tique. Cela est vrai dans le
domain: ultraviolet et dans le domaine infrarouge oii 1: rayonnement issu de la chambre
de combustion i travers le col de la tuy~re peut
6tre diffus6 et semble provenir du jet.

fus~e par le ciel, Iumi~re diffus6e par le sal,
etc). Le coefficient de transmission T, apparait dans l'expression du contraste. Pour
un rayannement solaire donn6 faisant un angle de ir radians avec la direction d'observation
(placant 1: ciel derri~re l'abservateur et le jet
proche de l'horizon), [a transmission apparait
dans l'expression de ]a luminance du jet (dans
l'hypoth~se de la diffusion simple)

De plus, les particules imettent tin rayonnement continu approximativement proportion=
I dtfi
1
'
f(9(
E
nel b.la concentration en particules et 66la puis2yz
surface
de
tempirature
leur
de
quatre
sance
selon la loi de Planck. Les repartitions gra- Tr 6tant exp(--yezeL), avec L la dimension
nulom~triques et les propri6t~s optiques parti- du jet dans la direction d'observation et EO
culires des particules peuvent cependant ma- l'6clairement.
difier cette 6mission. Les particules peuvent
De plus, la transmission A travers l'atdonc aussi g6n~rer un rayonnement prapre
dans le domain: UNV et, IR particulibrement mosphire petit modifier le contraste par difdane les zones chaudes du jet (zone de past- fusion de la lurni~re ambiante dans le c~ne de
vision de l'observateur.
combustion).
La transparence est donc l'un des paramitres les plus importants pour ivaluer
Le term: visibiliti est gin6ralemnent employ6 la visibilit6 d'un jet dans des conditions
pour dicrire la possibilite de d~tection d'un d'environnement sp6cifiques.
observateur sans Paid: de d6tecteur auxiliUn: mesure direct: est souvent pr~f6rable
air:. Quantitativement, la visibilit6 s'exprime
des
simulations num6riques faisant appel iA
dans
iL
comme une probabilit6 de ditection
des conditions particulires de contrast: en- de nombreuses donn~es mal connues. C'est
tre l'objet (le jet du missile) et le fond, particuliirement le cas des indices complexes
gin6ralement le ciel dans ce cas. En con- donn~s dans la littirature qui correspondent
sidirant lee facteurs chromatiques mains im- h des corps purs A temp~rature ambiante.
portante que le contrast: en luminance, le con- C'est aussi le cas des repartitions grantitraste intrins~que du jet stir le fond Co petit lom6triques. Gee donn6e appliqu~es aux par3.4 VIsIbilMt

des fium~es

ticulee prkeentent dans le jet de propulseur
;k propergol solid: sont sujettee i caution.
en soit, lee calculs de diffusion selon
Li- LfQuoiqu'il
C0 =
f
la thhorie de Mie sont trMs utiles pour interpr~ter les mesures et effectuer des optimio6 Li and Lf sont lee luminances du jet et sations de la composition du propergol et de
du fond pour un point d'obeervation et tin tous lee autres param~ree du moteur.
domain. spectral donnis. Le contrast: tend
vera -1 pour objet parfatitement transparent et
pout prendro n'importe quells valour positive
itre d~fini par:

si L, > LI.
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4. DESCRIPTION DE
DIFF19RENTES MtTHODES DE
CARACT19RISATION DES FUM1tES
PRIMAIRES UTILISI9ES DANS LES
PAYS DE L'OTAN
4.1 Opacit4 des fum~es primaires
L'opacit6 eat le param~tre physique qui peut
6tre directement mesur6 et est ind~pendant de
I'environnement optique.
Des mod~les viables et pr~cis pour pr~dire
I'opacit6 ne sent pas encore op~rationnels,
mais des techniques exp6rimentales ont 6t6
d~velopp6es et sent utilis~es depuis des ann~es.
Du point de vue de l'ing~nieur, la mesure de
transmission eat la seule voje valable pour caract~riser des fumnes primaires.*
Les U.S.A, le R.U., la France , l'Allemagne
et l'Italie effectuent couramment des mesures
de transmission au banc: atatique, en supposant implicitement que le risultats de
la comparaison de deux moteurs au banc
statique et aussi valable dans des conditions de vol.
Une amelioration de la
transparence au banc eat interpr~t~e comme
une amelioration de la transparence en vol.
Une m~tbodologie permettant de traduire les
meaures de transparence en tirs statiques en
des pr6dictions quantitatives en vol W'est pas
encore disponible, mais peut 6tre d~velopp&e
it partir des techniques existantes.

largement reconnue est nicessaire.
Dana les paragraphes suivants, des ditails
sont donnis quant A l'instrumentation, les
proc~dures exp6rimentales et les mithodes
d'interpr~tations des mesures utilis~es aux
U.S.A 151, au R.U [6] et en France [7] pour
1'6valuation de la transparence des fum~es primaires.
T~rois m~thodes sout couramment utilis~es
pour d6terminer I'opacit6 des fume'es primaires durant des tirs:
* Tir en chambre ferm&e (Dispositif de caract~risation de signature de M'.S. Army
- "U.S. Army Signature Characterization
Facility (S.C.F.)") (fig. 11).
i asu"tne&fmes(M
nl
* Ir asu
tne
u~
Tne
ai fum~es du Royal Ordnance (R.U) (fig.
12), "Fumimmitre" SNPE (France) (fig.
13)).
*Tir en jet libre (Dispositif de Wyre Forest (R.U) (fig. 14), "banc opacim~trique"
SNPE (France) (fig.
15, 16)). Cette
m6thode est, a priori, la plus utilis~e par
les pays de I OTAN (USA except~s).

Ces trois techniques W'ont pas exactement
le mi~me usage. La meaure de transmission
lors d'un tir en jet libre eat une technique
adapt~e iL I' 6valuation d'un moteur complet
(propergol + inhibiteur + etc). Avec quelques
pr~cautions elle peut kre utilis~e pour classiPour ces raisons, l'application pratique des fier lea propergols et lea inhibiteurs. Le mi~me
meaures de transparence en tir statique eat type d 'application peut ktre trait~e au tunnel
limitie it la comparaison de propergola ou & fum~es avec tout de mime des limitations
de moteurs entre eux. Dana certains cas, le quant au niveau maximal de poussie admissibut de ces meaures eat limit6 & des 6tudes ble. D'un autre cot6 lea mesures en chambre
sp~cifiques - comme la reduction des fum6es ferm~e sont initialement pr~vues pour 6valuer
primaires ginhr6es par un moteur donn6, lea formulations des propergola. La dur~e du
ou l'6valuation des effets de nouveaux ad- teat, le contr~le de l'environnement font que
ditifa dans un propergol- et la proc6dure ce dispositif eat propice &,des caract~risations
expirimentale doit itre d~finie au cas par cas. des fuxn6es primaires plus sophistiqu~ea que de
Pour des 6tudea plus gin~rales, comme par ex- simplea meaures de transmission : i.e. mesure

emple disposer d'une m6thode quantitative de de spectre de transmission, meaure de taille de
comparaison des propergols solides, en termea particules et 6ventuellement meaures directes
de fumies primaires, pour une large gamme des caract~ristiques optiques des particules.
de formulations,une proc&Iure standardis~e et

f
4.1.1 Source de rayonnement et d~tecteur
Lee longueurs d'onde d'interits vont de
0.4 um h614. pm, la plupart des 6tudes concemnent le domaine visible (r~ponse de l'oeil
humain). Le transmissom~tre doit Wte constitu6 d'une source de rayonnement adapt~e
lampe 6, large spectre (France), une
lampe halog~ne tungst~ne (U.S.A) ou une
lampe halog~ne i quartz (R.U) - et d'un
d~tecteur idoine - d~tecteur siliciurn ou radiornkre 6qui p6 de filtre (filtre photopique ou
monochromatique).
Pour des itudes sp~cifiques, la source peut
&tre un laser (1.06 um, 0.63 pm, 10.6 pum).
En France, la transmisson h 0.63 pm (Laser
He-Ne) est considkr6e comme une bonne estimation de ]a transmission dana le domaine
visible.constantes
Un dispositif utilisant une lampe halog~ne
est pr6f6rable car ii ne n6cesaite pas d'effectuer
un alignement rigoureux de la source et du
d~tecteur.De plus ii eat momns sensible au vibration g6n~r~es par le fonctionnement du moteur.
Lea syst~mes actuels emploient gen~ralement des sources continues mais ii eat recoinmendi de chopper ce signal afin de corniger la
mesure du rayonnement ambiant et du rayonnement propre du jet.
Le d~tecteur doit avoir un temps de r~ponse
tris court (diodes silicium) pour enregistrer
les fluctuations rapides de la transparence des
fum6es et une r~ponse spectrale dana le visible et le proche infrarouge correapondant &la
source.
L'6nergie revue par le d~tecteur du transmissornkre provient, du flux direct et d'une
partie du flux diffusk. Ce dernier provient d'un
volume, g~n6ralement doublement c6nique,
qui entoure I'axe source-ditecteur et eat d6fini
par la divergence angulaire du rayonnement
issu de I& source, par le champ angulaire
du d~tecteur et la distance de la source au
r6cepteur.
Ces param~tres et l'ouverture
du rkcepteur d6terminent le flux requ total. Typiquement, des ricepteura i foible
champ angitlaira (< 100) et des ouverturee
de queiques centimitres sont utilisis pour
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mnesurer la transmission directe [81.
La calibration est giniralement obtenue
par interception du faisceau par un mat~riau
opaque (Transmission=0%), difffrents filtres
neutres et sans filtre (100 %). Le temps entre
le tir et la calibration doit ktre minjmis6.

-une

4.1.2 Trajet optique de mesure
En g~n~ral des meaures transverses et longitudinales sont effectuees, chacune a ses avantages et ses incony~nients.
Les mesures transverses sont particuliýrement adapt&es au classement des propergols,
&l'&aluation des inhibiteura et l'6tude des additifs. Elles sont, entre autre, reproductibles,
au cours du tir pour peu que la
surface en combustion ne varie pas et que la
mesure de transmission soit effectu~e i proximit6 de la tuy~re pour ne pas 6tre affect~e par
lea 6ventuelles fum~es secondaires. De plus, le
faible volume du jet pria en compte laisse de
la place sur le site pour effectuer des mesures
compI~mentaires. Ces mesures sont effectu~es
perpendiculairement a l'axe du jet. L'axe
du transmissom~tre doit couper l'axe du jet
dcri I~re la zone de post-combustion. Ceci peut
itre respect6 en effectuant la mesure 6,une distance fixe pour des moteurs dont la pouss6e eat
inf~rieure i un seuil donn6 ou en effectuant la
mesure i un distance fixe de la zone de postcombustion. Le trajet optique relativement
court lora des meaures transverses donne des
transmissions de 90 % - 100 % pour des mateurs de faibles pouss~es et peu g~nt~rateurs de
fum~.e. Ces niveaux de transmission ne permettent pas toujours de discriminer lea mateurs. Le trajet optique peut Wte augment6 en
utilisant des miroirs cependant ii faut s'assurer
que lea miroirs restent propres at ne sont pas
sensibles aux vibrations durant le tir.
Les mesuree longitudinales sont plus r~alistes pour 1'6valuation des fum~es dans tin
contexte de guidage du missile et permettent
une discrimination pour des nioteurs g~n~rant
des fum6es de tranaparences analogues. Elles
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sont, par contre, beaucoup plus sensibles
aux conditions ambiantes (vent, humidit6).
Ces mesures sant r6alis6es avec un transmissomitre 16girement inclin6 par rapport Ll'axe
du moteur (typiquement 0.07 rad) et coupant
cet axe derriire Ia fiamnme de post-combustion
si possible i la mime distance que la mesure
transverse.
4.1.

Caactrisiqus
d moeursystimes

cation des propergols, un syst~me d'inhibage
"discret" est utilis6. Ce dispositif permet
de tester des propergols ayant des temps de
combustion compris entre 4 s et 80 s et des
pouss&os de 3 kN it 150 N.
En France, los mesures de transmission
n'ont pas 6t6 d~velopp6es pour la classification
des propergals, mais dans le cadre d'itudes de
prapulsifs sp~cifiquos. Les dispositifs "fumim~tre" et "banc opacim~trique" ont
&.
6 d~velorpi~s pour l'6valuation des fum~es
gn6r6es par les inhibiteurs. Los blocs utilis~s

Lostils~spourlo
oters
ispsitf u
Les
uiliss
oteuspur l disosiif US
Army MICOM S.C.F sont des chargomentsg
mouls-c~l~sdo
0 g dia~tre50. mm
sont des blocs pleins (90 mm de diamitre)
longueur 50.8 mm, canal central cylindrique,d'uec
poiondne
6paissour 6.4 mm) allum~s a l'aide d'un alIls sont maintonant utilis6s pour comparer
lumeur ne g6n~rant pas de fum~e, aucun inhibiteur W'est utilis6. Un allumeur discret typ- les propergols et 6tudier les effets des additifs.
ique cantient de un h trois grains de proper- Ces tirs emploient des blocs A canal central de
do combustion constanto et de mime
go1 double base N5. Des tests ont montre que surface
.niier
apuso
s ~~aeetcm
5000 N.m leen
cette quantiti n'itait pas d6tectable dans ce pisenhbtere 250 Nos~est
nr250Ne500.
dispositif.prs
Au R.U, lea moteurs de faibles pouss~es
(jusu'~400N)
puvet ~re tresau unnel a fum&os du Royal Ordnance. Les mateurs de plus fortes pouss6es sont tires dans un
dispositif ouvert. Pour comparer los propergols sur une large gamme de vitesse de combustion, des moteurs de 1500 N de pouss~e
et do 8 a do temps do combustion initi6s 'a
l'aide d'allumour pyrog6nique (discrot) sont
normalement utilis~s. La pouss&e eat ajust6e
en faisant varier le diam~tre du bloc ploin.
L'aJustoment de Ia longuour du bloc permet
do r6gier lo temps de combustion bien que
cela soit mains important pourvu que la dur6e
do combustion soit suffisante (an mains 5
a). Pour le d6veloppement d'inhibiteurs et le
contr6le, un bloc test standard est utilis6. Il
s'agit d'un bloc de 150 mm & deux r6gimes acc~lfratian et croiui~re - do pouss6es respectives de 1000 N et 300 N et de temnps de cambustion respectifs do 6 a et 20 a. Ce bloc
peut 6tre produit avec l'inhibiteur voulu et
permet d'obtenir une ivaluation des fum6es
g6n6r~es par l'inhibiteur pendant les phases
d'acc6i~ration, de croisi~re et lore de Is, transition entre lee deux phase. Pour Is. classifi-

4.1.4 Position du moteur
Pour les mesures en jet libre, la hauteur do
l'axe du motour au sol doit itre telle qu'il W'y
ait pas d'interf~rence entre le jet et le sol au
pitd
eued atasiso
rnvre
pontdoumesurede1.3 trnmiessiontral
nsverse.
Un~re.huerd
.
s ~~aeetcn
4.1.5 Conditions climatiquos lora du tir
Les tira ne doivont pas itre effectuis par
temps do pluie ou de brouillard. Les conditions de tomp6rature et d'humidit6 doivent
itro tellos qu'il n'y ait pas de formation de
fum~es secondaires.
Un grand trajet optique pour les mesuros:
longitudinales permet une meilleure discrimination des moteurs peu g~n6rateurs de fum~es.
Copondant, un long trajet optique pout Wte
facilement influenc6 par los conditions climatiques et rend les mesures mains reproductibles.
Un vent transversal de 1. ms-1

est une
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valeur maxiinale pour les mesures longitudinales, 3. ms-1 pour les rnesures transversales.

mosphiriques et tous les autres parametres affectant ]a visibiliti.

D'apr~s la m~thodologie am~ricaine, la visibilit6 peut 6tre difinie en terme de probabilit6 de d6tection par un oeil humain. Les
principaux facteurs d~terniinant la visibilit6
sont la taille et la forme du panache, son contraste sur l'arriire plan et la transmission de
1'atmosph~re. Ces grandeurs sont accessibles
par la mod6lisation du panache et de la diffusion solaire. La probabilit6 de ditection
4.1.6 Interpritation des mesures de trans- est aussi reli6e i la disparit6 naturelle des
r~ponses des yeux humains d'un individu i un
mission
autre.
Les r~sultats des mesures en champ libre
sont toujours infiuenc~s par les conditions
climatiques. 11 est recommand6 d'effectuer
un contr~le i un niveau de fum~e connu a6
chaque fois que cela est possible et de tirer les
diff6rents moteurs aussi rapidement que possible pour 6viter tout changement pouvant survenir pendant la dur6e de l'essai.

Pour la transmission en jet libre (fig.
Des hypoth~ses plus ou momns bien justiflees
17 - 18), lea mesures sont moyenn~es en
6liminant les parties transitoires correspon- sont n~cessaires iLcette 6valuation. Les plus
dant A I'allumage et ~i I'extinction du bloc. hasardeuses concernent probablement lea proLa partie restante doit montrer un niveau pri~t~s optiques des particules.
pratiquement constant faisant de la valeur
La th~orie de l'intiraction dui rayonnement
moyenne une quantit6 reprisentative des
et des particules eat abordie dans le parafum~es existantes.
graphe 3.1. Elie concerne la risolution des
(fig.
6quations de Maxwell pour lea int~ractions enferm~e
Pour lea mesures; en chambre
19), le niveau de transmission doit itre pris tre une onde plane monochromatique et une
apr~es un m~lange complet des gaz de com- particule sphirique. Elie fournit h la fois
bustion et de F'air. La valeur plateau est in- lea caract~ristiques d'absorption et de diffuterpr~t&e cornme une grandeur caract~ristique sion du rayonnement par lea particules mais
des fumnies primaires g~nir~es par la formula- n~cessite la connaissance de paramkres mal
tion. Pour assurer une bonne estimation de connus tels que la taille et l'indice complexe
cette valeur plateau, Ia transmission eat en- de ]a particule. De plus, l'hypothise d'une
registrie pendant une durie significativement particule sphirique doit itre faite.
plus longue que le temps de m~lange (typiqueUne approche exp6rimentale a A6e tentie
ment 10 fois). Dans la chambre SOF, le temps
de m~lange est de l'ordre de 5 s ii 30 a et lea au R.U i l'aide de diff~rentea techniques
Elie incluait des mesures
meaures sont acquises sur une dur~e de 300 s. de mesures.
de la composante rifl~chie de l'intensiti
d'une forte source 6clairant le panache de
4.2 Vlslb~lt6 des fuwmne
fum6es et des inosures de contraste i partir
d'enregistrements photographiques ou vid&o.
sp~cificalea
Du point de vue op6rationnel,
Toutes ces techniques fournissent des inforsont
primaires
fum~es
tions de visibilit6 des
d6finios en terme de d~tectabilit,6 visuelle du mations utiles et permettent de distinguer des
missile par l'ennerni. Puisque cette caract6ris- niveaux de fumn6es d~tectables. Cependant autique d~pend des conditions opirationnelles, cun dispositif no permot d'obtenir toutes leg

un nombre limiti de conditions d'environne- informations d~sirkes.
mont "typiques" ou "extr~mes" doivent 6tre
Do plus amples informations peuvent Wte
dbfivies pour le missile, pr6cisant Io rayonnemont solaix'., l'arri~re plan, les conditions at- trouv~es dans lea r6f6rences f9)110).
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sion, la taille des particules importantes eat

La visibilit6 des fumn~es eat un domaine oude l'ordre grandeur de la longueur d'onde.
le d6veloppement de techniques de mesure
eat encore n~cessaire.
11 suffit d'insitcr
ici sur le fait qu'aucune m~thodologie n'est
6. CONCLUSION
maiheureusement disponible mais peut 6tre
d6velopp6e i partir de l'itat-de-l'art actuel.
Lea effets des fumkes primaires d~pendent
des caract~ristiqucs du moteur (pouss~e, d~bit
4.3 Mesure de taWe de particules
masaique), de la conception du moteur (propergol, inhibiteur, tuy~re, etc), de beaucoup
Determiner la repartition granulom6trique de paramnkres rnal connus relatifa aux pardes particules pr6sentea est tr~s difficile, corn- ticules (quantit6, nature, taille, forme, proplexit6 accrue encore par le fait que l'on ne pri~t6s optiques, etc) mais aussi des caracpeut jamais &tre certain que toutes lea parti- t~ristiques op~rationnellea et des conditions
cules int~ressantes ont 6t6 analys~es ou que la ambiantes (solcil, arri~re plan, etc). II eat
distribution obtenue englobe toutes lea parti- extr~rnement difficile de d~finir des conditions
cules interessantes. En g~n6ral, 10 %des par- standards pour caract~riser tolls leurs effets.
ticules (lea plus grosses) repr6aentent 90 %de Chaque probli~me n6cessite des consid~rations
sp6cifiques.
la masse totale.
Dana le dispositif "S.C.F" de 'U.S Army, lea
mesures aur lea particules sont obtenues par
un syst~me d'analyse couvrant la gamme de
0.3 pm iLplus de 10. pum.

En pratique, la quantification des effets
des fum~es primaires eat obtenue par des
mesures de transmission. Des considerations
tb~oriques, g~n~ralement bashes sur la th~orie
de Mie, peuvent aider h6linterpr~tation des
resultats.

En France, l'analyse de particules se fait en
utilisant un r~cup~rateur de particules dana
Des tests standards ont k6~ d~crits et choilc panache. Apris le tir, lea 6chantillons sont
analysis par microscopic 6lectronique et spec- ais par le AGARD WG 21 dana le but
trom6rie X. Mais en fait ces meaures ne sont de fournir des m~thodes simples, relativement bon marche , permettant d'obtenir
consid~r~es quc qualitativement.
des r~sultats quantitatifa caractiristiques des
11 eat souhait6 que des
Un avertissement eat n~cessaire quant i fum~es primairea.
I 'utilisation de distributions granulom~triquesprcdesimars
celsd itacifdons un but diff~rent de cclui pour lequel ment une base qui puisse 6tre adoptee comme
l'analyse a 60 faite. Par exemple, pour le us standard parmi lea pays de l'OTAN.
calcul des performances d'un moteur fus~e
Remerciements
dons lequel on s'int6resse aux cifets des
particules sur I'impulsion ap~cifique d6livre'e,
L'auteur tient a remercier MM Ajdari
seules lea grosac particules, qui ont la plus
grande trainee et la plus grande masse, sont et Souletis ayant activement particip6 au

int~ressantes. Des mod~ies donnant dc telles
r6partitions sont suffisamment pricis pour ce
propos (1111 mais ne consid~rent pas lea pe
tit"e particules qui peuvent itre pr6sentes.
De telles distributions sont totalement insuffisantes pour le calcul de la diffusion du rayonnemnent U.V et visible [9], et peuvent aussi
itre inadiquates pour I&diffusion dans le domaine I.R. Pour ces phlnomlncs de diffu-

groupe de travail AGARD 21 et ayant permis 1'6laboration de cc chapitre dons le cadre
d'6tudes r6alis~ea sous l'6gide du Ministire de
la D~fense frangais (STPE).
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Large Particles (b)

Small Particles (a)
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beam
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Size: smaller than one-tenth the wavelength of light r
Description: symmetric

Incident
beam
Size: approximately one-fourth the wavelength of light
Description: scattering concentrated in forward direction

Larger Particles (ci

Incident

beam

.-

4'*

Size: larger than the wavelength of light
Description: extreme concentration of scattering in forward direction;
development of maxima and minima of scattering at
wider angles

Figure 1: R6partition angulaire de I'intensitW diffusee par des particules de trois tailles:
(a) petites particules, (b) particules moyennes, (c) grosses particules [2]

Particules issues d'un propergol composite
aluminis6

DIA• ER

( MICRONS )

Particules issues d'un propergol XLDB

oDASeTRE ( MICRONS

Figure 2: R6partition granulom6trique des produits condensls r6cup6rls dans un jet de
propulseur analys6s par microscopie ilectronique et spectrom6trie X. (SNPE-France)

Figure 3: Particules r~cupirkes dana un jet
de propulseur. (Propergol XLDB au carbure
de zirconium) SNPE

Figure 4: Particules rkcupirkes dans un
(Propergol XLDB A
jet de propulseur.
l'aiuminium) SNPE

Figure 5: Figure g~om6trique de la diffusion de Mie. Les deux vecteura correspondent au rayonnement incident non-polaria6.
La ligne OD eat la direction d'obaervation et
est I'angle d'observation. Pour un rayonnement polaria6, le vecteur 6lectrique eat suppoa6 dana le plan POX, faisant un angle 4
avec le plan d'observation [2].
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Figure 6: Variation de log il et de log i2 en fonction de 9 pour des particules A1 2 0 3 et C
(suie) pour *-450, r = 1pim et A = O.lpm.
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Figure 9: Fraction massique (Fm) de particules produisant une transmission de 95 %
travers un nuage donn6 en fonction de la taille des particules.
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PROPULSION
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SMITH

ROYAL ORDNANCE
Rocket Motors Division
Summerfield
Kidderminster
United Kingdom

1.0
SUMMARY
Current requirements for missile systems
increasingly stress
the need for stealth
capability.
For the majority of missile
systems and missions the exhaust plume
is likely
to be the major contributor to
overall missile signature, especially
considering the recent developments in
low emission and low Radar Cross Section
coatings for motor bodies.
This implies
the need for the lowest possible rocket
exhaust signature over a wide range of
frequencies from the UV through visible
and IR to microwave and radio
frequencies.
.4
type, Double
The choice of propellant
Base; Composite etc, plays a
significant
part in determining the
exhaust signature of the rocket motor
as does the selection
of inert
materials
for liners,
inhibitors
and nozzles.
It
is also possible with certain
propellants
to incorporate additives which reduce
exhaust signature either
by modifying
the chemistry of the afterburning plume
or more significantly
by suppressing
secondary combustion and hence
dramatically reducing plume temperature.
This lecture considers the feasibility
of plume signature control on the various
missions envisaged by the missile
designer.
The choice of propellant type
and hardware components to give low
signature is discussed together with
performance implications.
Signature
reduction results
obtained over a wide
range of frequencies are also presented,
2.0
INTRODUCTION
Rocket motor plumes can exhibit dramatic
differences in visual signature ranging
from clean exhausts with secondary flame
and little
or no visible
smoke, to plumes
producing copious amounts of primary and
secondary smoke to such an extent that
the secondary flame becomes obscured or
even invisible.
In certain
situations
secondary combustion or afterburning
can also be suppressed producing a
rocket motor which burns without flame
or smoke making it difficult
to
determine purely on visual grounds
whether or not the motor is actually
firing,

The visible
signature is however only a
very small part of the complete Electromagnetic Spectrum.
Guidance and detection
of missiles is practicable
at wavelengths
ranging from the UV through visible
and
IR to microwaves and radio frequencies.
Figure 1 shows atmospheric attenuation
over infrared
and millimetric wavelengths.
Spectral regions of importance are those
in which strong plume emissions occur in
atmospheric windows where good long range
transmissions are possible.
Commonly used
windows in the IR exist
at 3-5 um and
8-12 um and in the millimetric region at
35 GHz and 94 GHz.
If signature control is required from a
missile system then it
is important that
this
is recognised at the design stage.
The incorporation of, for example, flame
suppression at a later
stage is not
necessarily an easy or satisfactory
solution to guidance or tracking problems
due to inference with other existing
components of the missile.
The objective
of this
lecture
is to consider the various
components of the rocket motor required
for different
types of tactical
missile
systems, explaining how stealth
features
can be adopted, illustrating
the problems
to be faced and the potential
benefits
to be gained.
3.0
FLAME SUPPRESSION
Throughout the lecture
mention is made
of flame suppression techniques because
these are adjudged to be potentially
the most attractive
method of significantly
reducing plume signature.
When
afterburning occurs the temperature of
the exhaust plumes rises
to a maximum
approaching the chamber temperature at
a distance of some 50 nozzle radii
downstream of the exit
plane.
With
flame suppression the nozzle exit
plane becomes the hottest
region with
the temperature decreasing along the
length of the plume.
With smokeless solid
propellant
rocket
motors the fuel for secondary flame
is Hydrogen and carbon monoxide.
This
mixes with atmospheric oxygen in the
recirculation
region at the nozzle
exit
plmn. resulting
in a highly

2-2
flammable mixture.
Shock waves in the
plume result
in regions of pressure
concentration and temperature rise
which lead to ignition.
The temperature
lag of any hot particles
in the exhaust
can also act as an ignition
source,
In all
but low thrust
low energy motors
secondary combustion will take place
unless inhibited
by chemical means,
The reaction in the flame is propagated
by free radicals
such as H and OH.
Combustion of hydrogen in air
results
in
the formation of free radicals
H 202

-4

H2 0 + H + OH

Remo-'al -f these radicalT is tý'e aim
of combustion suppression.
Potassium
salts
introduced into double base
propellants as a small percentage of
the propellant mass can stimulate the
radical
removing reaction processes.
K + OH + M
KOH + H

--f

-4*

KOH + M

K + H20

Extensive research work carried out at
ROS has optimised the use of potassium
salts
for secondary flame suppression
both in terms of the potassium salt
used and the method of addition to the
propellant.
Both Sodium and Lithium
salts
have been shown to be possible
but significantly
less
effective
suppressants.
Examples of the benefits
of flame suppression are presented later
in the lecture.
4.0
ROCKET PRINCIPLES
Solid propellant rocket motors are
often referred
to as being relatively
simple devices requiring little
or no
servicing and having no moving parts.
This is generally true although in a
number of modern systems quite
complicated actuation devices for
thrust
vector control are included in
the basic design.
A definition
of a rocket motor is a
device for converting the thermochemical energy of a propellant into
exhaust jet
kinetic
energy.
The
propellant for a solid
rocket motor
is contained and stored directly
in
the combustion chamber and can remain
there for periods of time which can be
as long as 20 years in some in service
systems.
Figure 2 shows a typical
solid
propellant
rocket motor with the
various design features
indicated,
Selection of materials for the
components can have a large influence
on the plume signature obtained.
4.1

CASE AND END CLOSURES

The case and end closures are the
components which form the pressure
vessel for the propellant charge.
The case also often acts as part of
the misaile structure.
Requirements

for the case include lowest possible
mass together with high pressure
capability.
In many designs, such as
where the missile experiences high
'g'
loadings, high case stiffness
is also necessary.
Traditional case
materials include steel
and aluminium
with various fabrication
methods.
Glass
fibre
constrictions
have also been
extensively used bu* for applications
which require high stiffnesq
the case
wall thickness and hence body wcight
become problematical.
More recent caLmaterials include, steel
strip
laminate,
graphite fibres
and Kevlar overwrapped
aluminium.
External case insulation
is
also used to protect
certain
motors
against aeLody:.amic heating.
Case materials are not normally exposed
during the motor burn and hence do not
contribute towards plume signature.
4.2
IGNITER
The purpose of the igniter
is to ignite
the whole of the propellant grain as
quickly and uniformly as possible enabling
the motor to reach its
operating pressure
in a reproducibly short time.
Over and
under ignition
across the motor operating
temperature range are to be avoided, as
is any igniter
induced mechanical damage
to the propellant grain.
Two main categories of igniter
exist,
pyrotechnic and pyrogen.
Pyrotechnic
devices contain ingredients such as
Boron; Potassium Perchlorate and
Aluminium.
They have the advantage of
being cheap to produce but have poor
signature characteristics
in particular
high smoke levels.
Pyrogen igniters
are
essentially
small self
contained rocket
motors with only a very small amount of
pyrotechnic material to initiate
the burn.
The propellant used in the igniter
is
usually the same or similar to the main
propellant charge.
The advantages of
pyrogen igniters
include more reproducible
ignition
across the temperature range and
the ability
to produce smoke free igniters
using AA category propellants
as described
later.
The main disadvantage of pyrogen
igniters
is involved with production costs
and complexity.
A propellant charge has
normally to be manufactured for machining
to produce the pellets
necessary for
inclusion into the pyrogen igniter.
The
pyrogen body ha.3 to act as a pressure
vessel during the burn of the igniter
and
to achieve the correct
operating conditions has to have some form of choke
included in
its
construction.
It
is also
possible to reduce ignition
flash
by the
addition of flame suppressant materials
to pyrogen igniter
compositions.
4.3 C1AW4G INSULATII/IltIBITION
Both charge insulation
and inhibition
materials are important in that
they

restrict
the propellant from burning on
unwanted surfaces and prevent combustion
gases reaching and hence destroying the
case insulating materials and even in the
worst situation compromising the integrity

•rm
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of the case

materials.

stresses

produced

thermal expansion
into one
Rocket motors normally fall
of two categories either
being
cartridge
loaded or case bonded,
The advantages of cartridge
load
systems are that
they in general
present less
formidable material
problems.
However in many cases these
advantages are outweighed by energy
considerations where the maximum
possible propellant must be loaded
into the available volume.
This can
usually only be achieved by case
bonding, making this
the only way of
achieving the required performance
from the available space envelope.
Tn enrtridge load applications
the
case is insulated by a suitable
heat resistant/erosion
resistant
material 3uch as Butyl; EPDM or
chlorosulphonated polyethylene
rubber.
These are normally heavily
filled
with materials such as silica
or refractory
fibres
to proviue the
necessary temperature and erosion
resistance.
The second part
of the
cartridge
load system is the charge
inhibition.
This prevents the charge
burning on surfaces other than those
required and must bond adequately to
the charge across the operating
temperature range.
The inhibition
must also be resilient
to any shock
loading which the charge/motor may
experience.
Historically
for double
base propellants
inhibitor
materials
such as ethyl cellulose
of cellulose
acetate were used to form charge
inhibitors.
However, these materials
r•.lied on nitroglycerine
absorption to
form a bond to the propellant.
As the
propellants aged, more and more
nitroglycerine
was absorbed by the
inhibitor.
This modified the burn rate
of the propellant adjacent to the
inhibitor
and more importantly increased
the amount of inhibitor
consumed on
firing.
The smoke signature from such
inhibitors
therefore increased with age.
The two more recent types of materials
used for charge inhibitors
are either
heavily filled
plastic
or rubbers
designed to resist
combustion, or
polymeric materials such as acrylates
or polyurethanes which are capable of
burning but at a much slower rate
than
the propellant.
It
is possible with
these materials to achieve virtually
smoke free burning,
Some inhibitor
formulations are self
bonding to the propellant whilst others
require the use of a bonding interface
layer.
The second category of charge is the
so called case bonded type where the
charge insulation
bonds the liner
to
the motor wall.
In this
case the
inhibition,
in addition to its
heat

resisting properties, needs to possess
good mechanical properties over the
operating temperature range of the
rocket motor to accommodate the
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by the mismatch
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rates between the

This
propellant and case materials.
normally limits
the choice of material
to filled
rubbers.
Because of the higher
stresses
bonding becomes more critical
in case bond applications.
From the point of view of signature
control any particulate
matter liberated
by the various insulation/inhibition
materials will form smoke in the rocket
motor exhaust.
If refractory
fillers
are
used the particle
size should be chosen
to minimise light
attenuation and
scattering.
Figure 3 shows the
scattering
cross sections for a typical
refractory
and it
can be seen that
to
achieve very low scattering
cofficients
sub micron particles
should be used.
The
other chief source of smoke in charge
inhibitor
formulations is due to unburnt
hydrocarbons where the oxygen/hydrocarbon
ratio
of the material is low.
By the
addition of oxygen rich
fillers
to these
materials it
is possible to achieve oxygen
balanced systems which give virtually
smoke free performance.
The presence of hot particles in the
exhaust plume generally leads to
significant
levels of radiation
throughout the Ultra Violet, visible
and infrared spectral
regions.
These mechanismb
are discussed more fully
in the plume
radiation
lecture
but the important
parameters affecting
plume signature are
particle
size distribution,
temperature
and concentration.
Another important
effect
in flame suppressed plumes is
particulate
triggering
of secondary
combustion due to the thermal lag of the
exhaust particles.
This can have serious
consequences in certain
configurations
where, for example, pressure changes
inside the motor can lead to the release
of relatively
large pieces of inhibition/
insulation
debris.
This is especially
apparent in boost sustain
motors where
the abrupt change in pressure between
the two stages can lead to noticeable
puffs of exhaust smoke.
A similar effect
is often seen at motor burnout.
For
these reasons it
is preferable in
cartridge
load situations,
where end
burning charges are often used, to use
the oxygen balanced inhibitors
rather
than
erosion resistant
materials.
In case
bond situations
the charges are likely
to be radial
burning and therefore only
small regions of insulation
are exposed
until
cose to burnout, minimising the
particulate
matter released.
Rigid insulants
are often used in
the
extreme aft
ends of radial
burning motors
to provide better
insulation
and less
particle
release
from these highly
erosive areas.
4.4
END CLOSURES BLASTPIPE AND NOZZLES
Conditions in these regions which feature

high temperatures and gas flows are highly
erosive leading to the use of rigid
insulants.
The materials used may have
fibrous inorganic materials added to
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properties
insulating
improve their
layer
and leave a charred insulating
after
the organic material has been
The most common of these
consumed.
been
materials has traditionally
is now being
this
However,
asbestos.
phased out because of carcinogenic
effects
and alternative
materials
such as silica
phenolic and carboncarbon materials are being developed,
Graphite or even Molybdenum inserts
which minimise erosion are being used
in
the highly erosive
specifically
choke area.
The material require-

and the additive level reduces to approximately 0.7% with a commensurate drop in
exhaust smoke.
It
has been found that
a
cant angle of approximately 7.50 is
The axial
required to ensure separation.
losses vary as the cosine of the
thrust
loss
cant angle and therefore a thrust
of only approximately 1% is incurred.
Other penalties
with multiple nozzles
include higher production costs due to
the increased complexity, and possibly
the
if
lower nozzle expansion ratios
plane is
maximum diameter at the exit
restricted
to the missile body diameter

ments for signature control are
with low erosion having
consistent
as for
the same constraints
insulation
materials,

If a requirement exists
for a
minimum
signature motor having high energy and
then the use of multihigh thrust,
nozzles may be the only practical
method
available of obtaining flame suppression
without having to incorporate excessive
quantities
of additive into the propellant
These would in turn degrade performance
and give an unacceptably higher smoke
signature.

Secondary flame suppression imposes
on nozzle
particular
restraints
design.
The most favourable nozzle
design for flame suppression is a
fully
expanded parallel
flow nozzle
which minimises exit
plane temperature
Unfortunately this
and pressure.
design of nozzle becomes excessively
long for high pressure, boost motor
applications.
In these cases simple
conical nozzles or Rao profiles
are
often used.
Table 1 shows comparisons
between conical, Rao and circular
arc
profile
nozzles where the exit
plane
angle is progressively reduced from
150 through 70 to 00 whilst maintaining
the same exit
plane diameter and hence
temperature and pressure.
Three motors with each standard of
nozzle were fired.
One of these
contained no flame suppressing
additive whereas Ih- other two
contained 0.5% and 0.7b• respectivcly,
In each case the size and condition
of any secondary flame was assessed,
The results
show the conical nozzles
to be substantially
worse than the
other two types of nozzle in terms
of flame suppression and,
incidently,
thrust
losses.
The differences
between the Rao and circular
arc
nozzles are less
pronounced but the
zero degree exit
angle, circular
arc
nozzles appear to be slightly
superior.

Sbecome

4.5
NULTINOZZLES
At high thrust
levels exhaust plumes
large producing high emissiors.
Flame suppression of these plumes
becomes more and more difficult
requiring high levels of additive to
be used producing, in some cases, an
unacceptably high smoke penalty.
Figure 4 shows the amount of additive
required to suppress typical
CDB
motors at various thrust
levels,
It can be seen that
a level of
approximately 1.0% is required for
a thrust
level of 24 KN.
However
if
the single nozzle on the motor
is replaced by four nozzles canted
such that
the plumes separate the
thrust
per nozzle drops to 6 KN

THRUST VECTOR CONTROL
4.6
A number of different
types of TVC systems
are commonly used on tactical
missiles.
These range from simple jetavator
and
spoiler
blade devices to more complicated
swivel nozzle systems.
All such devices
operate by deflecting
the exhaust flow
relative
to the motor axis and by their
nature are likely
to modify exhaust size
and plume properties.
One such device
is a spoiler
blade system which deflects
the plume by blade insertion
at the nozzle
exit
plane.
These types of device produce
severe exhaust shocks dnd high recovery
temperatures.
They are therefore likely
to produce high exhaust emissions and be
extremely unfavourable for flame
suppression except at very low thrust
levels.
A further
device the gimballess
swivel nozzle is typical
of devices where
the whole of the nozzle and choke assembly
are moved.
This type of TVC has little
effect
on the exhaust plume except in
flight, where the angle of i-^idence of
the exhaust gases to the air
.ow is
changed.
These devices are obviously the
most favourable for minimising exhaust
emissions and suppressing secondary
combustion.
5.0
PROPELLANTS
The two main families of propellants,
composite and double base, are shown in
Table 2 and Table 3.
The type of
propellant chosen and ingredients involved
have a profound influence on the rocket
motor exhaust signature.
5.1
COMPOSITE PROPELLANTS
Composite propellants
consist
and oxidiser held together in
binder.
The binder which can
energetic also acts sometimes
fuel.

of a fuel
a rubbery
be inert
or
as the

5.1.1
INGREDIENTS
The most widely used fuel is powdered
aluminium which is normally incorporated
into the propellants
at
levels of between
14-18%.
Aluminium is cheap, readily

*
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available and easily
burns in combustion chambers.
The combustion
product, aluminium oxide, however
produces dense primary smoke and also
causes problems due to slag deposition
on nozzles and end closures,
A number of other metallic fuels
have been considered.
These include
Boron: Beryllium and their
Hydrides.
Boron has been used in some applications
such as solid
propellant
ramjets but its
high melting point
makes it
a difficult
material to
burn efficiently.
Beryllium is
unlikely to be used due to toxicity
and the hydrides present manufacturing
and storage problems.
Ammonium . erchloratis normally used
as the oxidiser in composite
propellants being incorporated
typically
at levels of around 70%.
The material is cheap; high energy and
produces propellants
with low pressure
exponents.
Ammonium perchlorate on
burning liberates
HCL which under
certain
conditions can cause secondary
smoke.
Certain other oxidisers can
be used.
These include Potassium
Perchlorate and Ammonium Nitrate.
Neither of these materials is as
energetic as Ammonium Perchlorate.
Potassium Perchlorate produces low
burning rate
propellants
and
Ammonium Nitrate, whilst smokeless
and possibly attractive for
insensitive
munitions, presents
manufacturing difficulties
due to
phase changes.

and HMX.
Here both the filler
and HTPB
binder act as the fuel.
These propellants
fall
into the AGARD recommended AC class
with small amounts of primary smoke but
high levels of secondary smoWe under
conditions.
Similarly minimum
certain
smoke propellants can be produced by
removing aluminium and most or all
of
the Ammonium Perchlorate and replacing
with an energetic binder and ROX or HMX
fillers
together with possibly Ammonium
Nitrate.
Problems however,
arise
with
the burning rate
of such propellants
resulting
in the use of small amounts of
Ammonium Perchlorate to increase the
range of available burning rates.
These
propellant fall
into the AGARD recommended
AA or AB classification.
The addition of Aluminium to propellants
to increase energy also has the effect
of reducing combustion instability
in
radial
burning motors.
In the absence
of Aluminium, materials such as Zirconium
Carbide are added to provide particulate
damping.
Careful choice of particle
size
is required to minimise primary smoke.
5.1.3
PROCESSING
Composite propellants
are usually manufactured using a slurry
cast, mould
filling,
process but are also capable
of being extruded.
The binder systems
commonly used bond readily
to the motor
insulation or charge inhibition and so
both case bond and cartridge
load designs
are easily
produced.

Composite propellants
containing
aluminium fall
into the AGARD
recommended classification
CC as
shown in Figure 5.
However, reduced
smoke composite propellants
can be

5.1.4
PLUME SIGNATURE
The major problems with composite
propellants
are concerned with exhaust
signature.
Figure 6 presents the results
of a firing
trial
carried out on two
Double Base, low thrust
(1.5 KN),
motors,
one without aluminium and one containing
2% aluminium.
The results
quoted are for
the attenuation of a visible
beam normal
to the plume at a distance of some 16
metres from the nozzle.
It
can be seen
that
the transmission falls
from 100% to
approximately 50% for the aluminised
round.
Therefore even small proportions
of aluminium will form dense clouds of
primary smoke a.,d for low signature
exhausts all
of the aluminium must be
removed.
This implies that
other
particles
such as zirconium carbide must
be added to prevent combustion instability
in radial
burning charges.
The major
source of smoke in composite propellants
is however, secondary smoke formed due to
the combustion of ammonium perchlorate
releasing HCL into the exhaust.
This will
react with atmospheric water under
certain
temperature and humidity conditions
forming dense clouds of secondary
smoke.
A full
discussion of secondary
smoke is presented in one of the following
lectures
and will not be included here.
However, Figure 7 shows atmospheric
condition predictions
for secondary
smoke formation for composite and double
base propellants.
It
can be seen that

produced by removing the aluminium
from the propellant and replacing
with energetic fillers
such as RDX

in certain climatic regions, the conditions of low temperature and high relative
humidity necessary to produce secondary

A number of different
binder systems
are in use.
These include
Polyurethanes; Carboxy-Terminated
Polybutadiene (CTPB) and HydroxyTerminated Polybutadiene (HTPB).
The most widely used binder system
is HTPB which is easily
processed
and gives good mechanical properties
across the temperature range.
5.1.2
PROPELLANTS
HTPB based composite propellants
offer
high energy coupled with
excellent mechanical properties
and
are extremely cost effective
to
produce.
A range of composite propellant
burning rates
can be achieved by
varying the particle
size of the
ammonium perchlorate and incorporating
burning rate
modifiers such as
Ferrocene derivatives.
The propellants
produced are unplateaunised but can
have low burning rate
exponents and
hence low temperature coefficients,
typically
0.2-0.4%/*C.
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smoke in composites are likely
to be quite frequent occurrencies.
Similarly Figure 8 shows that

classes of double base propellant such
as Cross Linked Double Base (XLDB)
and
Elastomer Modified Cast Double Base

likely
to be
secondary smoke is
produced by composite motors at
high altitude.
Secondary flame
suppression of composite propellants
containing Ammonium Perchlorate has
been found to be ineffective
due to
chlorine present in the combustion
gases spoiling the action of the
afterburning suppression additives,
Low emission levels at all
wavelength
from these motors are unlikely to
plume
be achieved, although certain
such as Radar Attenuation
properties
can be improved by the addition of
materials such as Molybdenum Trioxide.

(EMCDB).
Figure 9 shows a comparison
between CDB and EMCDB propellants with
the latter
showing a strain
capability
of 20% at -401C.

5.2
DOUBLE BASE PROPELLANTS
The double base family of propellants
generally use Nitrocellulose and
Nitroglycerine as the two base
materials but other nitroplasticisers
may be used.
Here the Nitrocellulose
and Nitroglycerine function as fuel,
oxidiser and binder with the Nitrocellulose
absorbing and gelatinising
the Nitroglycerine to form an
homogenous propellant grain.
5.2.1
INGREDIENTS
Double base propellants
contain a
number of ingredients in addition
to Nitrocellulose
and Nitroglycerine.
Stabilisers
are added to prevent the
decomposition of the nitroglycerine
and hence increase propellant storage
lives.
Ballistic
modifiers are added
to control the burning rate.
Combustion instability
can be
controlled by the addition of particles
such as zirconium carbide and flame
supp essing potassium based materials
can be used.
5.2.2
PROPELLANTS
A wide range of propellant burning
rates
can be achieved by the addition
of small amounts of ballistic
modifiers
based usually on lead and copper salts,
These modifiers produce super rate
and
so called plateau burning where the
propellant burning rate
becomes
independent of pressure having a
zero or even negative exponent over
a certain
pressure range.
Operating
on the plateau region of the curve
enables very low, or even sometimes
negative, temperature coefficients
to be obtained, typically
4 0.2%/oC.
This minimises variations
in missile
performance over the temperature range.
All but the very high NC containing
double base propellants
can be
successfully case bonded allowing
both cartridge
load and case bond
motors to be produced.
Traditionally
double base propellants
gave very
poor low temperature strain
capability
necessitating
the use of mechanical
stress
relief
devices in motors
designed to operate at
low temperatures.
This has been overcome in the newer

The energy level of double base
propellants is somewhat lower than
composites but the more flexible
types
of propellants such as EMCDB contain
much higher levels
of nitroglycerine
than conventional CDB and are therefore
more energetic.
Aluminium and Ammonium Perchlorate can
be incorporated into double base
propellants if
required resulting
in the
Composite Modified Double Base class of
propellants.
The use of these
ingredients increases the energy of the
propellant, but it
does so at the
expense of plateaunisation
and hence low
temperature coefficient.
Perhaps even
more importantly it
increases energy
at the expense of low exhaust signature.
Development has concentrated in recent
years on the incorporation of high
energy smokeless materials such as RDX
HMX into double base propellants.
Propellants containing high levels of
these materials have been produced in
both XLDB and
MICDB.
Up to 40% RDX has
been successfully incorporated into
EMCDB propellant without loss of
plateaunisation
aui
retaining
good -401C
strain
capability.
At these levels of
RDX, propellant energies approaching
those of non aluminised composites are
obtained.
Combustion stabilising
and
flame suppressing additives can be
incorporated into Double Base
propellants
without destroying
plateaunisation.
5.2.3
PROCESSING
A number of manufacturing routes for
double base propellant are in common
use.
These include:
a)

A slurry
cast process
XLDB propellant.

to produce

This process is similar
to the slurry
cast process for composite propellants
where all
of the ingredients are mixed
together, a curing agent added and the
mix dispensed into suitable
moulds.
Energetic fillers
and other required
materials such as instability
suppressants are added at the mixing
stage.
b)

An extrusion p!rocess
Base propellants.

for Double

This is the well established hot
rolling/extrusion
process to produce
EDB propellant.
A variety of fillers
such as RDX; HMX; instability
suppressants and plateaunising agents
can be incorporated at
the compounding
stage.
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The extrusion process is most
suited for the production of rigid,
thin web, propellants
used in
short burn time applications,
c)

The plume signature from the rocket
motor can reduce the 'ission capability
of the missile both in terms of its
interference with the missile guidance
and tracking systems and by increasing
the possibility
of detection of the
missile sufficiently
early in its
flight
countermeasures to be
to allow effective
taken.

A casting process for CDB and
EMCDB propellants.

The casting process uses a powder
grain normally based on a 1 mm
cylinder containing Nitrocellulose
and Nitroglycerine which is poured
into a mould.
The casting fluid
composed of desensitised
nitroglycerine is passed through the
powder bed and under the influence
of heat and pressure the casting
powder granules partially
dissolve
in the liquid
by a process of
gelatinisation
of the nitrocellulose.
As a result
the granules swell and
coalesce to form a monolithic block
of propellant.
Additives such as RDX;
ballistic
modifiers; and combustion
stabilisers
and flame suppressants can
be incorporated into the powder grains.
To achieve EMCDB properties
elastomers
are added to the casting liquid.

6.1
GUIDANCE AND TRACKING
The wavelengths involUed in guidance
and tracking vary from the Ultra Violet
through visible
and IR to millimetric
wave radars.
Favoured frequencies are
those where atmospheric windows exist
allowing long range communication at low
powers.
However, range limited
frequencies are sometimes used to
decrease the possibility
of long range
detection.
Various guidance and tiacking systems
are commonly used.
These are more fully
discussed in Ref 1 Chapter 6 but include
Beam Riding : Command to Line of Sight
(CLOS): Semi Active and Active Homing.
In all
cases, other than the autonomous
in Active Homing, the
stage of flight
exhaust plume can have serious system
implications if
the guidance or tracking
signal passes close to, or through, the
exhaust plume.
This is particularly
so
if
the rocket motor is required to
continue burning up to maximum range.

5.2.4
PLUME SIGNATURE
Double base propellants
are generally
much better
than composite propellants
for exhaust signature.
NC/NG based
propellants
burn with extremely low
levels of exhaust smoke.
Zven with
the addition of Ballistic
Modifiers
and combustion instability
and flame
suppressants,
propellant primary smoke
is still
low falling
into the AGARD
AA class of propellants.
Nitramine
fillers
are also very low smoke
producing and the net effect
of
nitramine filled
propellants,
because
of ballistic
modifier dilution,
is
usually lower smoke.
Secondary smoke
from double base propellants is absent
except under very cold conditions
0
(less than -40
C predicted).

A further
problem with guidance and
tracking is in salvo operations.
Here
the exhaust plume of one missile may
seriously interfere
with target
tracking
or guidance of subsequent missiles.
A number of missile
solutions
to exhaust
plume problems are possible.
These
include flight
path offsets
at critical
periods to avoid excessive signal losses
and the use of multiple antenae or
reflectors
attached to wings etc to
remove propagation paths from highly
attenuating regions of the plumes.
Another possibility
is to use a fully
Active Homing System without mid-course
guidance.
All of these solutions
add
to increased missile complexity and
hence cost.
Reductions in plume
signature, where these are possible,
are much more desirable.

The most significant
advantage of
double base propellants
for plume
signature control is the ability
to
incorporate flame suppressing additives,
Low levels of certain
potassium salts
added to the propellant will suppress
secondary combustion with only a small
increase in exhaust smoke.
Careful
selection
of the type of additive
and its
method of incorporation into
the propellant minimise the effect
of the additive on the mechanical
and ballistic
properties
of the
propellant.

6.2
DETECTION
Exhaust emissions from rocket motor
plumes can become a means of detection
over a wide range of wavelengths
varying from the UV to microwave
frequencies.
Again frequencies of
interest
are those where atmospheric
windows occur making long range
detection possible.
Traditionally
detection has concentrated on the IR
regions of the spectrum where suitable
detectors operating in the atmospheric
windows make extremely long range
detection possible.
Because of
problematical background behaviour in

6.0
MISSION PRINCIPLES
The fundamental requirement for a
missile system is that
it should
have the highest possible probability
of successfully completing its
mission.
This impli.es the missile either
hitting
its
target
or approaching sufficiently
close to be within the lethality
radius
of a proximity fused warhead,
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The only solution available to the
missile designer to delay or
avoid detection is to minimise the
rocket motor plume,

accelerates the missile up to sonic
velocities
which are maintained during
As well as increased
the sustain phase.
range these motors have the advantages
of higher terminal velocity and higher
manoeuvreability because TVC devices
can be used throughout the flight.
Flame suppression in the low thrust
sustain phase is usually easily
accomplished with only a small penalty.
The boost phase presents the same
problems as boost coast, but because of
the much shorter boost burn time the
boost phase can be all
burnt, in certain
situations,
before the missile is
acquired by the guidance/tracking
system.

6.3 MOTOR CONSIDERATIONS
The most powerful tool available
to the rocket motor designer requiring

7.0 OPERATIONAL ASPECTS
A number of other problems exist which
can be alleviated by exhaust signature

to reduce communication losses and
minimise exhaust emissions is the
ability
with certain
families of
propellants to suppress secondary
combustion.
Experimental results
presented later
show dramatic reductions
in plume emissions across the full
range of frequencies from UV through
visible
and IR to millimetric wavelengths.
Tne use of certain
metallic
compounds in none flame suppressed
plumes can decrease microwave attenuation
but is much less
effective
than flame
suppression.

control.

the infrared, newly developed sensing
devices in the UV are gaining in
In the mid UV, or
importance.
solar blind region, atmospheric
attenuation limits
measurements
to short ranges, but the availability
detectors
of extremely sensitive
and the absence of natural sources
make this
region attractive.
Long
range detection is possible in the
near UV but solar
scatter
is
prominent,

It
is possible to use a number of
different
flight
profiles
for a
missile system.
Each of these has
implications for exhaust control,
The simplest of these is the boost
coast system where the missile is
accelerated to a suitable
velocity
by a short burning rocket motor which
then burns out allowing the motor to
coast to target.
This is taken to
the extreme in shoulder launched
systems where the motor is all
burnt
before the missile leaves the launcher
tube.
The major advantages of a boost
coa-t system is the absence of plume
during the coast phase removing any
problems of plume interference with
guidance and tracking, and making
detection in the coast phase difficult,
The disadvantages of such a system
include decreased range due to high
initial
velocity and drag, low intercept
velocity at target
and the inability
to use TVC systems during the coast
phase.
From plume signature considerations, suppression of afterburning
in the higher thrust
boost phase can
present difficulties,
P. number of the problems associated
with boost coast can be overcome by
using boost sustain motors.
Figure
10 shows a typical boost sustain
thrust
profile.
Such motors can
have a significantly
longer range
for the same propellant mass and
are often used in small antitank
systems where the boost phase

7.1
LAUNCHER DAMAGE
Hydrochloric acid mists liberated
during
the firing
of composite propellants can
cause significant
damage to launchers.
This necessitates
the use of protective
materials.
Flame suppressed exhausts,
being
significantly
cooler than
afterburning plumes will in general
cause less
launcher damage.
However,
interactions
between the launcher
structure
and the plume can initiate
afterburning.
7.2
IDENTIFICATION OF LAUNCHER SITE
Exhaust trails
formed from both primary
and secondary smoke can reveal the
position
of the launch site.
This is
particularly
significant
in still
air
conditions where smoke clouds, especially
secondary smoke clouds, can persist
for
relatively
long times.
Exhaust flash,
especially under low light
or night
firing
conditions, can illuminate and
reveal the position
of the launch site.
7.3
JET ENGINE FLAMEOUT
This has been a problem with air
launched missile systems over the years
and various measures such as relocating
the missiles as far
as possible from the
engine air
intakes have been taken to
minimise the problem.
However,
if
exhaust flame suppression can be
accomplished this
is a much more
effective
way of reducing the problem.
7.4
NIGHT BLINDNESS
A problem which occurs on night firings
of missiles is that
the intense exhaust
flash during launch and the early phase
of the flight
can cause operator night
blindness.
This may impair the
operators ability
to carry out further
tasks such as guidance and tracking for
some seconds after
launch.
The visible
emission results
of two night firings
are presented in Figure 11.
The flame
on motor gives a continuously high
emission throughout the firing.
However, on the flame suppressed round,
only ignition
flash
and candling on
burnout are detected.
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The ignition
flash
is very short and
is probably out of the field
of view
of the operator.
The candling would
be et extreme range and unlikely to
occur in flight
conditions.
Night
blindness will obviously be much
less
of a problem with suppressed
plumes.
8.0

SIGNATURE REDUCTION IN SUPPRESSED
PLUNES.
Throughout this
lecture
the potential
benefits
of exhaust signature control
and in particular
exhaust flame
suppression have been discussed,
The following figures
present the
results
of a series
of practical
trials
carried out on experimental
CDB rocket motors to quantify the
gains achieved at various wavelengths,
Full details
of the trials
are
discussed in reference 2 and the
results
presented here are a small
selection
of the total
results
obtained.
The results
show as far
as possible a single pair
of motors
operating with a thrust
level of
approximately 7 KN.
The propellant
used was high energy nitramine filled
double base, the first
motor being
flame on and the second motor flame
suppressed.
Figure 12 shows the visual signature
of the two motors.
Just a trace of
secondary combustion is visible
on
the suppressed round,
Figure 13 shows spectral
radiant
intensity
over the wavelength band
300-360 nm the results
quoted being
the average of a number of scans
throughout the firing.
The results
show a significant
reduction in UV
emission with flame suppression.
Figure 14 shows whole plume radiant
intensity
for the unsuppressed and
suppressed round in
the 3-5 um IR
band.
A reduction of roughly one
order of magnitude is obtained.
Figure 15 shows similar results
for
the 8-13 um IR band.
Again a
significant
but smaller reduction
is obtained.
Figure 16 shows normalised long
range IR emission spectra for a pair
of similar
thrust
motors.
Substantial
reductions in peak Red Wing and Blue
Spike emissions are obtained for the
suppressed motor.
Figure 17 and 18 show millimetric
attenuation of a pulsed radar beam
traversing
the plume in a two-way
path via a dihedral reflector.
The
two pairs
of plots
are for the radar
positioned with the beam first
normal
(Figure 17) and secondly (Figure 18)
at an angle of 300 to the plume.
The results
show that
the attenuation
of the beam in the flame suppressed

i.

condition falls
effectively
to zero with
and motor burnout
only ignition
flash
detected.
However in flame on
conditions high attenuations
are
obtained which are proportional to the
beam path length through the plume.
Rocket motor plumes also emit radio
frequency radiation
at millimetric
wavelengths.
Figure 19 shows plume
emissions at 80 GHz for flame on and
flame suppressed motors.
The results
are expressed as apparent blackbody
temperature in degrees Kelvin.
The
flame on motor can be seen to be
emitting radiation
as if
it were a
blackbody raised to approximately 500*K
whereas the suppressed motor shows very
little
increase in
emission above
background.
Figure 20 shows tranverse transmission
measurements carried out on the smoke
signatures produced.
These show a small
decrease in
transmission 90% falling
to
approximately 85% with flame
suppression.
9.0
CONCLUSIONS
The ability
to control the exhaust
signature of Solid Propellant Rocket
Motors is of great benefit
to the
missile designer increasing the
probability
of mission success.
If stealth
is of primary importance, it
is possible to select
motor components;
propellant type and even missile flight
profiles
with the objective of
minimising exhaust signature.
Dramatic reductions in plume emissions
and guidance beam attenuations
can be
achieved by the suppression of
secondary combustion.
Designs where
flame suppression techniques can be
adopted provide the optimum route to
minimum exhaust signature.
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Table 1
Nozzle Profile Trials (Nitramine Loaded 7 KN Thrust Motor)

FLAME

SUPPRESSANT
LEVEL %

TRIAL
NO

NOZZLE

1
2
3

Conical
Conical
Conical

0
0.5
0.75

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

4
5
6

RAO
RAO
RAO

0
0.5
0.75

Continuous
Flashes Only
Out

7
8
9

Cir Arc
Cir Arc
Cir Arc

0
0.5
0.75

Continuous
Flashes Only
Out

-

Detached
Detached

Both Rao and Circular Arc nozzles gave complete suppression
at 0.75% additive. The circular arc nozzle gave a smaller
visible flame at 0.5% additive.
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SECONDARY SMOKE
P. A. Kessel
Phillips Laboratory Propulsion Directorate
Edwards Air Force Base, California, U. S. A.

1. SUMMARY

all materials from the propellant which would form a visible
particulate cloud.

The open literature on secondary smoke formation, prediction and classification is briefly reviewed. This review was
limited to the open literature in order to promote the widest
possible discussion within the AGARD engineering community. The recently completed PEP WG 21 proposal for
smoke classification is presented. Secondary smoke is defined and the physics of condensation of vapor onto droplets
is reviewed. The basis for the existing droplet condensation models is discussed and the existing methodology for
predicting secondary smoke light attenuation and scattering is presented. Test data taken to establish the initial
conditions for heterogeneous nucleation in rocket plumes is
presented. Comparisons between secondary smoke predictions and flight data are presented. The state of the art of
secondary smoke modeling is discussed and suggestions are
made for improvements,

3. CONDENSATION CONSIDERATIONS

2. INTRODUCTION
Modern high performance solid rocket exhaust plumes are
generally characterized by large volumes of flame and smoke
that mark the location of the rocket powered device and its
launch site and trajectory with unfailing accuracy and a
high degree of persistence. A smoke laden plume may be
either a hazard or a blessing depending upon the application. Tactical rocket designers go to great pains to eliminate
smoke since it gives the enemy information about the location of the launch platform or launch site. Particle laden
plumes may also interfere with microwave and laser beam
signals used for range finding and communication purposes.
On the other end of the spectrum, there are devices such as
flares which are designed to have a very distinctive smoke
laden plume for communication and countermeasures applications. This paper will attempt to summarize some of the
large effort that has gone into developing methods to classify, ,nderstand, predict, measure and control the secondary
smoke content of rocket plumes.
Smoke is a collection of fine liquid or solid particles that
are suspended in the atmosphere such that their optical signature is in recognizable contrast to the background. The
visible optical signature may arise because the particles absorb light, e.g., a carbon rich plume, which is a result of the
high emissivity, or because the particles reflect or scatter
light because of a low emissivity, e.g., contrails of high altitude ice crystals. In either case, the optical characteristics
of the background can either obscure or highlight the plume.
Attenuation of radiation along the optical path between the
observer and the smoke plume also serves to obscure the
plume.
Smoke in a rocket exhaust plume is classified as either secondary or primary smoke according to how it was formed.
Secondary smoke is defined as the material that leaves the
rocket as a vapor and subsequently condenses and solidifies as the plume cools due to expansion and mixing with
the ambient atmosphere. Secondary smoke is mostly water and aqueous solutions of HCG, HF or soluble salts. At
sufficiently high altitudes, secondary smoke may consist of
highly reflective ice crystals that form long-lived contrails.
Primary smoke is defined as the liquid and solid particulate
matter that is formed within the rocket more or less independent of any interaction with the atmosphere. Primary
smoke is comprised of the oxides of the metal fuel such as
aluminum, and in some cases, the soot created by the cornbustion process of carbon containing fuels. Primary smoke
can be eliminated or at least greatly reduced by eliminating

The condensation of the working fluid in an expansion is a
problem that has concerned researchers and practical engineers for a long time (e.g., reference 1). The earliest works
include those of C. T. R. Wilson in 1897 on the dynamics of cloud chamber expansions, and Stodola's work in the
1920's on steam nozzle expansions, reference 2. Hypersonic
wind tunnel designers, such as Wagner, recognized that for
high Mach numbers, the working fluid had to be kept at
a sufficiently high total temperature to avoid condensation,
reference 3.
The theory of condensation is well described in a number of
thermodynamic texts. A simplified example is given here to
bound the problem for further discussion. Figure 1 shows
the temperature-entropy diagram of the saturation curve
for water and the nozzle expansion path of water vapor to
low (ambient) pressure from a range of nozzle stagnation
conditions typical of solid rockets. The isentropic expansions are the envelope of vertical lines that intercept lines
of constant pressure in the superheated region, i.e., no condensation occurs within the rocket nozzle. If the inevitable
plume cooling process is assumed to be (for the moment)
a constant pressure process, the resulting temperature at
the intersection with the saturation curve would lie between
45°C and 100°C. This intersection, and the fact that the am0
bient temperature lies between -56°C and 55 C, indicates a
high probability for the occurrence of condensation. Actually, the process is more complicated than this simple model
since the water vapor is cooled by mixing with the ambient
atmosphere, which may or may not be able to carry the
water vapor in solution along with its burden of ambient
humidity.
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Condensation Considerations on the T-S Plane.

Other variables that have been ignored in this simplified
discussion, such as the role of dissolved gases and the role of
droplet surface tension, are discussed in reference 5 which
is summarized below. The effect of dissolved gases on the
saturation vapor pressure of a solution over a plane surface,
P, can be approximated by:
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P

p°(1)

Oliver has worked out the limiting cases for plane surface
(1

(I + in/ns)

where p° is the saturation vapor pressure of the pure substance, i is the osmotic coefficient, n. is the number of moles
of solvent, and it is the number of moles of the solute, reference 4. Although the value of i is unity for an ideal solution,
its value may be as high as 40 for concentrated solutions of
HC1 dissolved in water,
The correction on the effective vapor pressure due to droplet
radius of curvature is:
P°
p

exp

---RTr

(2)
(2

where a is the surface tension, v is the specific volume, R
the gas constant, T is the temperature, and r is the droplet
radius. This in effect increases the vapor pressure required
to produce further condensation on the droplet. These two
equations combine to give the vapor pressure for a solvent
droplet, p,.:
r

(1+ in/n])
(4)

= Po exp(2orv/RTr)

where P•qI is an experimentally determined solution saturation partial pressure.
An example of how these effects determine where in the
plume condensation occurs is illustrated in Figure 2, taken
from reference 4. In this figure, the plume state conditions
were modeled as a function of axial and radial distance.
(That is, a consistent set of approximations were used to define the state properties and velocity of the expansion.) The
gas temperature along the plume centerline corresponds to
the intersection of the isentropic expansion and the constant
pressure line in Figure 1. Condensation usually cannot occur here because the temperature is too high. As the mixing
progresses, the gas temperature decreases due to the plume
being diluted with ambient air. This process can be thought
of as either cooling the hot moisture-laden plume or as increasing the moisture content of the ambient air. Two lines
are shown in the figure. Line (a) is the locust of points at
21.1°C and 100% relative humidity. Line (b) is the locust
of points at -40°C and 0% relative humidity. Lines (a) and
(b) define the minimum point at which HCI and water will
satisfy equation (1). Condensation of HCG can only occur
outside of line (b), and condensation of water can only occur outside of line (a). Further limitations on condensation
have not been addressed in this plot. The actual region of
condensation will be less than indicated.
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exp(2av/RTr)(3

This can be simplified to:
p.

condensation. The first limiting case, labeled isothermal
mixing, holds both the mixture temperature at the ambient
air temperature and the ratio of air to plume gas constant.
Thus the composition of the "air" is changed slightly to reflect mixing with the plume. The second limiting case, adiabatic mixing, conserves energy in the mixing process and
sets the ratio of air to plume gas at the maximum which will
permit condensation to occur at the specified temperature
at sea level. Figure 3 shows the minimum relative humidity
at which cordonsation will occur as a function of temperature for the two limiting cases for several propellants. That
is, condensation may occur above these curves subject to
the other limitations discussed above, but it cannot occur
below these curves for the assumed mixing model. It is assumed that condensation will occur somewhere between the
adiabatic and isothermal limits that are said to bound the
problem.
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Oliver Fog Predictions, ref 4.

The size of a drop in equilibrium with the condensing gas
can be derived from equation (4):
(
r* = 2av/

'
RTr ln(---)t
Pko /

(5)

This droplet is unstable. Rewriting equation (5):
._2at,
P.o, = P exp (r*RTr)

(6)

If the droplet grows by the addition of one molecule, the
droplet radius increases but the vapor pressure at infinite
extent does not increase, as discussed in reference 1. The
slightly enlarged droplet has a lower equilibrium vapor pressure which allows additional molecules to be accepted. The
is continuous. Conversely, loss of a single molecule
the vapor pressure and causes a continuous evaporation process. Since a droplet cannot grow if it is smaller
than the critical radius, condensation requires a nucleation
site whose radius is above the critical radius if condensation
is to occur.
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These nucleation sites can be formed by the spontaneous collision of molecules if the molecular density is high enough,
or can exist as particles or droplets of a dissimilar material. Droplet growth by collision of similar molecules is call
homogeneous nucleation. Droplet growth by collision with
dissimilar molecules or particles is called heterogeneous nucleation.
The classical expression for nucleation rate is:
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w,= 2.0 for 0.000 < a s(s) < 0.001

V,2i77 (NS2,l/R2)(pl r) fT R-l ,•
o
xezp
[-n* lu(p/p 1 )212

where

(7)

The resulting equation for the rate of change of drop radius
is:
()
-P3)
d.

4. PREDICTION METHODOLOGY

The final result, equation (13), describes the droplet rate of
growth for each condensing component.
Similarly the change in droplet temperature due to convective heat transfer is given by the basic equation:

From what we have discussed so far, it is obvious that the
formation of secondary smoke is a dynamic process. This
process is identical to the formation of clouds and rain. It
is well known that this meteorological process can be influenced by seeding the clouds to create nucleation sites, and
therefore obtain precipitation from the clouds. It should
come as no surprise that the key to predicting the formation of secondary smoke is the prediction, albeit empirical,
of the initial nucleation sites. Given the initial nuclei distributions, the differential equations describing droplet growth
are integrated along Eulerian particle trajectories to predict
the droplet distributions in the rest of the plume.
Several models exist in the open literature for the prediction
of secondary smoke, notably the models of Miller, reference
4, Meyer, reference 5, Victor, reference 6, Wu, reference 7,
and Shanks, reference 8. These models all share an approach in which the modeler uses a nozzle and plume flowfield which is computed ignoring the existence of droplets,
then superimposes or overlays a highly empirical approach
to predicting the further effects of heterogeneous condensation on droplet size. Alternatives to this approach exist in
which the fully coupled flowfield and droplet field equations
are solved simultaneously, such as the work of Courtney, reference 9, Kang, reference 10, McBride, reference 11 and Sugawara, reference 12. This approach is necessary for applications in which a large fraction of the working gas condenses
and highly accurate predictions are desired. However, the
cost in computational difficulty and computer time can be
high. The approximate uncoupled approach used by the
smoke community is consistent with the empirical basis for
the initial conditions used in secondary smoke predictions.
The most comprehensive of these empirical models appears
to be the model of Miller, reference 4, which will be described below. The rate of droplet growth is given by:
'dr

where:
€•L = 2€o/[(21rffIIRTr)l/2(D/r) + 2r/(r + L)

dT,
mc,-d-- = I*hkf. 47rr(T - Tr) +

ft, + H.

(1

(15)

where
4hk(27rMRTr)1/2
(16)

C'(-y + 1)12.y)Pra + r/(r + L)
and
(1

= 1.0 + 0.3Re

2

p ri/

(17)

A correction for the effect of turbulent eddy size relative to
the drop size is applied as appropriate:
2 =u2
Ur

(1 O)/Q(2)

U

),(k)dk

(18)

where e(k) is the turbulent eddy spectrum of the local gas
stream, and is a function of the turbulence wave number, k:
k = 2wrw/u,,,

(19)

where u,, is the average plume centerline gas velocity relative to the plume edge velocity. Also,
(20)

f?,2)

= (1/132 )(w/a) 2 +
+ 3 (w/a) + 6(wt/a)' 2 + 1

(21)

(p-pr\

r-

= *D(vDI/RTI) (\1-p

)

(9)

where the experimental correlation of mass transfer to the
spheres is given as:
4D = 1.0 + 0.3Rc

2

Sc1f 3

(10)

Several corrections are made to account for non-ideal factors. Since the droplet size is of the same order as the ambient mean free path, this classical equation for molecular
diffusion is corrected by a factor derived from the work of
Fichs, as described in reference 4:
1/ ((27Ir/RTr)(D/r#) + (r/(r + L))]

(11)

where 6 is a coefficient to correct for molecule rebound.
The value of # is assumed to be unity for water, HCI and
HF. Another correction factor is applied to the evaporation
rate to compensate for the effect of condensation on the
molecular velocity:

4t

w)here s is the ratio of the gas velocity normal to the surface of the droplet to the mean thermal speed of the gas
molecules.

n* = (4?r/3)p,(NI/Il)r.3
(8)
It can be seen that the rate of nucleation is a function of
the ratio of p/p*
Unfortunately, the predictions of nucleation rate using equation (7) are orders of magnitude too low, strongly indicating
that the nucleation process in solid rockets is heterogeneous.
It is then necessary to rely on an empirical approach to accurately predict rocket plume droplet spatial distributions.

4.1 Droplet Growth

"_

(12)

a=

3v/r

2

,

t = 3p/(2p, + p)

(22)

Other details in Miller's paper give higher order corrections
to the drag coefficient change due to high Reynolds number
and turbulent velocity fluctuations. The droplet velocity
is correlated to the freestream velocity and the statistical
turbulent fluctuations. The droplet size distributions are
then calculated starting with the initial nuclei distributions
and the relations for droplet growth and droplet temperature. The effects of droplet coagulation and Brownian motion, turbulent diffusion and other higher order effects are
neglected.
4.2 Signature Prediction
4.11 Mie Theory
The particles in the plume scatter light in three basically different ways according to the relationship between the wavelength of the light and the size of the particle. If the wave-
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length of the light is small relative to the particle, the light
is
behaves as is does in the macroscopic world, and the result
wavecalled geometric scattering or geometric optics. If the
length of light is much larger than the particle, the particle
scatters the light in a more or less predictable and uniform
way that is called Rayleigh scattering (molecules in the air
scatter sunlight preferentially as a bright blue light). If the
wavelength of light is on the same order as the particle size,
the light is scattered in a more complex way that is called
Mie scattering. The Mie parameter a is defined as the ratio
of particle circumference to wavelength:
a = 27rr/A

2
9
rm(cos ) = cosO irm(cosO) - sin 0 d8r.(cosO)
dcosO

Pm, the Legendre polynomials, are finite series defined by

results obtained using Mie theory.
An additional parameter to be considered is optical depth,
r, which is defined as:

(24)

t/Io = exp(-r)

optically thin. If r is greater than 0.3, the cloud is said to be
optically thick, and the full corrections for multiple scattering must be applied. The intermediate range, 0.1 < r < 0.3,
is called the double scattering regime, which may require
some correction. Note that the effects of multiple scattering
and close particle spacing are different phenomena which can
and should be treated differently. In a large diffuse plume
we may get multiple scattering, that is the light interacts
with many particles before it leave the plume, but still have
a large enough particle spacing to apply uncorrected Mie
theory on small areas of the plume.
The calculation of the Mie scattering function is complex,
Full details are given in references 14 and 15. Hottel has
collected these functions in reference 16:

q(o) =

/2/)-----[i() +

()]

I

(25a)

(/)Complicated
p(O)

=

12
(amwr, + bmrm)
b mj1general,
+
2
(25c)
2m ++ 11) (amr.
M(m
+ bm)w
M==
2m
m

1p

where 7r. and r= are angular functions derived from the
Legendre polynomials
e )=dP,(cosO)
dcosO

dxm

2-m!

S'(y)Om(x) - n'0k'(x)S.(y)
S.TS)

b
b

(25f)
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11'Si,

n'S'()M(x)

-

C

)Sm(y)

where y = n'x, and
Sm(z) = (7rz/2)"12 J,+ 1 /2(z)
Cm(z) = (-1)' (-z/2)'/ 2 J--..-/ 2 (Z)

(25g)

Here Jm+1/ and J1-2 are Bessel functions of the positiae and negative half-orders, and
= Snz + iCm(z)

On)

S•(z)

= 8S(z)/z

(25h)

O•(z) = O9=(z
rhe efficiency factors for extinction and scatter can be derived from the values of am and bm.

Xt

=

4

2

X.=

42
-

o(2m+l•(am+bn)

0=1
12)

(25:)

(2m + 1)!a (Jam I' + 1b.n12
m=1

X. is obtained by difference. The above equations should
give the reader some feeling for the complexity of evaluating
the scatter properties.
The results of a typical Mie calculation are shown in Figure
4 for a range of aluminum oxide particle sizes for 0.55 pm
wavelength light from reference 7. Since the particle radius
varies from 0.01 to 5.20 pm, the Mie parameter varies from
0.114 to 59.4, which would cover the range from Rayleigh
scattering to geometric optics. The plot shows that the light
scattered forward preferentially, 0* scatter. The smaller
particles show the trend toward Rayleigh scattering. The
Mie theory is accurate, although cumbersome, in both the
Rayleigh and geometric optics limits.
computer programs have been developed that

44 [i(0)
i
(Xl X2)
(25b)
L(O +
+ iI'/J
The expression of i: and ill as functions of the size parameter x, the refractive index, n', and the angle 0 and the
definition of associated functions needed to evaluate extinction and scatter efficiency Xt and X, are presented below:
)

(25e)
(25e

1)'

S_(y)S.(x) - n'S,,(x)Sm(y)

where I/II is the fraction of light that passes through a
cloud of particles (or anything else for that matter). If the

optical depth is less than 0.1, then the cloud is said to be

-

a,. and b, (the amplitude functions) are given by

spacing, the particle optical effects interfere with each other

and an additional correction factor must be applied to the

2

d'(r

1
PW(x) =

(23)

Unfortunately, the wavelength of visible light is of the same
order as the circumference of the secondary smoke condensate particle, which forces us to resort to Mie theory for our
scattering predictions.
Mie theory describes the scattering of light by single spherical particles, references 15 and 16. The assumption of
sphericity is reasonable for small droplets in which surface
tension dominates the deforming aerodynamic forces. (It
is not a very good assumption for solid particles such as
sand and ice whose crystalline structure dominates the particle shape). Mie theory is appropriate for particles that are
widely spaced relative to one another. This minimum spacing is generally taken as ten particle diameters. Below that

(25d)

accurately compute the optical behavior of optically dense
two phase rocket plumes using Mie theory, reference 17.
This is done by breaking the plume up into a large number
of elements, each of which are optically thin. The mathematics of the solution are cumbersome. Suffice it to say that
the bookkeeping allows each element to scatter and absorb
radiation in the directions dictated by Mie theory in such
a way that the multiple scattering limitation of Mie theory
does not affect the accuracy of the result. These codes, in
do not address the issue of extremely close particle
spacing. The major problem with the finite difference aproach to Mie scattering is the fact that, in theory, every
element in the plume receives scattered radiation from every
other element. This would lead to approximately N x N/2
flux directions for a grid containing N elements. A number
of limited flux direction models have been developed, the
simplest effective model being the six flux model for three
dimensional problems. These models work quite well for
the areas in the plume where there are only weak radiative
property gradients.
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i.e., 0.40 to 0.78 pm, and comparing it to the signature of the background, and deciding if the resulting signature is discernible. Victor, reference 6, outlines a simple
visibility model that he developed from the work of Jarman,
13. This method addresses all the elements necessary for a thorough visibility calculation and is summarized
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is the path luminance added due to the signal from the sun

_t

the light scattered into the optical path. Therefore:

_____and

0.0015

(31)

and the path luminance is given by:

0.0010

j

---

0.0005

BR = KB°(l - eCR)

iS"-.
0

0.2
li:I

(32)

where K is the
ratioofofKhorizon
brightness.
Values
vary: sky brightness to background
0.4

I

60

0.8

0.8

I

0 30

I

90

(1-cos 8)/2

I

120
or

1.0

0.2

Snow in sunlight

I1 1

3.0

Zenith Sky in sunlight

I180
150

8

Angular Distribution of Radiation Scattering
for Spherical Non-absorbing Particles, ref 16.

4.2.2 Approzimate Methods
In contrast to the "correct" finite difference approach, a
number of simplified signature models have been developed,
Miller has simplified the Mie function by averaging the Mie
function such that a particle extinction coefficient, K, can
be calculated which satisfies the attenuation relation:
exp(-N~rr 2 KL)

(26)

Figure 4 shows how the extinction coefficient varies with
particle index of refraction for m=1.55 as a function of the
Mie parameter. Equation (26) must be integrated over the
tee
plume and may accommodate the variation in plume prop,
erties as a function of position:
L
o
ln(I
o)
ln(11,)

NKIr~ir~drX

(2)

The values of N and K can be computed from the known
properties of the plume once the particle cloud is defined.
.. uation (27) is integrated over the plume and the attenuation of the light determined.
. VISIB

(30)

where
is the distance to the background, a is the atmosphericRattenuation
coefficient (in units of kin'), and Br

CR = C.(1 + BR e'R/B°)-I

Fig. 4

(29)

apparent brightness of the background will be:

J

..

-L

(28)

when observed close enough to the object so that there is no
obscuration of the signal. If the observer is far away from the
the signal from the object and from the background
will be attenuated. The apparent contrast becomes:

,object,
x

o

ITY CRITERIAoer

Reduced to its essence, the visibilit evaluation consists of
predicting the spatial signature of t plume in the desired

1.0
Desert in sunlight
5.0
Forest in sunlight
1.0
Snow under overcast sky
1.0
Zenith overcast sky
7.0
Desert under overcast sky
25.
Forest under overcast sky
1 to 3
Rough seas
5+
Smooth seas under clear sky
1Smooth seas under overcast sky.
The threshold of visual contrast is defined as that value of
contrast at which the object cannot be distinguished from
the background. This is sometimes called the liminal contrast. The liminal contrast is an inverse function of size,
or rather substended angle of the object. As the range to
an object increases, its liminal contrast increases because
the angle substended becomes smaller. Simultaneously, the
apparent contrast between the object and its background,
as described by equation (16), becomes smaller and the object fades from view. It should be noted that although this
concept is based upon an assumed visual acuity of a human being, we can generate mathematical analogs that are
related to the characteristics of optical sensors, background
clutter, and random noise in the data gathering system. The
signal from the plume to the observer is a function of the
.sunlight and skylight scattered by the plume into and the
transmitted t2hrough the plume along the optical path.
athematicaly this is:
C7

= (Bp/B.)-1 = B../1Bo+B.k,/B.+B/B.-I

(33)

The criteria used to determine whether a plume is detectable
by a human is sub'ective. Hoshikawa developed a model to
do just that from data collected for a large variety of * airof operating conditions, reference 17. FiTtre 5 shtowsa range
experimental data which established
the threshold of perception as a function of subtended angle. Figure 6
shows the probability of detection as a function of relative
contrast as develo
Blackwell, described in reerence 4.
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range was modified to allow testing of a small scale rockets
ini their ballistic range. The ballistic range contains a 1000 ft
long by 10 ft diameter tank downstream of the gun barrel in
which flight conditions can be simtlated. The chamber alshort flights in a controlled high altitude environment.
External to the altitude chamber, a short environmentally
sea level chamber was built to catch the ballistic
vehicle and obtain condensation data. Extensive instrumentation also exists in these facilities.

"6.2 Data

and Analysis
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Fig. 5

Threshold of Perception, ref 4

Data taken in the SCF, shown in Figure 7, was analyzed
to determine the nuclei size and number. A number of
assumptions are made in developing this data. It is assumed that the number of droplets present in the chamber
are representative of the number of active nucleation sites
throughout the firing. That is, there is no appreciable coalescence, breakup, homogeneous nucleation or deposition on
the chamber surfaces. It is also assumed that all droplets
in the chamber are the same size and that all the hydrogen
is afterburned to form water. Light transmission measuremints were made at 0.52, 0.63, 0.85, 0.95, and 1.06 pm wavelengths. The equilibrium temperature and partial pressures
of condensable gases were recorded.
The values of the number density, N, the average radius,
and the chemical composition of the droplets were calculated and are shown in Figure 7 for two types of propellants. Taken as a whole, the data indicate that the number
density, N, is proportional to the particle size to the -0.5 to
-1.0 power. Insufficient data exist to make any statement
about how the exponent varies as a function of propellant.
The data does support a statement that the maximum number density is proportional to the percentage of ammonium
perchlorate (AP). There is insufficient data to support any
general comment about the role of ammonium nitrate (AN).
Miller draws the conclusion that the number of nuclei measured are about 3 to 6 orders of magnitude smaller than that
observed for homogeneous nucleation of water, and that the
reduced data are consistent with the results of other experiments.
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Probability of Detection as a Function of
Relative Humidity, ref 4.
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6.0 NUCLEATION DATA BASE
It was mentioned above that secondary smoke is generated
by heterogeneous nucleation, and that we cannot predict the
nucleation sites from first principles. The obvious alternative is to perform tests to determine just what nucleation
material exists at the exit plane of the nozzle.
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6.1 Test Facilities
Data from two facilities has been available to determine the
nucleation populations. The US Army Missile Command
(MICOM) built a Smoke Characterization Facility (SCF)
at Redstone Arsenal to facilitate testing of components of
ground and airborne weapons systems to determine if they
would function correctly in a smoky environment. The facility allows testing of small, i.e., 65-75 gram, solid rocket
motors in a static environment into a humidity and temperature controlled atmosphere. The test procedure is to fire
the motor into the controlled static environment and take
data to characterize the smoke after the plume gases are
mixed with the controlled ambient aMes. A variety of data
acquisition systems are in use at the facility. The USAF
Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC) ballistic

e11
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7. COMPARISON WITH FLIGHT DATA
Miller reports the results of comparisons of predictions with
flight data from two experiments in reference 4. One test
was conducted by MICOM and another by the US Air Force.

4

In the flight experiment conducted by MICOM, a rocket using 87% AP, 1% Al, and 1% hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene (HTPB) propellant was fired from an airborne aircraft
at 1.06/pm
made(LAPP)
measurements
and
laser transmission
was
Program
Plume were
The Low Altitude
wavelength.
used to predict the plume flowfield, the DROP4 code was
used to predict the secondary smoke formation, and the Optical Signature Analysis (OSA) code was used to predict the
laser attenuation. All of the available adjustable parameters were varied to attempt to obtain agreement between
the data and predictions. Table 1 lists the prediction and
data. Some effort was made to establish the sensitivity of
the calculation to the ambient conditions. No error bound
was given for the experimental data.

0

PREDICTION:
PREDICTION:
TEST DATA:

I/I.

80'F/ 90% RH
74°F/ 95% RH
80°F/ 78% RH

0.736

6*

U)

o

.

2 -(

OMINAL

Table 1: Comparison of Flight Test Data
and Predictions, reference 4
AMBIENT AIR
TEMPERATURE/
HUMIDITY

20r, A*

AH

T

TIME, sec
0.775
0.66

In the Air Force test, a missile launch from one aircraft was
prhotographed from a second aircraft for various sun angles.
he Lockheed Plume Visibility code was used to predict
the visible signature, and comparisons were made with the
photographic data. No details are available on the Lockheed computer program in the open literature. The resulting comparison between flight test data and predictions are
shown in Figures 8-10. Comparison appears quite good in
some respects. A variance of 25 m in range and 8* in aspect
angle was reported, which Miller estimates would account
for approximately a factor of two in plume contrast. It is
significant that the comparison is best when the data set is
well behaved, i.e., flight 3 vs. flights 1 and 2. The computer
model appears to have been run with no adjustment to the
prediction physics, although arbitrary values of nuclei were
rhosen to fit the flight data.
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0

Comparison of Contrast Predictions for Flight
Test 1, ref 4.

Fig. 8
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8. PROPELLANT CLASSIFICATION

*#Sm, AO, a

6

ZeA"

100

8.1 Background
The general behavior of exhaust plumes of tactical, strategic and civilian launch system solid and liquid propellant
rockets has been an issue of concern to propulsion system
designers and military analysts for some period of time. Recently, the tactical rocket community has become increasingly sensitive to the effects of smoke laden plumes.
In the United States, this has led to a JANNAF classification system which is to a large degree a reflection of the
measures that were taken to reduce primary and secondary
smoke in the exhaust plume of tactical rockets. Propellants
which use metals such as aluminum as an additive to basic
fuels such as AP are called "smoky" propellants. Propellants which have the smoke content of the plume reduced
by removing the aluminum component of the fuel are called
"reducAd smoke" propellants. Propellants which have everythin removed that could contribute to the smoke problem
(and still remain a viable propellant) are called "minimum
smoke" propellants. This designation system is descriptive
of how propellants are formulated, but does not address the
issue of how well the propellants perform relative to the
smoke issue,
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Fig. 9
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Comparison of Contrast Predictions for Flight
Test 2, ref 4.

The Propulsion and Energetics Panel (PEP) of the Advisory Group for Aeronautics Research and Development
(AG ARD) determined that the terminology which existed
in the mid-1980's time period: smoky, reduced smoke, low
smoke, minimum smoke, and smokevls, was too imprecise
for quantitative engineering use. PEP Working Group 21

3-8
8.2 Primary Smoke

5

T1

Characterizing primary smoke by its ability to transmit or a
signal thru the plume has certain inherent advantages. The
measurement is relatively easy to make and can be easily
reproduced in the laboratory. Care must be taken in making the measurement that the test configuration does not
bias the measurement and that secondary smoke formation
is avoided. Some care should also be taken in selecting the
wavelength of the laser used to make the measurement to
plume. Also, the index of refraction of the plume particulate matter may vary as a function of wavelength in an
manner so that characterizations made at two different wavelengths may not correlate very well.

Sunknown
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Prediction of the transmission can be quite complicated.
The equation for transmittance of a signal through a polydispersed particle cloud, taken from reference 18 is:

z2
0

Tr = exp(-3 QC.L/2 D32)

(34)

where:
Tr = Transmittance = I/h
( = Mean extinction coefficient

Fig. 10

= a function of wavelength of incident
light, complex index of refracton,
and particle size distribution and shape.

TIME. sec
2
I

00

D3 2 = Sauter mean surface to volume diameter

Comparison of Contrast Predictions for Flight
Test 3, ref 4.

C, = Particle volume loading,

volume of particles/volume of mixture
(WG21) was established and tasked to develop a systematic
way of classifying and measuring the smoke content of solid
rocket exhaust plumes. The result of their efforts is reported
in reference 18, and is summarized below.
The heart of the proposed system is the realization that the
characterization problem would be greatly simplified if the
primary and secondary smoke characteristics of a propellant
are classified separately. The proposed classification system
is comprised of two letters. The first letter indicates the
propellants propensity to produce primary smoke: A being
the least smoky through B to C being the most smoky. The
second letter indicates the propellant propensity to produce
secondary smoke: A being the least smoky through 3 to C
being the most smoky. The resulting matrix is illustrated
in Figure 11. Propellants classified as AA, AB, CC would
correspond roughly to minsmoke, reduced smoke and smoky
propellants, respectively.

--

0.90 - -

O.

--

Some approximations are necessary to avoid having to solve
the Mie equations:
C,,,

= C. x particle material density

= mass of particles/mixture volume
Tr = exp(-3 QL/2 D32 CI/SG)
= exp(N Cm/SG)

N = -3/2Q L

132 = 1.0 assumed

Setting N = 1.0 eliminates all the terms that are unknown.
Replace Cm with:

AGARDS
A•IENT Rfl TO
PRODVC SURAO
1.0

L = Length of path which contains particles
I = Intensity of transmitted light
L. - Litensity of incident light

M Mp Mmix P

C
0.0

•

=

M, Mmix RT
V9

C

11-asfts
.
se
ndaqr

Mass particles/Volume gas

sm.0=
0.0
0.35
AOARDP.
OBSUCRATION

AA

AB

AC

B

BB

BC

where:
M,

o90
:

CA

CB

=

Mass of particles

R = Universal gas constant
T = mixture temperature

CC

2.0

M'i,,

= Molecular weight of mixture

P = Pressure of mixture

-

so:

TTr = ezp(- E
Fig. 11

AGARD PEP WG-21 Proposed Primary and
Secondary Smoke Clasication Sasme, r 18.

%M,,o NM SGO)

(35)

where %MA,, = mass fraction of condensible species i. Redefining obscuration as 1 - Tr:
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AGARDP
AGRD= 1 - erp

J-

(j%MNNISG.)~
1x (36)

_I

(The

where
%Mpi = Mass percentage
SGC = Specific Gravity

8.4 Sample Calculations
sample calculation given in reference 18 is repeated
here. Given that the exhaust plane chemical composition is
as in table 2.

N, = Optical property constant

Table 2: Example of Exhaust

= 1.0 for rough calculations

Chemical Composition
MOLAR
MASS
SPECIES
FRACTION
FRACTION
N2
.1023
.0944
.1391
.2368
C0 2
.1071
.1161
CO
.3569
H20
.2488
H2
.0088
.1130
.1826
.2577
HCl
.0022
.0106
FeCl2
.0048
.0189
A12 03(s)

i = species considered

This expression is limited by the fact that the optical properties, laser wavelength and particle diameter distribution
information was lost. The authors realized this and recommend that these parameters be included in any analysis
when they are available. It should be pointed out that whatever the shortcomings of the predictive method suggested,
that proper experimental procedure can still produce highly
accurate, and therefore usable data.
8.3 Secondary Smoke
The secondary smoke numerical rating, AGARDS, is taken
to be the ambient relative humidity necessary to induce condensation in the exhaust plume when the plume is expanded
to 101,325 Pa pressure, and diluted by and in chemical and
thermal equilibrium with 1000 parts of air at 275.13 K. The
suggested procedure taken directly from reference 18 is:
(i) Determine the H20, HCI and HF content in mole fractions of the propellant exhaust products from a thermochemical prediction for a shifting equilibrium nozzle
flow.
(ii) Referring to Figure 12, determine the curve which best
corresponds to the total halogen exhaust gas mole fraction and select a point on the line whose abscissa corresponds to the H20 mole fraction of the exhaust,
(iii) The ordinate of the selected point is the ambient humidity required for saturation, i.e., secondary smoke
formation. The point also defines the AGARD "A",
"B", or "C" secondary smoke classification for the propellant.
100%

looA

90 %

rA

which yields a primary smoke classification of B.
To calculate the secondary smoke classification, we take the
mole fractions of H20 and HCl from Table 2 as 0.3569
and 0.1826, respectively, for a total mole fraction of 0.5395.
Since the partial press•ure of the water vapor plus the partial
pressure of exhaust condensibles must equal the saturation
partial pressure for condensation to occur, and the partial
pressure is equal to the total (atmospheric) pressure multiplied by the mole fraction, f, then:
PHoOab = P,.t - 1.10325 [fH,o + fiCI + fHF]

The normal saturation pressure of water vapor is depressed

.,0 MCI

(38)

pressure of water, Substituting equation (38) into

or

.•

,,C

mbar

(37) yields:
PH 2 O,&mb

-

that depends upon the concentrations of

Ps.t = K x 6.1078

MF =saturation

S40%

(37)

where K is the partial pressure of water over acid/normal

"

50%-

.

6.1078x

RH
PHcI =

K-

= 100
~mb

1.01325 [fH2 + fMcl + fuF) (39)
x (K - 0.16589ft.i)

(1013.25/1000) x0.1826 =

0.185

(40)
mbar

and the HCl depression factor, K, is read from Figure 13 as
K = 0.48, which, when substituted into equation (40) gives:

20%
,
IXEAUSt

Fig. 12

+ (1.06 x 1.0/3.16)1)
0.56

Cz

6%equation

1 - exp(-1(1.89 x 1.0/3.97)

HCl and/or HF. The saturation pressure of water at 273.15
K is 6.1078 mbar (610.78 Pa). Then:

.rC"IOH
¢
aM

r0%
7

10%-

AGARDI'

by a factor, K,

5.

_-

The condensable species are A12 0 3(s) and FeCI 2. From
equation (36):

,

,

8,0domi? wok
V~o

0.

-

a-fo)

Saturation Relative Humidity for AGARD
Secondary Smoke Classification at 0C,
1 atm., 1000 Dilution, ref 18.

RR..mb = 110 X (0.48 - 0.16589 x 0.5395) = 39%
From Figure 12 with "Saturation RH" = 30 and
"Exhaust
H120 Content" = 0.3569, the secondary smoke classification

is C. The AGARD smoke classification for the propellant
with exhaust products given in Table 2 is BC. More cornprehensive examples are given in reference 18 from which
this discussion was extracted.
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The data base reported in the open literature on heterogeneous nucleation sites in solid rocket exhaust plumes is
sparse in terms of the number of tests and data points.
There appears to be little or no data taken on the variation
of heterogeneous nucleation sites as a function of nozzle radius and there is no discussion on the possibility that this
effect could be significant.
There is no recorded attempt in the open literature to establish what the accuracy requirements are for prediction of
secondary smoke effects. Without requirements it is impossible to evaluate the predictive methods and to justify the
expenditures necessary to obtain the extensive data base of
high quality data that is a necessary precursor to developing
accurate predictive models.
The predictive methods described in the open literature are
unvalidated. There has been no attempt reported to establish the range of application of the codes or the level of
accuracy that can be expected. Research in this area is not
as intensive as it has been in the past. Most of the papers
available were old, or if recent applied technology developed
some time ago.
highly acIt may be desirable to develop or adapt a suite of
curate research codes for the prediction of secondary smoke
and its optical characteristics. These codes could be used
to evaluate the simplifying assumptions made in developing the predictive codes currently in use in the field. Any
new super code will not be a substitute for accurate and
extensive flight data.
The existing numerical models of condensation effects and
signature prediction are very conservative in the use of cornces. The numerical models have too many free
pstur
constants.
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ROCKET MOTOR PLUME FLOWFIELDS: PHENOMENOLOGY AND SIMULATION
Dr. Sanford M. Dash
Science Applications International Corporation
Propulsive Sciences Division
501 Office Center Drive, Suite 420
Fort Washington, PA 19034-3211
SUMMARY
This article describes the varied processes occurring in
rocket motor exhaust plumes and methodology for simulating these processes. Rocket motor plumes contain shock
waves due to under/overexpansion; the exhaust mixes with
the external stream in a highly compressible turbulent
environment; unburnt products of combustion after-bum
strongly at lower altitudes; and solid propellant plumes
contain particulates which are generally out of equilibrium
with the gas-phase exhaust. Earlier methodology simulated
the varied processes using boundary layer type coupling,
Current methods implement solutions of the full or reduced
(parabolized) Navier-Stokes equations where all fluid
dynamic and thermochemical processes are strongly
coupled. Earlier methodology will be reviewed briefly while
the status of current methods will be addressed in greater
detail.
1. INTRODUCTION
The analysis of the complex flowfield generated by the
interaction of an exhaust plume with the missile airframe
external flow involves the consideration of flow regions
with widely varying characteristic features and length
scales. The supersonic exhaust plume issuing from the
missile is imperfectly-expanded at typical flight conditions.
It equilibrates to ambient pressure levels via a decaying
sequence of expansion and shock waves which can be
quite strong in the plume nearfield. The plume is additionally characterized by the turbulent mixing that occurs between the exhaust and external stream, and by the afterburning of the unburnt exhaust products with the entrained
air. For solid-propellant missile exhausts, a multi-phase
flow must be dealt with where the influence of gas/particle
interactions on the plume structure can be quite pronounced
at high particle loadings. The detailed analysis of a missile
exhaust plume can entail the integration of over 100 partial
differential equations which describe the complex interplay
of wave/turbulent/chemicall particle processes occurring in
the plume. The analysis is complicated by the requirement
to adequately resolve the varying length/non-equilibrium
time scales over which these processes occur.

lence for complex 3D chemically reacting/multi-phase flows
progresses.
2.

CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES OF ROCKET MOTOR
EXHAUST PLUMES

2.1 Plume Fluid Dynamics for Conventional Missile
Exhausts
The axisymmetric plume flowfield associated with a
conventional
missile exhaust
(single engine with
rear/centered propulsive nozzle) can be subdivided into the
three regions exhibited in Fig. 1, namely:
(1) the predominantly inviscid plume nearfield where
wave strengths are strong and turbulent mixing processes
are generally confined to thin layers;
(2) a transitional region where the mixing layers engulf
the entire plume and wave strengths diminish due to turbulent dissipation; and.
(3) the fully viscous plume farfield where wave processes have totaliy diminished and a constant pressure,
turbulent mixing environment prevails.
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Figure 1. Structural features of plume nearfield, transition
region, and farfield.

For engineering applications keyed to missile detection,
guidance, etc., the overall plume structure is of interest
with attention generally focused (e.g. in IR-related applications) upon the farfield solution (Ref. 1). For such applications, the nearfield solution serves to provide starting
conditions for a farfield, constant pressure mixing/afterburning calculation and may be adequately represented by
very simplistic techniques (Ref. 2). The plume structure
beyond the nearfield region is simplistic and the discussion
here will thus focus upon the details of the plume nearfield.

In this article, basic aspects of plume flowfield simulation
will be reviewed. A very brief overview of earlier simplecomponent and zonal methods will be discussed. This
article will emphasize the use of Reynolds-averaged NavierStokes (RNS) methodology and simplified variants which
have now become viable tools for plume simulation. RNS
based methods will see ever increasing usage as computers

A schematic of a single inviscid shock cell of an underexpanded plume is exhibited in Fig. 2. The flowfield is initially
characterized by an interaction at the nozzle lip to achieve
a pressure balance between the exhaust gas and external
flow. The ensuing plume interface (which separates the
exhaust and external streams) has a monotonically decreas-
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waves into the exhaust flow. These wave coalesce and
form a barrel shock which progressively increases in
strength, ultimately collapsing to form a Mach disc. The
barrel shock divides the exhaust gas into two zones: (1) the
core, which behaves independently of the external stream;
and, (2) the barrel shock layer, which contains exhaust gas
which has interacted with the external stream. Downstream of the Mach disc station, the reflected shock again
divides the exhaust gas into two zones. In addition, a third
zone exists comprising that portion of the exhaust flow
which has traversed through the Mach disc. The inviscid
shock cell terminates at the axial station at which the
reflected shock intersects the plume interface. This shock
cell pattern continues subject to an overall decay by
turbulent diffusive processes.

The magnitude of viscous/inviscid interactions in the
nearfield is highly problem-dependent as discussed and
exemplified in earlier publications (Refs. 3-6). Significant
viscousfinviscid interactions are associated with phenomena
such as:
(1) shock/compression waves produced by the positive
displacement effect of rapid chemistry and/or high Mach
number viscous dissipation in the plume shear layer;
(2Mexpansion waves generated by the 'washing away*
of initial mass defect regions downstream of base/separated
flow zones;
(3) the negative displacement of streamlines downstream of Mach discs due to the wake-like mixing that
occurs; and,
(4) the shock/shear layer interactions occurring at the
end of nearfield shock cells.
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2.2 Plume Thermochemistry
Tactical missiles generally contain double-base or composite
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solid propellant rocket motors. The double-base propellants
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are typically referred to as low or minimal smoke propellants. Composites are high energy solid propellants containing metallic fuel additives (e.g. aluminum) and ammonium
Table I lists the chemical
perchlorate as an oxidizer.
species typically comprising such systems (and also
includes typical species for airbreathing ramjet/scramjet

Table I. Chemical Species for Various
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Figure 2. Wave structure in first shock cell of underexpanded jet in inviscid limit.
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Now consider the nearfield viscous/inviscid structure of an
underexpanded plume exhausting into a supersonic stream
(Fig. 3). Turbulent mixing processes are initially confined
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(1) the plume mixing layer, which comprises the curved
shear layer growing along the plume slipstream (or inter-
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face, in the nomenclature of Fig. 2); and,
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(2) the Mach disc mixing layer which grows along the
slipstream separating the hot, initially subsonic flow which
the colder/supersonic
has traversed the Mach disc, with
outer portion of the exhaust flow.
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Figure 3. Structural features of plume nearfield at superSsonic flight conditions.
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The chemical reaction mechanisms and reaction rates for
these systems are given in Table II. These reaction mechanisms represent a 'compromise" between the total number
of reactions that could be selected and a practical set for
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the afterburning environment of tactical missile exhausts.
The reaction mechanisms listed were determined by Miller
and Pergament; 7 the rates are based on a literature survey
(the specific references for each reaction are given in Ref.
7) and generally concur with the rates listed in the earlier
surveys of Slack and Ludwig, 9 Kolb et al., 9 and Jensen and
Jones,1 ° all geared to the plume afterburning environment.
The prediction of the plume chemistry is initiated in the
rocket combustion chamber (where an equilibrium assumption suffices), and must be continued through the throat
and supersonic expansion region of the nozzle where the
chemistry may be well out of equilibrium. The accurate
determination of nozzle exit plane Mach numbers and
pressures (which influence the plume expansion process) is
somewhat contingent on the representation of the chemistry in the nozzle. For two-phase exhausts with significant
particle loading, the nozzle flow is highly nonuniform and
the coupled effects of chemical and gas/particle nonequilibrium must be accounted for, as will be discussed below,

problems, except, it now occurs in a complex, multi-phase
environment with strong shock/expansion waves.
An exemplary solution for the complete exhaust plume
structure of a typical tactical missile flying at sea level with
a highly energetic propellant (system 3 of Table I) is exhibited in Figs. 4 and 5. Particulates (16 percent aluminum in
the propellant) were equilibrated with the gas-phase in
performing this calculation. Figure 4 depicts the variation
of centerline temperature, and the mole fractions of CO 2 ,
H20, CO and H2 . Departures in decay rate from that of the
inert species are indicative of species production/depletion
due to afterburning. The afterburning is quite rapid at sea
level, with the significant amounts of unburnt CO and H2 in
the exhaust depleted within 100 exit radii. The temperature
variations produced by the shock structure in the nearfield
(< 10 exit radii) are shown in Fig. 4. The farfield temperature variations are shown in the contour plots of Fig. 5.
Nonequilibrium gas/particle calculations for this system
would produce substantial differences in the overall flow
structure due to the relatively high particle loading.

Table I1. Reaction Mechanisms and Rate Data
for Tactical Missile Chemical Systems
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for energetic tactical missile exhaust plume based on
equilibrated gas/particle mixture solution.
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Typical nozzle exit plane conditions of conventional tactical
missile exhausts encompass: pressures ranging from 1 - 3
atm; Mach numbers ranging from 2 - 4; and, temperatures
ranging from 800-1200 °K for double base propellants, or,
from 1500 - 2500 *K for the more energetic composite
propellants. The nozzle exhaust can contain significant
amounts of unburnt fuel and intermediate combustion products (e.g., OH, CO) which afterburn with the air entrained
into the ensuing exhaust plume. The plume afterburning
process for energetic propellants is very much akin to the
combustion occurring in classical turbulent diffusion flame
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Figure 5. Temperature contours in farfield of energetic
tactical missile exhaust plume.
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For tactical missiles at higher altitudes, the rate of afterburning decreases due to the reduced pressure levels,
Abcv,. 10 - 15 km and/or for "colder" double-base propellant systems (i.e. those with exhaust temperatures less
than 1000 0 K), the ability to afterburn can sometimes be
controlled by the conditions in the base region of the plume.
The role of the base region as a flameholder has been noted
and/or exhibited in a number of previous studies.- 1"t2 The
combustion that occurs in the base can produce afterburning in the downstream plume shear layer that would
not occur if base combustion were neglected. This is due
to che increased initial temperatures in the plume shear
layer and the increased concentration of free radicals. The
influence of the base region is exhibited in the predictions
of Jensen et al. 11 for a motor with a low temperature
exhaust (T = 780*K) at sea level, with a flight Mach
number of 0.9. Calculations made with the base included
predicted afterburning to occur; those made neglecting the
base exhibited no afterburning. The predicted centerline
temperature variations and 500 0 K temperature contours
with and without the base analysis included are exhibited in
Fig. 6 showing the differences to be quite pronounced.
CENTERLINE TEMPERATURES

For heavily metallized propellants, the particles can have
mass loadings (mass flux particles/total mass flux) of 50
percent. Secondary sources of particles in the motor come
from propellant stability additives and from ablation of the
motor case. The particles are generally well out of equilibrium at the nozzle exit plane due to lag effects caused by
the rapid nozzle expansion process. Particle velocities will
be less than those of the gas, while the particle temperatures will be higher. The degree of gas/particle nonequilibrium is dependent upon the nozzle characteristics and
particle sizes. The radial variation of particles at the nozzle
exit plane is nonuniform; the larger particles, being relatively
unresponsive to the gas expansion process, remain concentrated in the vicinity of the axis, while the smaller particles
expand with the gas. This results in a highly nonuniform
gas-phase exit plane distribution, with the higher temperature, slower gas concentrated near the centedine.
The particle lag processes occurring in the nozzle expansion
continues in the nearfield plume expansion. Relaxation
lengths for gas/particle equilibration (for a significant range
of particle sizes) are, typically, comparable to inviscid plume
length scales; but, nearfield wave processes are abrupt and
quite strong. Thus, the path to equilibration is repetitively
disrupted by passages through strong gas-phase discontinuities. For significant particle loadings, the nearfield inviscid
flow pattern can be substantially altered by gas/particle
interactions with wave processes being dampened due to
the viscous dissipation associated with particle frictional

"drag.
low
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To exhibit the influence of these lag processes on the
inviscid plume expansion, consider the calculation of a two-
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2o0

'00
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500 "K CONTOURS
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phase underexpanded exhaust with the following uniform
(and initially equilibrated) nozzle exit plane conditions:
Mach number = 2.4 ; temperature = 10001K; pressure =
1 atm; 12 percent loading (6 percent 2pjm radius and 6
percent 4pm radius) of A1 2 0 3 particles (distributed uniformly across the central half of the exit plane). The results of
this calculation (taken from Ref. 13) are shown in Figure 7.
The initially equilibrated particles are seen to geomEtrically
lag behind the gas streamlines (emanating from the same
point) in passing through the multiple cell wave systems.
The lag effects are readily evidenced in the axis velocity (U)
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and temperature (T) variations where particle velocities are
lower that the gas velocity in expansion regions and higher
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ecexpected,
200

3o0

Base region flameholding effect: certerline
Figure 6.
temperatures and 500'K contours with and without base
incorpordted in plume solution.

2.3 Two-Phase Flow Processes
The particles in solid rocket motor exhausts are formed
from condensed combustion products of metalized fuels
(e.g. metafl oxides such as A 1203 in aluminized propellants).

than the gas velocity in compression regions. Exactly the
opposite lag effects occur for temperatures, and, as
the lags for the larger (4prm) particles are seen to
be greater than those for the smaller (2prm) ones. There is
a noticeable dissipative trend in both sets of axis curves
showing a gradual decay in velocity levels and an increase
in temperature.
The damping effect of particle drag on the axial pressure
variation (carried out for 200 radii) is also exhibited in Fig.
7 by comparison of gas-only and gas-particle variations. In
the single-phase (gas-only) calculation, significant damping
is exhibited in the first three shock cells (peaks indicate the
end of each cell) due to shock-induced viscous dissipation,
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while beyond the third cell, wave processes are linear and
no further damping occurs. In the two-phase (gas-particle)
calculation, the damping is continual and much more pronounced and the position of the cells is modified (see the
flowfield schematic also). It should be noted that while the
averaged particle loading in this case is only 12 percent, the
local loading in the axis region can be significantly higher
since the particles expand non-uniformly.
s~i.-.p.*. F.
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equally parcelled into 1, 3, and 10prm radius particulates.
The significant degree of nonequilibrium just behind the
Mach disc and the relative relaxation scales for each of the
particle size groups is quite evident. These nonequilibrium
predictions are compared with a calculation performed in
the limit of full gas/particle equilibrium (particle properties
equal those of the gas-phase). The equilibrium assumption
is generally not a valid assumption in the nearfield of
tactical missile exhausts, and the two-phase nonequilibrium
equations to be discussed in the next subst.itic,., musi be
utilized.
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inviscid plume structure.
A region of significant gas/particle nonequilibrium in the
plume nearfield is the embedded subsonic zone behind the
Mach disc. Gas-phase temperatures immediately downstream of the disc are quite high and the velocities quite
low. Temperature differences between gas and particle
phases can exceed 3000"K, while velocity differences can
be of the order of 10,000 ft/sec. For single-phase flows,
the acceleration of the subsonic flow in the Mach disc
stream-tube to supersonic velocities is governed by the
local pressure gradient and turbulent mixing processes. For
two-has flws.gaspsricl
ineratios cn iitillyThe
two-phase flows, gssnpaficaialrati
meaons can initially
provide a significant accelerative mechanism and thus
appreciably alter the flowfield characteristics in this region.
In addition, nonequilibrium phase change effects can occur
and, possibly, combustion effects for ggl-inert particles
(e.g. boron particles in rockets using boron-loaded solid
propellants). Figure 8 exhibits the predicted centerline
temperature variation in the plume nearfield of a heavily
metallized (0.42 mass loading of A1 2 03 ) solid propellant
motor missile exhaust. The particle size distribution was
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Figure 8. Influence of gas/particle nonequilibrium effects on
Mach disc region structure.
2.4 Gwad

Two-Phese Flow Equatons

equations governing the two-phsse flow of a dilute
gas/particle mixture in inviscid (non-turbulent) flow regions
are well established. 4* 0 The dilute assumption implies that
the particulate phase occupies a negligible volume fraction
of the flow, and, that the partcles are coNlisonless. The
dilute assumption is generally quite reasonable for the
hea
particulates (e.g A1 2 031 in tactil miss exhausts,
but it can breakdown in localized regions of very high
l
le.g. nozzle wall nozzlure
cenelino). Geslwtide ol
in
i
flow regions is
e
by
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forcing function terms expressing the transfer of momenturn and energy between the two phases. Since rocket
exhausts contain particulates of varying types and
sizes,17.18 the particulates of each type (e.g. A1 20 3 ) are
divided into a number of characteristic size groups, j = 1,
2 ... , NP, each of fixed radius, r, and continuum-like
particle cloud equations 14 ' 6 are solved for each size group
considered. The net contribution of all size groups considered is summed in evaluating the contribution of the
particulates on gas-phase properties. The generalized twophase flow equations describing the flow in solid propellant
rocket exhausts are listed in Table III (from Ref. 17).
Table Ill. Generalized Two-Phase Flow Equations for
Tactical Missile Exhausts
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turbulence models to analyze axisymmetric single-phase
rocket plume mixing has been performed by Pergament, et
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Simpler, algebraic eddy-viscosity models are inade-

quate and cannot account for turbulence lag (nonequilibrium) effects associated with the passage of mixing layers
through strong wave regions, nor for complex length scale
variations as would be associated with the interaction of
the plume and Mach disc mixing layers;

,
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(1) two-equation turbulence models, which solve
coupled partial differential equations for the variation of
turbulent
and a turbulent length scale
etr kinetic
rem energy
s
parameter, are most appropriate for rocket plume simulation.
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al. as reported in Refs. 19-21. The conclusions drawn from
these assessments studies were as follows:
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2.5 Turbulence Phenomena/Single-Phase Flows
A technology area posing great uncertainty in simulating
rocket motor exhaust plumes is the representation of turbulence processes. Turbulence processes occur in a highly
compressible environment with large pressure gradients,
chemistry, and multi-phase non equilibrium. Past work in
assessing the performance of algebraic and two-equation

Gh(al mixture ctionuaiy:
Specr.,s con.•iiy

the plume expansion ratio which characterizes the plume
size and, hence, the mean flow length and time scales. The
ratio of particle-to-mean flow length and time scales (which
indicates the ability of particles to track the mean flow) decreases with increasing expansion ratio. Thus, at large
expansion ratios, a significant portion of the particulates
may be effectively equilibrated with the gas-phase. The
reader is referred to Ref. 17 for further details of this hybrid
formulation.

I

(2) "compressibility-corrected" versions of two-equation
(',,x.

-

models are required to account for the observed decrease
in turbulent mixing rates that occur at high Mach numbers.
Standard "incompressible" models (e.g. the popular ke
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;eries of models developed by Launder et al.22 do not account for such effects); and,
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(3) hybrid/zonal modeling is required whereby different
model parameters and/or turbulence models are
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utilized to analyze the different mixing regions in the plume
(i.e., thin nearfield shear layers, wake-like Mach disc mixing
and fully-developed plume farfield).
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Based on these earlier assessment studies, the compresske model formulation of Dash

__ibility-corrected

The generalized formulation presented here includes a
formal equilibrium limit and simplified expressions for
turbulent particle diffusion.
Via this formulation, the
complete spectrum of particle-to-mean flow and particle-toturbulent time scale ratios can be analyzed."7 In a problem
encompassing particle groups of diverse size, the formulation provides for concurrent equilibrium treatment of the
smaller (submicron) radius particle groups and nonequilibrium treatment of the larger radius groups.
This hybrid formulation is desirable for analyzing plume exhausts, since the particle size distribution is a function of
engine/propellant characteristics,1 but is independent of

".1!

_

et al., 23

whose "convective-velocity" like correction parameters
were set by high Mach number free shear layer data,2 and
the kW turbulence model of Spalding, 25 whose parameters
were set by matching farfield decay rates in rocket
exhausts, 26 were recommended for rocket plume applications. The "fluid dynamic" data base used to assess the
performance of these turbulence models has included: the
balanced pressure jet and shear layer data used in the 1972
NASA Free Turbulent Shear Flow Conference;2 7 the AEDC
liquid rocket engine data;" the NASA underexpanded jet
data of Seiner and Norum;" and, the CALSPAN balanced
pressure jet data for Mach 2, 3, and 4 jets exhausting into
3
still air and supersonic streams. 0.3'
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Studies of high speed, balanced pressure jet data have
turbulence modeling
indicated that a hybridlzonal
21
approach which utilizes the ke,cc model in the nearfield
shear layer region of the jet (where the shear layer width,
6, to the jet half width. r%, is less than .5) and the kW
model downstream works quite well. Figure 10 schematizes this model and shows its performance for the jet into
still air data of Eggers34 (Mach 2.2) and of Johannesen-*
(Mach 1.4) with the turbulence models matched where F =
61r• = .4).

Let us first consider the isoenergetic, "one-stream" planar
shear layer data of Fig. 9 (one stream moving at M1 , one
stationary) discussed by Birch and Eggers in Ref. 24. The
spreading parameters, o, is the inverse of the rate of spread
(the larger the value of o, the slower the shear layer spread
and thus the mixing rate) and is seen to increase as the
Mach number of the moving stream, M1 , exceeds unity.
Note that at M, = 5, the rate of mixing is reduced by
nearly a factor of 4, a dramatic effect of direct relevance to
the rocket motor exhaust plume environment.
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Figure 9. Observed spread rates for one-stream high-speed,
isoenergetic shear layers and performance of several twoequation turbulence models.

0.8

The ke turbulence model, which has been commonly used
for free shear flows, shows no ability to reproduce the
observed trends with Mach number and mixes at the
incompressible spread parameter value of a = 11 as noted
22
developers.
in earlier assessment studies by its principal
25
The kW turbulence model duplicates the data at M1 = 2,
underestimates the mixing rate at lower M,, and overesti23
mates the mixing rate at higher M 1. The ke,cc model

o.6 -

It I
a I

Mcek 2.2

M
-ush

1.4

A
0.4

o

duplicates the isoenergetic spread data as per its calibra-"-"=
tion.
As we move from simple planar free shear layers to axisymmetric jets, the turbulence issues become more complex
since length scale issu'ýs arise (see the discussion by Pope
in Ref. 32), and, since compressibility effects which
dominate free shear layer behavior do not appear to be of
significant influence in the fully-developed jet (downstream
of the axial location where the shear layer reaches the jet
33
axis). Numerical studies by Dash and coworkers indicate
that if the profile properties are known at an axial station of
the downstream
the jet where the flow is fully-developed,
behavior is well-predicted without the inclusion of conmpressibiity corrections (but with the inclusion of an axisym22 32
which has been calibrated by the low
metric correction
speed jet database).
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Figure 10. Hyhridlzonal ke, CC/kW turbulence model and
analysis of high-speed jet data of Eggers and Johannesen
(from Ref. 21).
For imperfectly expanded jets, the turbulence models that
worked best for the balanced pressure data also work
Thrha been demstrate in correaobell
sons with the Mach 2 jet data of Seiner described in Refs.
4-6 where predictions were made employing the SCIPVIS
parabolized Navier-Stokes (PNS) code with the kW turbuence model (which works well at Mach 2 - the hybrid
model predicts the same solution). A typical prediction of
the multi-shock-cell jet structure is exhibited in Fig. 11,
along with comparisons of predicted and measured pressure

----- -l
-.
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decay along the jet centerline. More recent studies by Dash
36
et al. have indicated that PNS methodology for jets with
shocks has deficiencies and that full RNS methodology is
required to obtain the correct attenuation of wave intensities by turbulence. In this new light, the turbulence models
for balanced-pressure jets that work well require some
upgrades (e.g., pressure dilatation modeling termsl.
5.0

scIPVIS
S

3.0

S

2, 9001F round jet data of Seiner. The keCD/j model
reproduces the data while the kE model predicts too fast a
rate of mixing.
Table IV. keCD Turbulence Model
The keCD turbulence model utilizes a 'compressible*
turbulent viscosity, j,, given by:
Pt = C, pkIt/ (e + e)
The incompressible value of turbulent dissipation, e., is
obtained from the equation:

2.0

Do.0

The
0.• 0

_0
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eC

PI

O

_!!

E-C

.

The compressible-dissipation, 4c, is given by:

.0

00

X,

where AIT includes a Zeman lag
Q,=M,-A ; M,=VIa

RJ

MAH 2 JET

0

ALONG,,,,.0

DAA

and the coefficients utilized are as follows:
a,
= 1 (same as Sarkar)
= .1 (same as Zeman)
0
= 60 (fits LaRC data the best)
The equation for turbulent kinetic energy, k, is given by:
Dk
1+E -pt(e, ee- +ep I

where the turbulent production, P, in both the k and e.
equations utilizes the compressible Jr
0

-0

20

30

._

Figure 11. SCIPVIS PNS prediction of Mach 2 underexpanded jet calculated with kW turbulence model: a) density
contours; b) pressure decay along jet centerline compared
with data.

20
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0 s
for highA very recent development in turbulence modeling
speed flows has been the formulation of compressible- `1 00
3
-05s*CC
dissipation models ' to deal with high-speed compressibility
.o
effects. Specialization of such models to the ke framework
1
-,
has recently been performed by Dash and coworkers for
high-speed jetsfshear layers as described in Refs. 33, 38
and 39. The new keCD turbulence model has been found

to reproduce a broad data base of fundamental building40
The most recent data contains
block jet/shear layer data.
turbulent information (e.g., Reynolds and normal stresses).
The kcCD turbulence model is summarized below in Table
IV. It provides the same comparison with the high-speed
spread rate data of Figure 9 as the earlier keCC model.
observed reduction
However, it also correctly predicts the
in turbulent kinetic energy levels which the keCC model
does not. This is exhibited in Figure 12 using the recent
data of Dutton and coworkers (Refs. 41 and 42). Similar
observations have been made with a variety of data sets.
For high-speed round jets, the Paper vortex-stretching
32
correction is additionally required and a heuristic means of
"shutting-off' the compressibility effect (see Refs. 38 and
39). The round jet extension of keCD (entiled keCD/J) has
been successfully applied to a variety of data sets including
the very recent hot jet data of Seiner et al. (Ref. 43).
Figure 13 compares ke and ktrCD velocity profile predictions
(both with Pope vortex-stretching correction) with the Mach
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2.6 Turbulence Phenomena/Two-Phase Flows
For two-phase exhausts, the turbulence situation becomes
quite more complicated. Earlier data for low speed particleladen jets (see the survey of Melville and Bray") had
indicated the following:
(1) Particulates are dispersed by the turbulence in
accordance with their ability to respond to the local
turbulent fluctuations (which is a function of the particle
size and material density, and the characteristics of the gasphase turbulence structure). Thus, small/light particulates
will be highly responsive and diffuse like gas-phase species
while the large/heavy particulates will be non-responsive
and will not diffuse. The Stokes number, St = Op/Of, which
relates the particle relaxation time to the fluid/turbulence
time scale is a measure of the particle's ability to undergo
turbulent diffusion.
(2) The particulates can appreciably alter the gas-phase
turbulent mixing rate via mean flow lag effects (as in
nonturbulent flow regions) and via direct damping of the
turbulent fluctuation levels. The net effect can result in a
significantly altered flowfield in comparison to the analogous single-phase problem.
The inclusion of this phenomenology into a rocket plume
turbulence model is quite complex since the single-phase
turbulence characteristics discussed above must be main-

*

tained in the particle-free limit. Earlier work in this area had
been confined to low speed particle-laden jets and includes:
the two-phase eddy-viscosity formulation of Melville and
Bray, 45 the several models investigated by Shuen et al. 4 6 .'4 7
and, the more complex second-order formulation of
Elghobashi."
None of these formulations is directly

where A is the Eulerian macro length scale. If a ke twoequation model formulation is employed, rf can be expressed by:
k

(3)

E

where C, is a time scale constant to be evaluated using
appropriate data.
Recent numerical simulationsW-6° and experimental re61
suits '" suggest that there are three ranges of particle
response to fluid motion depending on the values of the
Stokes number. For Stokes numbers much less than unity
(category 1), the particles respond to changes in the flow
and thus closely follow the fluid motion.
For Stokes
number much greater than one (category 3), the particles
are nearly unaffected by changes in the flow and disperse
much less than the fluid. In the broad classification of
particle dispersion, characteized by Stokes numbers on the
order of unity (category 2), the particles seem to become
entrapped in the vortices (large scale structures) and flung
outward by a centrifugal force. The centrifuging effect
results in particles dispersing more than the carrier fluid.
This phenomenon has been observed in both experiments
and direct simulations but has yet to be modeled.
3.

ZONAL/COMPONENT MODEL SIMULATION OF
PLUMES AND MISSILE AIRFRAME INTERACTIONS

3.1 Zonal/Component Plume Models

applicable to a tactical missile plume environment. However, the Melville-Bray formulation employs particle-response
concepts using an algebraic eddy-viscosity formulation
which are readily extendable for use with two-equation
turbulence models. The extension of the Melville-Bray
was formulated by Dash,4approach
made operational by

During the period 1975-76, the first Zonal/Component
missile plume model66 was developed at General Applied
Science Labs. (GASL) which solved the viscous/inviscid
nearfield structure in detail using boundary layer type
coupling concepts, contained generalized plume chemical
kinetics, and contained a two-equation, compressibility-

Beddini and Dash' 6°

corrected turbulence model. Based on U. S. governmentsponsored 'plume olympics" held in 1977, the requirement
for developing a new U. S. standardized plume model was
made evident. A program was initiated in 1978 to develop
a new standardized low altitude plume model which would
involve upgrades and extensions to the features of the
model. This resulted in the Standardized Plume
Flowfield model (SPF), a primary tool used for analyzing
tactical missile exhaust plumes in the United States.

and applied to realistic tactile missile

plume flowfields by Dash and coworkers.

17 5 2 3
. ,5

The particle relaxation time scale, oap, is given by:

S2 P
.-C,:-(R.
o,=.-E-.'/f'o(Re/.Aly1)-GASL

(1)

where p. is particle material density, p is the laminar
viscosity of the gas-phase mixture, r, is the particle radius
of the jth size group, and CO is the drag coefficient (scaled
to the Stokes flow value) which is a function of the lag
Reynolds and Mach numbers (see Ref. 17 for the curve fits
of Henderson, Hernsen aitd Crowe utilized for the wide
range of conditions encounterable in rocket plumes). The
characteristic fluid/turbulent time scale, r?, is given by:
A -21

The JANNAF SPF is a computer code comprised of a unified
series of "modules' which provide for the integration of the
flow equations in various flow regions; the inclusion of
generalized chemical kinetics, two-phase flow interactions,
various turbulence models; and specialized procedures for
interfacing with the external flow and for treating embedded subsonic zones behind Mach discs. The various
modules contained in the SPF are exhibited in Fig. 14.
There are presently three versions of the SPF that have
been developed or are now under development. These
versions are combinations of the numerical techniques
summarized in Table V. The specific features of the three
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versions are summarized in Table VI. A brief overview of
each of these Zonal/Component Plume models is provided
below.
--
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overlaid concept is a direct extension of classical
boundary layer methodology to the analysis of axisymmetric
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Figure 14. Modular structure of JANNAF standard plume
flowfield model (SPF).
Table V. Computational Techniques Used in SPF
Features

Flow Reoions

Procedure

built upon two principal components: 1) a shock-capturing
inviscid plume model1 3 (entitled SCIPPY); and 2) a turbulent
mixing/afterburning model 71 '7 2 (entitled BOAT).
In the
plume nearfield, an overlaid procedure 72 is utilized to couple
the viscous shear layer and inviscid plume solutions; in the
farfield, a constant pressure mixing solution is utilized. The
Mach disc problem is treated inviscidly using a stingapproximation for small discs and the Abbett procedure for
larger discs (see Ref. 13 for details).

Hyperbolic spatial
marching technique

Supersonic Inviscid flow
reqions. i.e.. nearfield
core and external bow
shock layer

Conservative shock
capturing approach
utilizing mappped domains between fitted
discontinuity surfa.es

Parabolic spatial marching technique

Pressure equilibrated
plume farfield

Mapped gas phase
stream function coordinates. Implicit treatment of source terms

Overlaid spatial marching technique

Nearfleld plume shear
layer

Extended form of parabolic technique with
equations "overlaid" on
map of Inviscid nearfield
solution for variable
pressure field and edge
conditions

PNS spatial ..arching
technique

Mach disc mixing region
and transitional region

Extended form of hyperbolic shock capturing
appraoch in supersonic
regions; pressuresplit/partially parabolic
approach in subsonic
flow regions

shear layers. In boundary layer theory, the inviscid flow
pattern is first calculated followed by a boundary layer
calculation with edge conditions and pressure gradients set
by the inviscid flow pattern. In the direct extension of this
approach to nearfield axisymmetric shear layers, the .itviscid
exhaust plume and external flow patterns are first determined and the shear layer calculation is then initiated along
the inviscid plume interface (Fig. 15). Local edge conditions
and pressure gradients are set in accordance with the
calculated inviscid flow pattern and the rate of growth of
the shear layer.

K eulerrol flow moP
a plume flow mop
m iing foyer grid
r
In,,scid plume
M fae.*. #,

0

if *

Table VI. Versions of SPF
Version
Nearfield

SPF/3

SPF/1

SPF/2

Mixing overlaid on
inviscid map

Plume mixing layer
overlaid on viscous/inviscid map
containing Mach
disc mixing solu-

Same as SPF/2

Parabolized
Navier-Stokes

Transition

Mixing with pre-

As earller; plume

Negion

decay

mixing layers

Constant pressurp

Constant pressure

Constant pressure

mixing

mixing

mixing

Farfield
Features

Umitations

and Mach disc

Ing/chemistry; Uni- disc mixing/chem-

istry; Nonuniform

exhaust; Finite rate composition exchemlstry in mixing haust; Finite rate
solution
and equilibrium

All the proceeding
features plus fnite
rate chemistry

thoughout the
plume

chemistry option

SPFI1 Model
A description of SPF/1 methodology is available in articles
published in the JANNAF 110th 7 and 12th0 ' Plume Technol0
ogy Meetings and in AIAA papers." 97
The SPF/1 model is

--

~

U

•II

SPF/2 uses the same methodology as SPF/1 but adds
capabilities f

or treating two-phase flow and viscous pro-

cesses downstream of Mach discs. A description of the
procedures developed for dealing with these problems in

merged

Single-phase flow: Single- and twoNo Mach disc mix- phase flow: Mach

form composition

solutions.

SPF,2 Modl

tion
scribed pressure

Figure 15. Overlaid grid network for coupling of turbuient
shear layer with nonuniform jet/external flow inviscid

II

SPF/2 is available in articles published in the JANNAF
3
2
74
73
12th , 1 3th , 14th0 , and 16th5 Plume Technology
Meeting Proceedings, and in Refs. 17 and 49. As in SPFl1,
SCIPPY and BOAT serve as the principal components,
extended to incorporate two-phase nonequilibrium effects

as described in the above references.
In SPF/2, an approach to account for the strongly interactive viscous and two-phase flow processes behind Mach
discs has been developed. This approach is implemented
within the confines of the two-step overlaid methodology
via extensions to only the shock-capturing SCIPPY model
which permit spatial marching through this region (i.e., the
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extended version of SCIPPY calculates the inviscid nearfield
structure and the coupled Mach disc mixing region in a one
pass mode of operation).
The SPF/2 analysis of a two-phase plume requires the
stipulation of nozzle exit plane conditions to initialize the
calculation, based on a comparable treatment of nonequilibrium processes in the nozzle. Until quite recently, such a
code had not been available. A newly developed NavierStokes code, PARCH/RN, is now employed whose description will be deferred to a later section of this chapter.
Earlier calculations with SPF/2 employed an extended
version of SCIPPY for the nozzle analysis as described in
Refs. 75 and 76.
and farfield predicThe SCIPPY nozzle, and SPF/2 nearfield
tions depicted in Figs. 16-20 exemplify the characteristic
features of a complete two-phase tactical missile exhaust
flow calculation. Figure 16 exhibits the limiting particle
streamlines in the supersonic portion of the nozzle for the
five particle size groups analyzed. Figure 17 exhibits the
nozzle centerline ttrmperature variations for the various
particle groups and for the gas-phase. Figure 18 exhibits
limiting particle trajectories in the plume nearfield (two
shock cells). Figure 19 exhibits plume nearfield centerline
temperature variations (note the jumps across the strong
shocks at x/ri = 7 and 16). Figure 20 exhibits centerline
temperature variations in the plume farfield.
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Figure 18. Limiting particle streamlines in nearfield of
tactical missile exhaust plume.
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Figure 16. Limiting particle streamlines in tactical missile
nozzle, analyzed using five particle size groups.
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SPF/3 Model
SPF/1 and 2 did not deal with the strongly interactive
phenomena associated with plume/missile airframe interactions (e.g. base region phenomena and plume induced
separation), and the fully-viscous transitional region of the
plume. The SPF/3 model has been developed to provide
these types of strongly interactive capabilities. The developmental work is based on the use of two principal components, SCIPVIS and SPLITP. SCIPVIS is a viscous extension
of the SCIPPY shock-capturing model and is described in
detail in Refs. 5 and 6. It has been applied (on a standalone basis) to the analysis of underexpanded jets into
uniform supersonic and quiescent external streams as
described earlier in the turbulence model discussions.
SPLITP was initially formulated as a generalized implicit,
parabolic solver for complex mixing problems. SPLITP was
extended to encompass PNS-type capabilities for both
subsonic regions (using the pressure-splitting methodology
described in Ref. 77) and supersonic regions (using the
characteristic-based wave solver methodology described in
Ref. 78). It has also been used as a research tool to
79
to
investigate jet/potential flow coupling techniques
provide the technology base for treating jet interactions
with a subsonic/transonic external stream.
SCIPVIS and SPLITP can be thought of as replacements for
the SCIPPY and BOAT components of SPF/1 and 2. The
SPF/3 version of SCIPVIS contains all earlier SCIPPY
methodology including the PNS-based Mach disc mixing
formulation. SPLITP has been demonstrated to perform the
analysis of chemically-reacting plumes and curved shear
layers yielding results equivalent to those of BOAT in a
more efficient fashion (SPLITP is fully-implicit; BOAT has
explicit fluid dynamics with coupled implicit chemistry).
The use of SPLITP and SCIPVIS for analyzing the plume
nearfield (including base/separated zones) is shematized in
Figure 21. The "modernized" Chapman-Korst base region
methodology is described in Refs. 79-82.

Per-

The discussion of the RNS simulation of steady-state flows
will distinguish between global time-asymptotic solvers and
spatial-marching solvers. Global time-asymptotic solvers
calculate all grid points in the flow domain of interest
'concurrently", by advancing the solution in time until a
steady-state is achieved (i.e., an elliptic mathematical
problem in space is converted into a hyperbolic problem in
time). Such solvers integrate the full RNS equations (or thin
layer variants) and will be termed FNS solvers. They require
the storage of all grid points in the flow domain of interest,
and a solution can entail the use of very significant amounts
of CPU time. FNS solvers "in principal" can handle all
continuum flow regimes (subsonic/transonic/supersonic/hypersonic), and, can analyze recirculating flows as occur in
base/separated flow regions. However, different classes of
FNS solvers are best suited for different flow regimes (e.g.,
an FNS solver optimized for hypersonic flows with strong
shock waves may not be well suited for analyzing very low
speed, nearly incompressible flow problems) which can
pose computational problems for simulating generalized
tactical missile/plume interaction flowfields where varied
flow regimes are encountered.
For supersonic/hypersonic flows with thin viscous regions,
the RNS equations can be "parabolized" by omitting the
stress/diffusive terms in the streamwise direction. The
resulting parabolized Navier-Stokes iPNS) equations are

SP

-

IRNS) computer codes for analyzing missile-related flowfield
problems, it is only over the past several years that this
methodology has been extended to encompass advanced
thermochemical capabilities which permits the realistic
In addition, significant
simulation of exhaust plumes.
advances have been made in the accuracy and robustness
of the numerical algorithms utilized in the RNS solvers, and
in the methodology for distributing the grid points using
solution adaptive methodology. In discussing RNS numerical algorithms, the reader is referred to the text of Anderson et al.s 3 for background - our discussion will be quite
cursory. The reader is also referred to a recent AGARD
article by the author and coworkers" for further details on
the thermochemical coupling methodology which will be
summarized in this chapter, and on numerical and validation
studies.

-,,

spatially hyperbolic permitting a forward streamwise
integration from one streamwise plane to the next. Here,
only two streamwise planes need to be kept in storage at
a time (or three, for 2nd order accuracy in the streamwise
. .... direction) and CPU requirements are rather modest even for

;

Figure 21. Use of SPLITP and SCIPVIS components in
SPF/3 analysis of plume nearfield.

4. CKET METORS CDESI

Osubsonic

4.1 Overvilw
While significant work has been performed over the past
10-15 years towards the development of Navier-Stokes

complex 3D flows, However, even for supersonic flight
velocities, all tactical missile/plume interaction problems
contain regions of subsonic flow (e.g., surface boundary
layers, behind Mach discs in plumes, etc,) and possibly,
recirculating flow (e.g., base/separated flow regions). If
regions are thin and elliptic/upstream influence
effects negligible, numerical tricks can be employed to
permit spatial marching through these regions (e.g., the ue
portion employ
of wall
in the
subsonic
of
sublayerlayers).
approximations
PNS solvers
boundary
The most
recent
marchingeramewok
iaspat
cne
tim-itrate
time-iterative concepts in a spatial marching framework.
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The solution at the unknown streamwise station is integrated in a time-asymptotic manner to steady-state, with the
integration initiated utilizing the properties at the previous
streamwise step. Adequate convergence is generally
obtained in several time-integrations. This time-iterative
procedure is capable of integrating through "thin" regions
of recirculating flow (negative streamwise velocities would
destabilize d conventional space-marching approach) and
has provided significant improvements in overall accuracy
and robustness over earlier direct spatial-marching procedures.
The inclusion of thermochemistry into "older" types of RNS
solvers has been available for many years and will not be
discussed ii this chapter. The emphasis here will be on
"modern" implicit/strongly conservative RNS solvers which
first became available for perfect-gas missile aerodynamic
flowfield problems about ten years ago. The inclusion of
finite-rate chemistry into such solvers is a recent development and has followed two paths, namely:
1) the matrix-split method which loosely couples the
time-iterative solution of the fluid dynamic and chemical
species/kinetics equations but provides a strongly-coupled
steady-state solution with "minimal" CPU expense for the
costly kinetic calculations; and,
2) the large-matrix method which strongly couples the
fluid and chemical species/kinetics equations providing a
highly robust, but expensive procedure for including
thermochemistry.
Each of these methods has inherent advantages for specific
problems, and an overview of both approaches will be given
based on the author's experience in the development and
application of the PARCH (FNS) and SCRINT (PNS) matrixsplit codes, and the CRAFT IFNS) and SCHAFT (PNS) largematrix codes whose basic features are summarized in Table
VII below. The remainder of this section will: provide a
brief overview of recent developments in FNS and PNS
methodology; describe methodology for the the inclusion of
chemical and multi-phase nonequilibrium into modern RNS
codes; and describe applications of such codes to plume
related flowfield problems.
4.2 Recent Developments in FNS Methodology
The discussion will initiate with the work of Pulliam, Steger
and coworkers at NASA/Amese6 which led to the development of the Ames Research Code (ARC)s in the early
"1980's. This code solved the thin layer FNS equations in
a strongly-conservative manner using the implicit, approxi7
Beammately-factored scheme of Beam and Warming.e
Warming implicit numerics provided significant improvements in run time to that of earlier explicit numerics (e.g.,
MacCormack schemese and variants). Supplemented by
upgrades such as a fast diagonalized matrix inversion
procedure" and improved artificial dissipation models with
pressure filters (to localize dissipation to strong wave
regionsh,"_- the Beam-Warming based ARC code proved to
be the most popular FNS code in the United States in the
early to mid 1980's for solving steady subsonic, transonic
and supersonic aerodynamic problems (.3 < M < 3).

Table VII. FNS and PNS Computer Codes
with Advanced Thermochemistry
FNS CODES

PNS CODES

PARCH 2D/3D
Fnite difference discretization
Beam-Warming algorithm
Matrix split chemistry
Multiphase flow (eq/non-eq)
Roe/TVD algorithm: air only
Several two-eq. turb. models
Generalized grid blanking
Generalized explicit BC

SCRINTX3DT
Finite difference discretization
Beam-Warming algorithm
Matrix split chemistry
Time-iterative framework (301)
Roe/TVD algorithm: air only
ke turbulence model
Specialized grid blanking
Implicit or explicit BC

CRAFT
Extension of TUFF thin-layer
NS code
Finite volume discretization
,?D or 3D)
Roe/TVD algorithm
Stongly coupled/large matrix
chemistry
Fully implocit BC
ke turbulence model
Research status: limited BC/
blanking

SCHAFT
Extension of STUFF PNS code
Finite volume discretization
Roe/TVD algorithm: time-iterative
Strongly coupled/large matrix
chemistry
Fully implicit BC
kc turbulence model
Research status: limited BC/
blanking

Recent ARC related methodology and applications were
discussed by Pulliam and Steger in Refs. 92 and 93. ARC
has formed the basis for numerous FNS projectile codes as
typified by the work of personnel at the U.S. Army Ballistic
Research Labs throughout the 1980's (see, e.g., Refs. 9496). Recent upgrades to projectile aerodynamic versions of
ARC have involved the utilization of 2nd-order upwind
numerics as typified by the work of Shian and Hsu.97'.9
A major extension of ARC methodology relevant to the
nozzle/plume environment was performed by Cooper and
coworkers at AEDC during the period 1985-1987, via
development of a propulsive version entitled PARC."
Cooper incorporated the full stress terms, yeneralized
boundary conditions, and added grid blanking (patched grid
approach) as schematized in Fig. 22, which permits patching the overall flowfield to "blank out" grid points occupied
by embedded obstacles (rather than contour the grid about
such obstacles as would be required in conventional FNS
codes). This facilitates the treatment of embedded boundaries such as steps, struts, cavities, etc., which would be
difficult to deal with if blanking capabilities were not
available. With blanking, the overall grid is broken down
into a set of "patches' for each of the mapped coordinate
directions (i.e., patching is done in mapped computational
coordinates, not in physical coordinates). The patches are
automatically constructed from boundary inputs. Figure 22
illustrates the patching concept for a simple 2D problem.
Boundary conditions are applied along the outer computational boundaries as well as on the embedded boundaries,
and are generalized to permit varied fluxes to cross the
boundaries. The AEDC PARC code has been quite popular
for propulsive flowfield simulation and test facility support
as described in Refs. 100-106. However, all applications
were for single-phase, perfect-gas flows and implemented
simple algebraic turbulence models.
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The sequential development of PARCH and related validation studies are described in Refs. 84 and 108-113. For
tactical missile/exhaust plume interaction flowfields, two
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versions
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been

developed,

namely

PARCH/TMP - a 3D missile/plume interaction model, and
PARCH/RN - an axisymmetric rocket nozzle model. Both
diagonalized Beam-Warming numerics with matrixfinite-rate chemistry. PARCH/TMP treats particulates
using an equilibrated mixture approach; PARCH/RN provides
for a full nonequilibrium treatment of particulates. Other
specialized version of PARCH have been developed for
varied applications.
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b. J-Patches

c. K-Patches
Figure 22. Patched grid methodology in PARC code for
treating irregular geometries with simpled grids (from Ref.
99).

The work of the author and coworkers towards developing
FNS plume/missile airframe steady flow predictive capabilities has tocussed on the computer code, PARCH, for which
2D (planar/axisymmetricl and 3D versions have been developed. PARCH is an outgrowth of the NASA/Ames ARC
aerodynamic code and the AEDC propulsive extension,
PARC. The PARCH code developmental activities have
taken place as follows:
1) The 2D and 3D versions of ARC and PARC were
unified into a baseline PARCH2D Master Code and a
The baseline
baseline PARCH3D Master Code.
PARCH2D/3D Master Codes contain all the desired capabilities available in the ARC and PARC codes. The coding
was performed as an upgrade to PARC which had many
propulsive-oriented features not available in ARC, particularly, grid blanking/patching.
2) As a prerequisite to incorporating extended thermochemical and turbulence modeling capabilities, implicit,
approximately factored ADI based scalar solvers were
developed to solve the chemical species and turbulence
model convective/diffusive equations. These scalar solvers
emulated the numerics of the PARCH fluid solver.
3) Matrix-split methodology was formulated to incorporate the chemical species equations and the finite-rate
0
chemical kinetics into the PARCH codes. 1 7

PARCH is well suited to analyze steady, conventional and
nonconventional, tactical missile/exhaust plume interactive
flowfield problems. For problems with very strong shock
waves (e.g., high velocity missiles, highly underexpanded
jets, etc.)

and/or

unsteady

flow problems

(e.g., short

duration lateral control jets), the shock capturing capabilities
of the PARCH code may be deficient. Improvements to
robustness and accuracy are obtained by moving from the
finite-difference discretization/central difference numerics in
PARCH, to finite-volume discretization/upwind numerics.
Such a change is substantive particularly with the inclusion
of chemical kinetics, since the matrix-splitting approximation in PARCH would not be consistent with the upwinding.
The upwind matrix elements have to be carefully constructed using a strongly-coupled formulation to properly incorporate the real gas behavior (see, e.g., Refs. 114-116).
Current activities by the author and coworkers have
focussed on the development of the CRAFT code whose
features are summarized in Table VII. CRAFT is an extension of the TUFF NS code developed by Molvik and
17
which utilizes Roe/TVD upwind numerics1ia"l1a
Merkle'
with a finite-volume discretization of the equations, a fullyconsistent Roe real-gas averaging, and a strongly-coupled,
fully imolicit treatment of the chemical kinetics. TUFF is an
aerodynamic code; CRAFT has been extended to provide
plume/propulsive capabilities. Plume/propulsive extensions
to CRAFT have involved the inclusion of: the full stress
terms; two-equation turbulence rnodc!s; 3 dyna,-i. grid for
time-accurate applications of flows with moving boundaries;
and a generalization of the clean air chemistry to that of
generalized H/C/N/O systems. The recent development of
a time-accurate particulate solver for CRAFT is described in
Ref. 120, while generalized liquid/solid propellant thermochemical upgrades are summarized in Ref. 121.
4.3 Recent Developments in PNS Methodology
As per the FNS discussion above, for developments in the
PNS arena, we will again start with "modern" codes which
utilized finite-difference Beam-Warming numerics astypified
22
by the Schiff and Steger PNS code1 which evolved into
23
most widely used
-the
code'
PNS
3D
the popular AFWAL
PNS code in the United States in the early to mid 1980's
for high speed aerodynamic simulation. Significant improvements to the AFWAL spatial marching PNS methodology were provided by the recent 2D and 3D UPS PNS codes
2
' which utilized Roe/TVD upwind
of Lawrence et al.1
numerics with a finite-volume discretization of the equa-
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tions. Air chemistry was incorporated into such codes by
Tannehill and coworkers as described in Refs. 126 and 127
using loosely-coupled methodology.
The author and
coworkers had developed extended versions of the AFWAL
and UPS FNS codes for National AeroSpace Plane aerodynamic and propulsive applications. The internal flow code,
SCRINT, was an AFWAL extension and the external flow
code, SCRAMP, was a UPS extension (see Refs. 128 and
129).
The original versions of SCRAMP and SCRINT contained
only equilibrium air thermochemistry. A research version,
SCRINTX, was upgraded to include combustion-oriented
finite-rate chemistry into the Beam-Warming numerical
framework using a matrix-split approach.107'01 3 SCRINTX
was applied to a variety of combustor and nozzle related
flowfield problems as well as to inlets. Its performance was
compared with earlier PNS codes with chemistry as described in Ref. 131. It did quite well for problems where
the central difference numerics were adequate to capture
shock waves.
In 2D research with SCRINTX, first and second order (TVD)
Roe upwind numerics were incorporated into the code after
the matrix-splitting was performed.
This simplified approach worked quite well for flows with air chemistry, but
worked poorly for strongly combusting flow problems
where the approximations entailed "broke down." Hence,
the success obtained in this work (and the work of others,
e.g., the work described in Refs. 126 and 127) for air
chemistry, did not transfer to strongly combusting flows
where chemistry strongly influences the wave field. For
such flows, the Roe formulation requires use of strongly
coupled fluid and chemical species equations. For space
marching, such a Roe formulation depends upon an eigendecomposition whose derivation is quite difficult to
perform. 132 The Roe (PNS) formulation with chemistry is
much pasier to develop if the approximate Riemann problem
is posed in time rather than space. For time marching, the
eigen-functions fco a much simpler matrix are required, and
in fact, this analysis has been completed by several researchers, such as Molvik and Merkle. 117 At the 3D level,
the PNS work of the author and co-workers has concentrated on the inclusion of time-iterative methodology into
existing finite-volume (SCRAMP3D) and finite-difference
(SCRINT3D) spatial marching codes. 1 33 Significant inprovements in robustness and accuracy, above that provided by the inclusion of upwind numerics, have been obtained
by the use of time-iterative relaxation methodology as
discussed in the recent PNS survey paper of Krawczyk et
al.13 4 Also, significant work was performed involving the
use of advanced grid generation techniques in the crossflow plane and grid blanking for the treatment of cavities
and swept surfaces.

r, eliminary

3D PNS work with chemistry had concentrated
on the inclusion of chemistry into the SCRINT3DT code
which was a 3D extension of the SCRINTX code with timeiterative PNS numerics. SCRINT3DT was made operational
with matrix-split chemistry and operated

with Beam-

Warming central difference numerics or simplified real gas
Roe upwind numerics (the splitting was done before the
Roe decomposition). As per the spatial marching experience with SCRINTX, its ability to analyze strongly combusting flow problems with simplified Roe real gas upwind
numerics was found to be problematic - the obvious remedy
was a reformulation of the Roe real gas methodology using
a large matrix/fully-coupled framework. As this rather
ambitious effort was to initiate, the STUFF 3D iterative PNS
code of Molvik and Merkle' 1 7 became available which had
the large-matrix/fully coupled Roe formulation done properly
for clean air chemistry. It was deemed more expeditious to
use the STUFF code as a baseline code than to upgrade the
SCRINT3DT code, and the added benefits of the finitevolume formulation of STUFF became available with this
decision. The upgraded version of STUFF is called the
SCHAFT code, and work to date has involved the generalization of the chemistry and the inclusion of two-equation
turbulence models,135.13'37 very much akin to the CRAFT
code upgrades described above.
The nearly identical
structure of TUFF/STUFF (and thus CRAFT/SCHAFT),
facilitates concurrent FNS/PNS upgrades.
In referring back to Table VII, there are thus 2 classes of
codes for FNS and PNS solutions: finite-difference codes
with central difference/Beam-Warming numerics and matrixsplit/loosely-coupled chemistry (PARCH/SCRINT), and finitevolume codes with Roe/TVD upwind numerics and largematrix/strongly-coupled
chemistry
(CRAFT/SCHAFTI.
PARCH is currently the utilized for steady-state tactical
missile airframe/plume interactive flowfields, and there are
distinct advantages to the matrix-split approach utilized for
chemistry for dealing with large numbers of chemical
species in a time-asymptotic simulation. CRAFT is currently
used where shocks are very strong and more robust
upwind/finite-volume numerics is required, and for timeaccurate studies. PNS requirements are generally more
stringent than FNS requirements, and SCRINT has not
proven capable of dealing with the severe missile plume
environment. The current code of choice is SCHAFT due to
its enhanced robustness for such flows.
In the rest of this article, a brief description of PARCH code
numerics and relevant applications to missile plume flowfields is provided. PARCH represents the current state-ofthe-art for such methodology. PNS methodology is not
applicable for subsonic/transonic flight, nor for recirculating
regions such as the vehicle base region. However, for
supersonic flight velocities, PNS methodology is applicable
downstream of the plume first cell region. PNS methodology has been used in conjunction with FNS ina zonal manner
as described in Refs. 138 and 139.
4.4 PARCH FNS Code/Gas-Phase Equations
PARCH solves the Reynolds averaged, compressible flow
equations, cast in strong conservation form in generalized
curvilinear coordinates:
a8
8E + T8F' + 8G __H = 0(4
F +T
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A detailed description of the fluid dynamic elements in the
above vector arrays and the transformation to generalized
coordinates is provided in Refs. 86 and 99. The PARCH
code contains options for solving thin layer equations and
Euler equations in addition to the full NS equations.
With the addition of ns chemical species equations (i =
1,2, ... , ns) and the two ke turbulence model equations to
the continuity, momentum and energy equations, the [5 +
ns + 21 vector array of dependent variables is given by:
p
PU
Pv
(5)
1 pW

For turbulent flow simulation, the laminar viscosity and
thermal conductivity are replaced by their respective sums
of laminar and turbulent values (i.e., # + Pit, k + kt).
Additionally, the source term H is comprised of the chemical production terms w,; the turbulent production P, and the
dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy, e; and the gas/particle interaction terms Hp.u, Hp,,, Hp,. and Hp,h required for
multi-phase flow simulation.

Pal
pk
PC
The inviscid (E, F,, G,) and viscous (E., Fv, G.) flux vectors
take the form:
pU
puU+ tP
pvU+ typ
E

represent the metrics and Jacobian of the transformation;
p is the fluid density; P is the pressure; u, v, and w are the
Cartesian velocity components in the x, y, and z directions;
a, represents the mass fraction of the ith chemical species,
u is the laminar viscosity; qx,v.z is the heat flux; k is the
turbulent kinetic energy; and c is the turbulence dissipation
rate. U, V, and W are the contravariant velocity components.
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4.5 Matrix-Split Methodology
Applying conventional Beam-Warming algorithms to equation (4), utilizing Euler implicit time-differencing, yields the
"delta" form finite-difference expression written below for
the 2D system of equations:

pUaj

tSAN÷6•

flux vectors E and F, (which are nonlinear functions of Q)

,

have been linearized about WN, e.g., EN+l = EN + ANAQN
where A = E180. Equation (9) is the unfactored form of
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+
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In equation (8), 6 is a central difference operator, AQN =
where N denotes the time step level, and, the
•N+1
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pLk

+ (A)
+

)scalar

where E
E, - E.. Analogous expressions are obtained for
the F and G arrays, and, the source term vector H takes the

the block algorithm and represents a system of four fluid
(five for 3D flows), n (= ns) species equations, and two
model equations (which we will now dismiss to
simplify our discussion of matrix splitting). We thus seek to
decompose an n + 4 system of coupled equations, to a
system of four coupled fluid dynamic equations, and n
chemical species equations. Using the nomenclature
Q=(
Q= (

form:

1

p, pu , E,)r

(9a)

a 2 - a3 ....

(9b)

Ian)T

0
Hp.

the n + 4 system is decomposed as:

Hip.

H

(10)

Hp.

40-,J I RtJ
e (CiP _ C2 pE)

where Aff = dEf/,, A,, = 8EI/8Qf, etc.
The above system of matrices is split about the horizontal

In the above equations f(xyz), q (xyz) and 6 lxyz)
represent the curvilinear coordinates in the transformed
computational domain: f,, 4y, f', ti,, ti, 1, 6., 6, 6,, and J

I N mI

"----•

I•mmi I II.i•-

(indicated by the dashed lines) leading to the fluid dynamic
system written as:
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I + At(6?Nt + 6• ,)]
= RNl At(8t~•Ad+~t0
.

AQ,"

(11) difference numerics employed, artificial dissipation is
1=)A,required in nonviscous regions to ensure stab;lity and
diagonal dominance. The implicit/explicit second
and fourth

(where the source term Mf, having particulate contributions
is treated explicitly, and has thus been incorporated into Ri.)
This exercise in matrix partitioning rocovers the original
4 x 4 block structure of the perfect-gas fluid dynamic
formulation, with addition of a forcing function on the
explicit right hand side and revised elements of the A,, and
Bff matrices on the implicit left hand side to account for
generalized multi-component species and calorically imperfect behavior. The elements of the forcing function term,
AQ, contain the net influence of the chemical species
change (due to convection/diffusion/kinetics) on the fluid
dynamic solution through pressure/species derivatives. The
inclusion of this term on the right hand side is not essential
to obtain a converged steady-state solution and it can be
discarded.
However, it cannot be discarded for time
accurate computations. For the same reason, it cannot be
discarded for a space marching PNS computation unless
time-iterative methodology is incorporated.

order dissipation model of Jameson et al.,'° is employed in
PARCH. Independent time steps are used to advance the
equations based on a user-specified Courant number (locally
applied at each grid point) with a flux change limiter (e.g.,
20 percent change in AQ/Q), which cuts back on the local
time step in regions of severe change.
4.7 Chemical Species/Rate Kinetics Algorithm
Upon matrix splitting and decomposition of Eq. (10), the
lower half contains the chemical species transport equations, written as:

I'*

&t(atAZ

&BN)

-M'•

1

"Q
(13)

= R-

At(8(A&+68 q1B)

=AQ

The second term on the right hand side contains the forcing
functions from the fluids upon the species, which is
discarded for time-asymptotic steady-state solutions.
Subsequent factorization leads to:

4.6 Numerical Methodology in PARCH
f(I-AtM N) + A"N]
(14)
+(14)AQc=rAll work with, PARCH has focussed on the analysis oft[{l-&tMN)
steady flow problems using non-time accurate procedures
to expedite convergence to steady-state.
The block
unfactored, matrix-split, fluid dynamic equation (Eq. 11), Equation (14) represents the numerically intensive task of
with the explicit species term, AQ., removed, are approxi- inverting block NxN tridiagonal matrices. CPU costs and
memory requirement can become prohibitive as the number
mately factored as follows:
of chemical species get large. An efficient alternative
solution strategy has been devised, which breaks up the
(121
I+,&ta(, NB]&N= RM
1+ AtA
solution sequence into two steps:
1) a point implicit solution of the chemical kinetic rate
Equation (12) can be solved by block tridiagonal inversion, equations to yield w,; and.
which is computationally expensive per time step, but
2) a globally implicit time integration nf the species
generally perrrits taking large time steps (e.g., Courant equations sequentially with the chemical source term
numbers of 5 - 10) and obtaining converged solutions in a specified from step 1.
very reasonable number of iterations (e.g., 300 - 3,000, Step 1 requires the inversion of an n x n matrix at each grid
depending on the problem at hand, the grid, the initial and point. Recent numerical studies (Ref. 140) have indicated
boundary conditions, etc.). Equation (12) can more effi- that this computation need not be performed at each timeciently be solved by using the diagonalized scheme of integration. For rocket nozzle flows, performing step 1
Chaussee and Pulliams9 which uncouples the block system once for every 50 fluid dynamic time steps, and holding the
and reduces the work to the inversion of a scalar tridiagonal source term constant at the intermediate time steps has
system. However, the implicit diagonalized solution is yielded the same converged solution obtained by performing
restricted to the Euler equations (the viscous terms do not step 1 for every integration step, with no convergence
diagonalize and must thus be treated explicitly), and the penalties.
Hence, this splitting can be extremely cost
path to convergence for complex, viscous dominated flows effective for chemically reacting flows with a significant
can be slow and sometimes problematic.
number of chemical species.
The choice of the blocked tridiagonal inversion or diagonalized solution procedure for the fluid dynamic equations is
available as a user option in PARCH and is problem dependent. With multi-zone versions, the diagonalized option can
be used in some zones and the blocked option in others
(e.g., for a missile/plume interactive problem, the zone of
strongly interactive flow can be handled by the block
procedure with all other flow zones analyzable by the
generally more efficient diagonalized method). With central

4.8 Multi-Phase Flow Capabilities
The PARCH code contains multi-phase flow capabilities for
the simulation of solid propellant rocket nozzle/exhaust
plume flowfields where the dilute particle assumption
applies and eliminates particle volumetric effects. Gas/particle interactions can be treated in both the equilibrium limit
(where particle velocities and temperatures are taken to be
the same as that of the gas-phase) and the nonequilibrium
limit (where particle velocities and temperatures differ from

-
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those of the gas-phase). In the nonequilibrium limit, the
analysis is presently restricted to flows with a primary
stream wise direction where the particulate equations can
be spatially integrated.
The particulate equations, cast in strong conservation iorm
in generalized curvilinear coordinates, are listed below for
two dimensions.
8E-

_

-

=

(15)

The inviscid flux vectors (Ep, Fp) take the following form:
[PPLIP
S=

1

1 PPUPL/P

P = pVPUp
[pphpUp

V,/•P•pVp
J PpVPVP

/H,/,

(16b)

5.1 PARCH/RN Rocket Nozzle Studies
A complete missile calculation requires the analysis of the

version of PARCH (PARCH/RN) has been developed to
analyze rocket nozzle flowfields, starting from equilibrium
conditions in the combustion chamber. This version deals
with multi-phase (gas/part;cfe) nonequilibrium, as well as
chemical nonequilibrium and is described in Refs. 110 and
113.

117a)

Hp. Jprofile

The Back and Cuffel perfect gas test case 41 is a popular

one for validation of nozzle codes since both wall and
data are available, and the large throat curvature
poses a distinct numerical challenge to simulate the flow=70

=J
-
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rocket nozzle/propulsive flowfield. For some problems,
there can be strong coupling between the nozzle exhaust
and the missile aerodynamic flowfields.
A specialized

The source term vtctor Hp takes the form:

Hp= Hp

be implemented in PARCH for time-asymptotic, recirculating
flow regions, via straightforward modifications.
5.

(16a)

P
Fp =

The highly efficient particle spatial marching technique is,
of course, limited to flows where there are no recirculating
features. Applications include rocket nozzle flow and the
farfield of the rocket exhaust plumes. The missile aftbody
and plume nearfield is significantly more complex, being
characterized by base regions, plume induced separation
and thus, significant portions of recirculating flow. The
analysis of particulates in such regions requires the usage
of a time-asymptotic, elliptic solver. A new time-accurate
3D particle solver is (Ref. 120) now used in CRAFT utilizes
implicit/upwind numerics and finite-volume discretization of
the Eulerian particle-cloud equations. This new solver is to

(17b)

- pp(hp - h)/rh

Particulate equations are solved for different particulate
types (e.g., A1203) and for several representative sizes
(e.g., 1 pm, 3 pm, 5pm, ... ). The nomenclature to designate types and sizes has been eliminated for simplicity. In
the above equations, up and vp are the Cartesian particulate
velocity components in the x and y directions and Up and Vp
are the contravariant velocity components. T,, Tv, and Th
;epresent characteristic particle times for velocity and
thermal equilibration. Coupling between the gas and solid
phase is provided through the gas/particle interaction source
terms in both the gas-phase and particulate equations. This
has recently been improved by a fully-implicit treatment of
the source terms (which can be stiff for small radius
particulates which are near equilibrium), including methodology for dealing with phase-change effects (i.e., solidification in the nozzle/plume expansion process).
In nozzle/plume applications, the particle solution is typically
updated (by marching down the length of the nozzle or the
exhaust plume) every 50 iterations of the gas-phase
solution (see Ref. 140).

psia and To

=

540 R. The nozzle is a conical geome-

try with 450 converging and 150 diverging half angles. The
throat radius is 0.8 inches with a small throat radius of
curvature (Rc/Rth = .625). Figure 23 shows the grid utilized
and comparisons between the measured and the computed
pressures on the wall and axis, for an Euler calculation. The
agreement with data is seen to be good upstream of the
nozzle throat; however, the comparison is poorer downstream of the throat. The cause of the discrepancy miy be
inadequate grid resolution in the throat region and failure to
resolve the significant gradients produced by the small
throat radius of curvature. The agreement with data is
comparable to that achieved by most other investigators
(see, the recent work of Marcum and Hoffman in Ref. 142).
To illustrate gas/particle nonequilibrium capabilities in
PARCH, a solid propellant rocket motor nozzle calculation
was performed with H/C/O chemistry (12 species, 16
reactions), and with A1203 particulates (30% mass loading). Preliminary calculations were performed assuming all
the particles to have radii of 3 Am. Computations were
performed with and without particles to illustrate the strong
influence of particulates on the gas-phase flowfield. Figure
24 compares the Mach number contours from the gas only
calculation with that of the multi-phase calculation. As
shown by the Mach number contours, the presence of
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particulate temperatures lagging the gas temperature. At
the nozzle exit plane, the thermal nonequilibrium between

,.o

"thegas
2.0

and particles is almost 300 0 K. Also, the particles
begin to solidify with the onset of phase changes indicated
the particle temperature remaining constant. Compari6
sons with an earlier spatial marching two-phase code7 are
the
throat.
downstream
of
also shown
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This calculation was also performed with three particle size
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temperature and Mach number coincide with the limiting
particle streamline locations of the three particle size groups
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groups. The total mass loading of particulates remained the
however, it was distributed into particles of 3, 5, and
10 microns with relative mass fractions of .6, .3, and .1
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Figure 24. PARCH analysis of solid propellant rocket nozzle
flowfield: grid utilized and comparison of Mach number
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particles has a dramatic influence on the flowfield. The
reflected shock disappears; the particles peel away from the
nozzle at the throat and the limiting particle streamline
effect is clearly seen. Figure 25 shows the temperature
Notice the
distributions along the nozzle centerline.

Contours

Figure 26. PARCH prediction of rocket nozzle pressure,
Mach number and temperature contours with gas/particle
nonequilibrium for 30% mass loading of A1 20 3 distributed
equally into three size groups.
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5.2 Tactical Missile with Single Motor
The simulation of a complete, supersonic, generic missile
airframe/nozzle/plume flowfield has been performed to
establish the ability to analyze a multi-zone problem with
detailed grid resolution. The calculation was performed
using air treated as a perfect gas throughout, and employed
the ke turbulence model for treating near wall regions.
Figure 27 shows the geometry considered and the overall
domain of interest. To allow for detailed grid resolution and
computational efficiency, the physical domain is divided into
four zones which are analyzed separately as shown in
Figure 27. These four zones include:
1) the missile body from nose to base;
2) the nozzle flowfield from chamber to exit plane;
3) the near field plume/base region; and,
4) the far field plume region.
The PARCH code was utilized in Zones 1-3; however, Zone
4, the far field plume, was analyzed using the spatialmarching SCHAFT PNS code which is more efficient for use
in that extended region.

-Ft.Sd

the inflow plane, the lower 41 grid points fixed the nozzle
conditions at the exit plane; the next 59 grid points were
used to resolve the base region above the nozzle exit; and
the remaining points fixed the inflow conditions from the
missile body calculation. The nozzle exit plane radius was
52.8% of the missile body radius. The flow exited the
nozzle with an average Mach number of 3.5 with a nominal
temperature and pressure of 2700 OR and 2 atm, respectively. Figure 29 exhibits the predicted Mach number
contours for this nearfield plume zone. Note that no Mach
disc is present. The overall scale of the complete problem
is exhibited in Fig. 30, which shows the relative scales of
the missile flow, the nearfield plume, and the farfield.
5.3 Tactical Missile with Four Motors
The simulation of the generic missile airframe/nozzle/plume
flowfield described earlier has been extended to a four
nozzle configuration. The missile body geometry, flowfield
conditions, and computational zones are the same; however, the missile now contains four nozzles which contained
the same total exhaust area as the above single nozzle.
The missile body and nozzle flowfields are obtained as in
the earlier single nozzle computation, and the near field
is computed with the three-dimensional version

Cplume/base

ZONE
t:

•INml 'ody

c.a,,

OK4

so`" 4shock

PcHAnTdn

of PARCH. Figure 31 shows the cross-flow grid in the base
region. Figure 32 shows a magnified view of the first
cell for comparison with the above single nozzle

case. Note the dramatic differences in the solution
produced by the four motors versus the single 'equivalent'

motor.

Z. =from
"..W.m
,AXC,ANP
Figure 27. Composite grid of the four zones used for the
complete missile/ plume flowfield calculation (grid for Zone
4 not completely shown),

The generic missile calculation simulated a missile travelling
at Mach 3 at sea level (P = 1 atm, T = 540 OR). The
generic missile had a 1 foot diameter and length of 13 feet
and was represented by an ogive/cylinder.
The outer
boundary for the missile calculation conforms to the shape
of the vehicle bow shock, and the grid is nearly uniform far
from the body but is highly packed in the near-wall region
to resolve the turbulent boundary layer. The boundary layer
is assumed to be fully turbulent from the nose and an
adiabatic wall boundary condition was applied. Contours of
pressure, temperature, Mach number, and turbulent viscosity iarp shown in Figure 28. Note that by the end of the
missile body, the strength of the bow shock has been
diminished substantially, and a large turbulent boundary
layer has developed (almost half the missile body radius).
A 141 x 146 grid was used for the near-field plume region
analysis. The upper boundary was a simple continuation of
the straight line fixed freestream boundary from Zone 1. At

PARCH has been applied to the simulation of a four nozzle
air-only laboratory experiment for which pressure data is
available. It consists of four circular nozzles exhausting
a circular base region. The freestream is quiescent air
at 533R and 1 atm. The nozzle exhaust is air at M = 2.6,
P=4.46 atm, and T=224R. Figure 33 presents contours
of density in the X-Z symmetry plane. Note the complex
wave structure within the jets and the interactions between
them. Figure 34 shows a comparison between the experimental and computed pitot pressure profiles at several axial
locations in the X-Z symmetry plane. The results agree
reasonably well, with the greatest discrepancy being on the
centerline.
5.4 Missiles with Scarfed Nozzles
This unconventional propulsion configuration is sometimes
used because the missile is guided by communications
through a fiber optic cable attached to the missile base.
Not only does this preclude use of conventional propulsion,
but requires that the scarfed nozzle configuration be
designed such that the base region does not entrain a
significant amount of hot exhaust gas which could damage
the cable.
Figure 35 illustrates the scarfed nozzle
geometry. In the calculation described, the missile airframe
was analyzed without wings or fins and was performed for
a flight Mach number .6 at sea level, at a 100 angle of
attack.
The conventional diagonalized Beam-Warming
numerics in PARCH were employed. The chemistry was
frozen and the flow was taken to be fully turbulent from thO
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Figure 28. Computed pressure, temperature, Mach number and turbuienct viscosity contours for Zone 1.

Fpigre 29. Predicted Mach number contours in nearfield plume zone for missile single nozzle.
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Figure 30. Computed temperature contours and centerline temperature for complete missile/plume flowfield.

106

Figure 31. Base region grid utilized for generic missile with four motors.

Figure 32. Predicted Mach number contours in nearfield plume zone for missile with four nozzles.
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missile nose. The ke turbulence model was utilized for the
surface boundary layer and the plume shear layers.
Mach number contours are exhibited in Fig. 36 in a plane
containing the two nozzle axes (e.g., top view) and in a
plane rotated 900 (e.g., side view). The side view contours
show a thin turbulent boundary layer on the windward side
of the missile, and indicate separated flow on the leeward
side. The upstream influence of the propulsive Jets is
readily evident in the top view Mach number contours.
s.a
0.0

Figure 37 depicts Mach number contours in the X-Z symmetry plane for solutions obtained with PARCH with both
central difference and Roe upwind algorithms. The jet
interaction flowfield is predicted well by both algorithms
with the upwind calculation exhibiting a substantially
smoother, oscillation free solution.
Figure 38 shows
pressure contour comparisons in the Y-Z plane at a location
of 6.5 D downstream of the nozzle. Comparison is made
between the present calculations and the experimental
data. Agreement is seen to be very good, with the predicted jet exhibiting somewhat more penetration than the data.
01
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Figure 36. Mach number contours for tactical missile at
100 angle of attack.

To establish additional validation of the PARCH numerics,
predictions have been made for the interaction of an
inclined jet with an ogive/cylinder missile flowfield at zero
angle-of-attack (Ref. 84) for which experimental data
obtained at ONERA is available. The missile body is a
cylinder with a parabolic ogive nose. The jet issues from a
rectangular hole located 8.5 D downstream of the nose at
an angle of 700 from the missile surface. The cylinder is
considered infinite and base effects are neglected.

us

ur,

Figure 37. Computed Mach number contours in the X-Z
symmetry plane.
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Figure 38. Computed and experimental pressure contours in Y-Z plane at X = 6.5D downstream of the nozzle.
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SUMMARY
Of particular significance to the operational success of a missile using microwave communications is the
interference introduced by the rocket exhaust plume. As a hot and turbulent gas stream the exhaust has
electrical properties that can seriously degrade guidance and tracking.
Also present is the potential for missile detection offered by energy scattered from microwave signals
impinging upon the plume to present a radar cross section, and an exhaust signature from inherent
emission sources within the plume.
This paper presented in AGARD Lecture Series 188, follows from AGARD Advisory Report 287
submitted by Propulsion and Energetics Panel Working Group 21 entitled 'Terminology and Assessment
Methods of Solid Propellant Rocket Exhaust Signatures'. It provides a description of microwave
propagation through a rocket exhaust, the cause of signal attenuation and the generation of phase and
amplitude sideband noise. Consideration is given to the effects of missile flight velocity and altitude.
Diffraction and refraction processes are discussed, particularly in relation to plumes containing high
density concentrations of free electrons. Radiation sources, mainly at millimetric wavelengths, are
included together with signature implications.
The effects or exhaust interference with communications is examined from a system point of view and
some methods of relief from this interference are considered.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

of metal impurities found as intrinsic impurities in
the

Microwave radar has long been an
established means of missile location, tracking and
guidance.
It is capable of providing an all
weather function in a variety of roles and for
successful operation the guidance and tracking
communication links must be free of serious
interference.
In propulsion design for a missile it is
important that the propulsion engineer is aware
that guidance and tracking signals may pass
through the exhaust plume. When these signals
are conveyed by microwave carrier, attenuation
and unwanted modulation of the carrier can occur
because of interactions between the carrier wave
and free electrons populating the hot, turbulent
exhaust gases. This interference from the exhaust
can seriously undermine communications with the
missile and thereby reduce the overall operational
efficiency of the system. Furthermore, scattering
of energy from the incident wave and radiation
from emission sources inherent in the plume may
offer an adversary the opportunity to detect
incoming missiles and take counter action.

propellant.

reliable
conditions make
and
operational
techniques for their prediction essential. Such
prediction models can then be used to react
quickly to demands for plume information, to
identify interference problems in the very early
stages of design, and to conduct research for the
benifit of future systems.
Microwave' is a generic term used broadly
to describe the centimetric range of wavelengths.
Operating wavelengths used for tactical missile
systems now include the millimetric range and
frequencies fall typically between 3GHz and
120GHz. For the purpose of this report the term
"microwave' will be extended to cover this range.
2.0

PLUME MICROWAVE PROPERTIES

2.1

Microwave Attenuation

Following normal combustion processes
inside the rocket motor, fuel rich gases leave the
nozzle to form a high velocity, turbulent gas
stream
which entrains oxygen
from
the
surrounding atmosphere to promote conditions
favouring the onset of further combustion in the
exhaust. When this "secondary combustion' or
"afterburning" as it is often called, occurs, the
high temperatures attained permit ready ionisation

and

potassium

are

common metal impurity species and, although
present in small quantities (Say Na - 100ppm and
K - 30ppm), the ionisation process populates the
exhaust with a varying density distribution of free
electrons.
The electric field of a wavefront incident on
the exhaust from a distant transmitter accelerates
the free electrons present and in so doing, extracts
energy from the wave to be dissipated as heat in
collisions with surrounding neutral molecules. This
form of loss from the propagated wave integrated
along its path to the on-board receiver is referred
to as line-of-sight attenuation or absorption.[1J
Line-of-sight calculations [1,2] are based on
computing the absorption of a single RF ray as it
passes through the plume. Along the ray path, the
plume is assumed to absorb as a series of
homogeneous plasma volumes normal to the ray.
The attenuatien a (or energy absorbed) per
unit path length (dBm-1) is given by

The difficulties and expense of measuring

exhaust properties for all missile configurations
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The total phase shift 0 through a length 'd'

of homogeneous plasma is
0 = (B - 1o) d

and

where 6o

receiver, but at a frequency removed frorn that of

the incident wave by a 'Doppler shift' imposed as
a result of local eddy gas velocity with respect to
the receiving and transmitting antenna.
Scattered energy produced in this manner is
recorded as phase and amplitude sideband

modulation

spectra with

a frequency range

determined by incident wave frequency and local

The terms a and 8 are the real and
imaginary parts respectively of the complex
propagation constant y which defines the electric
field of the propagating ray

E

E
-e--

e

-i-t

eddy velocities in the plume. It must be
remembered that the propagated wave to the
scattering source volume and from it to the
receiver suffers attenuation in the way described
in Section 2.1.
Calculations of forward scattering of
microwave radiation by exhaust plumes have been
performed since the mid 1960s. [3-61 Received
scattered energy is related to the incident-received
signal [3,7,8,91 by the equation:-

e0 -x(a'+ 0) e-taG
-E- =
P.
I

where y = ot + ik

(diagonal)
longitudinal
of
Predictions
attenuation using this line-of-sight method have
shown reasonable agreement with measured
attenuation from lightly ionised plumes, e.g.
motors with composite propellants containing less
than 5% aluminium and a predicted maximum
3
6
electron density of less than 101 m- .[21 Equally,
focused-beam transverse attenuation predictions
show similar agreement with measurements for
conditions where, at the point of intersection
between plume and beam axes, the half power
radius of the beam does not exceed one fourth of
the plume radius.
2.2

I

a a dv

47 rG

Vol

r

(3)

2

where P, /Pi is the ratio of the noise power to the
signal power, G#t the receiving antenna gain in
the direction of the transmitter and Gfi2 that in
the direction of the element dv. The distance
between the receiver and the scattering eement is
denoted by r and a is the volume scattering
cross-section. The volume of integration includes
the whole plume. Ca is the attenuation loss factor
along the path through the plume to and from the
element dv.
The volume scattering cross-section (m) is a local
property of the exhaust plume and may be shown
to be :

Forward Scatter
(amplitude and phase modulation)

With the transmitter in the far field the
incident plane wave illuminates the whole plume
and energy additional to that from the
line-of-sight path can reach the on-board receiver
via a scattering mechanism. The geometry of the
problem is illustrated in Figure la, which also
defines some of the variables. Turbulence induced
eddies of fluctuating electron density exist over
large regions of the exhaust and become sources
of incoherent scattering moving at local exhaust
velocity. Each source volume (dV) contributes in
some measure to the overall signal strength at the

V 0.63 x 32.7r 4 r, 2 n' sin 2 0'a 3
=

(I
(1 + V/O

2 2

(4

(4)

B

)

where n' = In ef12

the turbulent

B

2

= (1 + 4&2

2

16a/2)116

the Kolmogorov turbulence function.
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In t"i equation r, is the classical electron
radius, tp the angle between the direction of
scattering and the incident electric vector and a

2.3

Prediction Technique
Fundemental

to

the

understanding

of

the scattering angle. I is the local intensity of
electron concentration fluctuations, n, is the local
mean electron density and 'a' the turbulent length
scale. v is the local electron-neutral body collision
frequency, wo the angular frequency of the
incident signal and k the wave number (k - 2A/A).

microwave propagation in rocket exhausts is a
description of the plume structure. It is
impracticable to measure all the parameters
required and theoretical flowfield models have
been developed to assist the understanding and to
generate the required theoretical data for a range

In Equations 3 and 4 the angles i, and at
and the distance r may be determined
geometrically, w, k and the receiving antenna gain
function are known characteristics of the
micTowave system. If ne, oa, I and a are defined
throughout the plume flowfield the scattered

of applications. Microwave predictions are one
such application and rely upon the construction of
models in which the time averaged properties of
combustion and flow are quantified.[2,11-151.
They are essentially the same as those for all
other plume predictions but have additional
properties particular to microwave interactions.

power may be calculated.

These are

Flowfield calculations can provide local gas

(i)

All

ionisation

chemistry,

especially

velocity, mean electron density and electronneutral body collision frequency but considerable

that for alkali metal impurities. Other
minor species that may interact with

uncertainty surrounds the turbulence characteristics. The turbulent length scale (a) is commonly

and affect the ionisation processes.

taken to be the correlation length for turbulent
velocity fluctuations which may differ from the
required length scale for fluctuations in electron
concentration.
It can be calculated using a
two-equation turbulence model in the plume
structure program. The turbulent intensity (I) is
often set to unity but can also be seen as a
function of axial distance downstream of the
nozzle exit and a corresponding radial distance.
Both parameters are discussed in greater detail in
Reference 10.
The "Doppler' frequency shift of the power
entering the receiver from scattering elements dV
is written :-

D

D = -

(Cos

F Cos '2 )

(5)

(5)nozzle

For a given element (dv), if the wavelength
(A) of the incident wave and the local gas velocity
(u) are known the frequency of the scattered
power for angles 0l1 and 02 of Figure 1 can be
obtained from this equation.
Summation of
scattered energy from all parts of the plume
generates
sideband
noise
associated the
with characteristic
rocket exhaust
interf'erence,
Plume properties, which will change with altitude
and forward velocity, govern the total received
power.
Comparisons between prediction and
experiment are shown in Figure 2.

(ii)

Parameters

that

define

the plume

turbulent structure which, as a
minimum, include turbulent intensity
related to electron density fluctuations
and turbulent length scale.
(iii) The electron collision frequency.
(iv)

Free electron concentrations given by
ionisation processes.[10]

Calculations start at the combustion
chamber. From the propellant composition and
enthalpy, steady-state temperature and combustion
products are computed. This is followed by a
calculation to determine conditions at the throat
and the expansion of gases to the nozzle exit. The
final stage, where high velocity gases leave the

and react with the surrounding atmosphere,
is a model to give the plume flowfield. This
quantifies time averaged properties of the exhaust
in an axisymmetric array, spatially identified by
axial and radial point references with the origin
on axis at the nozzle exit.
Parameters will have values determined by
their spatial distribution throughout the plume as
indicated by the contours of Figure 3. Turbulence
indited
be beontor
quantities must
appended oFge
to the 3.luence
values shown
in Figure 3, these can be derived from turbulence
kinetic energy values used to determine the shear
layer mixing for the time-averaged flow.
Missile flight must recognise altitude and
forward velocity, both affect the plume shape. The

I

iormer because an increase in altitude means a
decrease in ambient pressure and alteration in
plume expansion, the latter because of free stream
flow over the missile surfaces into the plume
region.
It is important [2,161 to consider the
recirculation region established at the base of the
missile in flight when the base diameter
substantially exceeds the nozzle exit diameter,
Recirculation affects the development of the
downstream plume and may be critical to the
onset of afterburning. Calculations [17,181 of this
region are commonly based on iterative solutions
over a fixed grid domain and normally confined
to structural information close to the nozzle exit
where recirculation is significant.
2.4

Measurement Techniques

The greater number of plume measurements
have been made under static, sea-level conditions
with transverse and longitudinal propagation
paths. To a lesser extent wind tunnels and altitude
chambers have provided information mainly with
transverse, focused beam studies. Dedicated flight
trials have been rare and propagation data
obtained is difficult to accurately match with
missile flight attitudes.
2.4.1 Static, Sea-level
Of facilities, the most versatile is the open
range, static firing site where short and long range
microwave measurements can be conducted and
where exhaust smoke and emissions can be
examined.
2.4.1.1 Transverse measurements 119,20,21] of
attenuation made with focused microwave beams
over very short propagation paths through rocket
exhausts offer the opportunity to spatially map
the extent of the electrical plume by studying
local properties at selected stations. Information
gained in this way is especially valuable for the
validation of theoretical models,
A system occasionally used in the UK
operated with dual frequency channels, 14.5GHz
and 35GHz. Separation between each transmitter
and its receiver was 1.22m and matched conical
horns with dielectric bi-convex lens formed the
focused beams. The spatial resolution in the
vicinity of the focus, midway between the horns,
presented an Airy disc radius of 0.057m for
14.5GHz and 0.023m for 35GHz. Each microwave
assembly was housed in a metal acoustic cabinet
on anti-vibration mounts to minimise airborne and
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These were then
groundborne vibrations.
mounted on a frame which was raised and
System
lowered by electrically driven jacks.
simplicity reduced the risk of false measurements,
each transmitter consisted of a microwave
generator, an isolator and a microwave feed to a
lens corrected horn via calibration attenuators.
Similarly, the receivers had lens corrected horns
terminated by a crystal detector. Much the same
equipment was used in the US through the early
1970s when measurements of this type were last
made. A typical experimental facility is shown in
Figure 4a with results from attenuation
measurements using such a system compared with
prediction in Figure 4b.
2.4.1.2 The concept of longitudinal measurements
is one where propagation path geometries more
nearly resemble those of a missile system. The
receiving antenna is mounted on or near to the
test motor, commonly in the nozzle exit plane,
and the propagation path is to a transmitter in the
far field at sufficient distance to allow
illumination of the whole plume by a plane wave.
The line of sight between the two antennae
intercepts the plume axis at selected narrow
Multipath interference by
aspect angles.
reflections from intruding objects in the
propagation field should be avoided. A general
geometry is shown in Figure 1. Rotation of a
turntable mounted rocket during firing permits
attenuation to be measured as a function of plume
aspect (viewing) angle. Plume insertion loss and
amplitude modulation have been measured for
liquid and solid rocket motors at a variety of
plume axis/wavefront interception angles in the
frequency range 1,0GHz to 140GHz.
A measuring system 122J typical in plume
studies consists of a microwave bridge in which
one arm is an air path subjected to interference
by the rocket exhaust and the second arm is a
coaxial link providing an unmodulated reference
(Fig 5). Propagation lies between two towers 31m
A 1Aw, 9.5GHz source
apart and 9m high.
supplies power to an antenna on the transmitting
tower and a lower power to the reference link
between the towers. The receiving tower houses
the rocket motor mounted on a rotating thrust
stand with the receiving antenna attached to it
adjacent to the nozzle. Both antennae are
co-planar in the horizontal plane. Antenna polar
patterns are shown in Figures 6 and 7 with the
transmitter pattern, broad in the horizontal plane
to illuminate the whole plume at any aspect angle
.and narrow in the vertical plane to prevent
Received and
spurious ground reflections.
reference signals are mixed with those from a
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local oscillator and the resulting intermediate
frequencies (IF) are passed to the main processor
housed in a control room 90m from the towers,
Attenuation is measured by mixing part of
the received IF signal with that from a crystal
controlled oscillator to provide a low frequency
output for direct recording. It is seen as a signal
loss over a linear dynamic range of 40dB. Diode
detection is used to extract amplitude modulation,
while received and reference IF signals are
compared in a phase sensitive detector to obtain
phase modulation.
Fourier analysis completes the process to
obtain the frequency components of a spectral
curve like those shown in Figure 8. Component
signal magnitude is referred to the received
carrier signal level (i.e. after attenuation) and
quoted in a 1.0Hz bandwidth. The curves show
amplitude and phase modulation spectra and are
compared
with the
amplitude
modulation
spectrum (RPE) of an independent, similar
equipment operating simultaneously at the same
aspect angle. Phase modulation of a 9.5GHz
incident wave has been recorded over a range of
rocket
motors and,
for small amplitude
modulation signals such as those generated in the
plume, has yielded phase spectra that are in
agreement with simultaneously recorded amplitude
spectra.
Typical Performance
Attenuation
Dynamic range

-40 dB

System resolution (amplitude
and phase modulation)
At 0 dB attenuation -100 dB to -120dB
At 30 dB attenuation - 99 dB to -103 dB
Cross talk
Signal AM to PM
PM to Signal AM
Ref AM to PM
Iolar

-27 dB
-30 dB
-10 dB

iQil

Can be vertical or horizontal.
Occasional use of circular polarisation.
2.4.2 Flight Simulation
The exhaust structure of a missile in flight

will vary under the effects of changes in altitude
and forward velocity (say. sea-level - 30km,
subsonic - Mach4). To simulate the range of
conditions
at ground level requires the
construction of expensive facilities.
Wind tunnel dynamic plume tests, with a
co-flowing free stream at altitude, provide the
closest simulation of an in-flight missile, although
there are often restrictions on antennae placement
and undesirable shock reflection and wall effects
to be
avoided.
Transverse
attenuation
measurements are best suited to these facilities
and have been useful for analysing plume
phenomena observed in flight.
It can be argued that because of the control
available, the amount of information gained is
more useful and cost effective than that of flight
trials where interpretation is difficult.
Such
facilities have good value in research and
prediction validation when studying plume
expansion with altitude, nozzles, base flow effects,
propellants and additives.
Similar remarks can be made about wind
tunnel propagation measurements with velocity
simulation only. However, wind tunnel exits can
be fabricated to produce airflow over the missile
body which, in some measure, simulates flight
velocity. Given that the chamber exits to an open
site area, a range of microwave measurements can
be undertaken both transverse and longitudinal. It
must be emphasised that for the latter case,
spurious microwave reflections entering the
receivers from any nearby objects or the ground
must be made negligible, also any airflow
interaction with the ground downstream of the
tunnel exit may make conditions for longitudinal
measurements unacceptable.
Sleds propelled by the rocket along high
velocity tracks can simulate flight conditions but
their use for longitudinal microwave measurements leave doubt about the results obtained. It
must be kept in mind that although prefiring
multipath reflections can be reduced, the dynamic
case raises the possibility of plume refraction,
diffraction or scattering causing unwanted returns
from the track and nearby objects. This method
of measurement
caution.

should

be

approached

with

Altitude simulation without the dynamic
aspects of flight are of limited use but have
considerable research value where on small scale
rocket firings, microwave probes can observe the
effect of reduced ambient pressures on certain
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chemical reactions, on the properties of additives,
or other fundemental plume aspects.

where the subscripts refer to the media on either
side of a boundary crossed by the radiation.

2.5

It is in the outer regions of the plume where
refraction can occur with little attenuation of the
propagated wave. This leads to refracted rays
leaving the exhaust with considerable energy.
Calculation of refraction in these regions of
low refractive index gradients can be achieved by
the use of contours of constant refractive index.
While recognising that the mean refractive index
will gradually change through the outer plume, as
an approximation the path of a ray can be stepped
through small volumes of constant refractive
index, changing direction at each interface. The
step length can vary according to the local
refractive index gradient and Snell's law can
apply.

Refraction

Variations of refractive index across the
propagation path of a microwave beam will cause
distortion of its wavefront and deviated rays can
promote multipath effects in the farfield.
In a rocket exhaust plume two factors
dominate in determining the spatial variation of
local time averaged refractive index. One is the
thermal inhomogeneity due to gradients of local
plume static temperature, the other is the partially
ionised nature of the plume gases caused by
readily ionisable impurities in the propellant (e.g.
sodium, potassium and calcium compounds). Local
values of temperature, pressure and chemical
composition, including concentrations of charged
species (particularly free electrons) determine the
plume refractive index field.
Calculations have estimated that for any
given point in a plume, changes in refractivity due
to ionisation are at least an order of magnitude
greater than those due to temperature gradients.
The refractive index of a medium is given
by n - c/v. where v is the velocity of
electromagnetic radiation in the medium and c is
its velocity in a vacuum. In an absorbing medium
the index of refraction is complex: n - n(l + ik).
Solutions to Maxwell's equations
for a
monochromatic plane wave in free space provide
the propagation constant y = ct + k8 which can be
related to the complex refractive index (a) since C
=- wnk/c and 8 = wln/c where w is the angular
velocity of the wave.

. -+The complex nature of the refractive index
affects the path of the ray through an absorbing
medium. Poynting's vector oscillates in such a
medium, consequently the energy path cannot be
obtained
fromof this
vector which
leads to
computations
considerable
complexity.
If

comptatins
f cosidrabl

coplexty.

absorption
one wavelength
is not appreciable,
then the over
complex
law of diffraction
deviates
negligibly from Snell's law for absorbing media.

n SinO

=--n2 Sin

2

The fact that these rays emerge with little
attenuation can result in multi-path effects in the
field beyond the missile which may interfere with
target tracking or with other missiles in salvo
operation.
Multiple ray tracing as performed in
References 23-26 will provide a more rigorous
method of calculating refractive effects over a
range of rocket exhausts.
2.6

Diffraction

Measured
values
of plume-microwave
interference
for highly-ionised
plumes
in
longitudinal geometries show many of the
characteristics of electromagnetic wave diffraction
by solid objects. Simple diffraction models [2J
have been used to good effect in describing signal
behaviour. In more sophisticated models recently
developed the diffraction evolves from the
mathematical
solution
of the propagation
equations and demonstrates that the effect is real.
Current model development in this area
incorporates the combined effects of refraction,
absorption, scattering, and diffraction.
That
microwave

diffraction may play a part in
propagation through highly ionised

exhausts is indicated by Figure 9. It compares

If ongitudinal attenuation measurements for a given

dougilbase
asenuator
measuremens
the
double
motor with
predictions fom
from the
line-of-sight code. At small plume interception
angles from the axis, attenuations of lOOdB or
more are predicted. This is in marked contrast to
the observed insertion loss which varies between
-10dB and -30dB depending upon the location of
the receiving antenna. Moreover, at these small
angles, the variation of measured insertion loss
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with frequency is not that to be expected should
absorption be the dominant loss mechanism. Only
at larger interception angles, where comparatively
short path lengths close to the nozzle exist, is
there reasonable agreement between prediction
and measurement. This is further confirmed by
Figure 4b, where transverse measurements at
35GHz, using a focused beam system, agree well
with calculated values of attenuation for the same
motor.
It is clear however, that should
attenuation measured over the relatively short
diametric path at 3m be present over long paths
through the length of the plume then attenuation
in excessof 100dB would be expected.
More evidence of another propagation
mechanism in operation is given by Figure 10a
and b which presents plume attenuation at two
wavelengths for a highly ionised exhaust plume.
The measurements are compared with prediction
at zero aspect angle and two plume axis
intersecting
aspect angles.
The antenna
displacement from the motor axis was changed for
each firing,
Measured attenuation at 35GHz shows good
agreement with predictions at zero aspect angle
suggesting conformity with the line-of-sight theory
of Equation I in Section 2.1 which was used for
the calculation. However as the increase in aspect
angle directed the propagation path into A'egions of
higher electron density so that conformity
lessened. Even at 7ero aspect angle it is the
steepness of the curve at 15dB which gives the
appearance of agreement. The bracketed point
pair shows the difference in attenuation for the
same displacement.
Accepting uncertainties
associated with predictions, experiment and
theory are not in great disarray, particularly
below the 10dB attenuation level.
Attenuation at 10GHz does not show the
same degree of agreement and with the reduced
slope of the experimental curves it is evident that
they will cross those for 35GHz. Beyond the
intersection, in increasing attenuation, there will
be a reversal of exhaust penetrative powers
between 35GHz and 10GHz, which is contrary to
Equation 1. Slight differences in aspect angle do
not invalidate these observations since the family
of curves allows reasonable interpolation,
Clearly, for exhausts where high electron
densities exist, the microwave propagation
mechanism is not governed solely by absorption
and other mechanisms such as diffraction should
be sought.

A good theoretical description of plume
diffraction has yet to evolve, it is a complex
subject. [2,23,241 Recent investigations [251 have
employed ray-tracing studies to estimate the
temporal development of wavefront distortion and
have indicated the existence of diffraction. From
plume flowfield data of electron density contours,
a three dimensional model of the spatial variation
and gradients of the complex refractive index has
been developed. It was based on the discovery
that the contours of equal electron density, given
by the theoretical plume flowfield, could quite
accurately be approximated by finding a solution
to the equation of intersection between a three
dimensional 'tear drop" function and an angled
plane. Figure 11 shows the comparison between
the axial variation of plume electron density (Ne)
for a given plume as computed by (i) the plume
flowfield model, (ii) a representation of the axial
variation of Ne given by a simple exponential
function and (iii) a 21st order least squares
polynomial
curve
fit.
The
polynomial
approximation is good, the complex stucture in
the region close to the nozzle has been smoothed
to minimise the order of polynomial. Ray tracing
led to an investigation of the progressive
wavefront distortion experienced by a plane wave
propagated through the plume. The refracted
wave front became compressed in a pronounced
focal region shown in Figures 12 and 13 and
crossed over itself prior to expansion and
interaction with the undisturbed wave.
A
physical optics model confirmed that the
diffraction was dominated by a highly localised,
diffractive 'stationary-phase' effect located in the
region of maximum overall ray compression. An
equivalent diffractor was established, having the
form of an ideal absorbing disc, combining the
diffracted field with the field from a direct ray.
The equivalent diffractor was replaced by an
effective diffracting surface, positioned in the
same way. Three dimensional ray-tracing of a
large number of rays and their truncation at a
phase-time defined by the assumed location of
this surface, was used to define secondary sources
and represent the stationary phase region in a
more natural way. The very high lateral spatial
refractive index gradients in the region between
the effective diffracting surface and the plane of
the receiver were recognised by incorporating
geometrical
masking
into
the
diffraction
calculation. For small angles with respect to the
plume axis, the effective diffractor approach was
justified because the loss mechanism was
dominated by the behaviour of the wavefront in a
highly localised region.
It was also strongly
influenced by the masking effect of the
intervening dense plasma and a non-abrupt
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interaction of the direct ray between transmitter
and receiver.
Ray tracing is illustrated in Figure 14 where
the wave-front is seen to move through the plume.
The contour shown is that of minimum electron
,m-and defines the
density, given as 10
theoretical plume boundary. Three microwave
propagation frequencies are considered, 9.5GHz,
35GHz and 90GHz. The angle of incidence is 20
and the distance between rays set in this case to
be 0.2m. The flowfield model was that of a
double base propellant motor of 30kN thrust,
where electron densities reached 1018 m-3 . Figure
15 shows a sample comparison between calculated
diffracted signal and measured attenuation for the
same motor.
The solid points are those of
individual firings, the full line is that of the
diffracted signal where EQ/Ei is the attenuation
level in decibels. Work is still proceeding to
evaluate this method for a range of rocket motors,
3.0

OPERATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

3.1

Guidance and Tracking [27]

From foregoing sections of the report it is clear
that guidance and tracking difficulties may arise
if the microwave link passes through, or close to,
the missile exhaust. This is particularly so if the
rocket motor is required to burn unabated to
maintain closing velocity in the terminal stage of
an engagement and approaching maximum range.
Attenuation by the plume must be seen as an
within
the
microwave
insertion
loss
communication link. Furthermore, the sideband
noise resulting from the scattering process can be
at frequencies that may interfere with semi-active
homing systems.
3.1.1 Beam Rider
Beam riding missile systems can suffer from
plume effects because the missile lies in the target
tracking beam. For a successful interception the
centre of the tracking beam must be maintained
on the target and this requires very precise
angular measurement by the tracking radar.
Beam attenuation or distortion due to the rocket
exhaust could degrade the target definition that is
so crucial in the dosing moments before impact.
Guidance signals to the rear aerial of the missile
can pass through highly attenuating regions of the
plume.
3.1.2 Radar Command to Line-of-Sight
The beam riding missile requires only a

simple guidance receiver which minimises the
cost, weight and complexity of the guidance
payload. This advantage is carried into the Radar
Command to Line-of-Sight (RCLOS) guidance
system where the tracker locks on to the target
and, when the missile is airborne, continuously
measures the angle between the missile and the
target. It is a technique that allows a relaxation
of beam centre to target accuracy, seen as a
problem in the beam rider, but to some extent this
accuracy is now transferred to the measurement
A separate
of the missile to target angle.
command link, usually operating at a wavelength
different from that of the tracker, guides the
missile to reduce the angle to zero thereby
maintaining a line-of-sight interception course.
Rocket exhaust interference problems associated
with the beam rider system apply equally to the
Refraction of the outgoing
"RCLOS" system.
target tracking signal in the outer regions of an
exhaust plume can introduce multipath effects at
the target which cause returns at the tracker
receiver to produce false positional information.
This results in erratic manoeuvres by the missile
as guidance commands respond to this false
information.
3.1.3 Semi-Active Homing
The principle of semi-active homing systems
is one where the target is illuminated and tracked
by radar and the missile is launched on an
course ahead of the target,
interception
anticipating its future position. A target seeker in
the nose of the missile receives reflections from
the target and determines its direction in space.
Reference signals from a direct link between
missile and tracker combine with the seeker
output to establish target range and speed
(Doppler) providing continuous guidance update
until impact. The integrity of the system is again
threatened by rocket exhaust interference in the
form of attenuation of the rear reference and
corruption of its information by sideband noise or
as *spillover" noise into the missile forward
receiver or as a contribution to 'clutter', a
commonly used term to describe unwanted echo
signals from objects other than the target such as
ground, sea, counter radar chaff and precipitation.
To counter the effect of 'clutter, natural or
intended, tracking and seeker radars often employ
"rangegates" and "speedgates'. They are similar in
concept. The "rangegate" discriminates against
radar returns other than those within a prescribed
distance frame from the transmitter while the
"speedgate" acts similarly in discriminating against
those radar returns that fall outside a prescribed
"Doppler" frequency band which can be related to
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of the target.

The signal to clutter

some penalty.

ratio is significantly improved by their use.
Some solutions might be
semi-active homing,
In the context
incoherent pulse radar systems, giving range
information, would be sensitive to the amplitude
of spurious signals that may appear as "clutter' in
the rangegate. Continuous Wave Doppler and
Coherent Pulse Doppler systems would be
sensitive to signals having sideband frequencies
that may affect the operation of the "speedgate"
filter.
of

An indication of the -Doppler- frequencies
encountered may be found in the simple
relationship fD - 2Vt/). where fD is the 'Doppler'
frequency shift for a given radial target velocity
(Vi) and stationary radar of wavelength "A'.

(i)

Flight path offset at critical periods of
flight to avoid excessive signal losses.
Penalty: Loss of optimum path.

(ii)

Provide
electronic
discrimination
against interference.
Penalty:. Increased electronic comnplexity, and cost.

(iii)

Use of multiple antennae or reflectors
attached to wing surfaces to remove
propagation
paths
from
highly
attenuating regions of the plume.
Penalty:.
Lowered
aerodynamic
efficiency.

(iv)

Boost-Coast propulsion such that the
exhaust is absent in terminal stage of
useful flight.
Penalty: Restricted terminal velocity
(not always of importance).

(v)

of free electron
The reduction
concentrations in the plume by
chemical modification of propellant.
Penalty:. None; costs are in original
However,
propellant formulations.
should it be a remedial change of
propellant from the original then costs
could be extremely high.

(vi)

The use of an Active Homing System
without mid-course guidance.
cost,
electronic
High
Penalty:
complexity and weight.

3.1.4 Active Radar Homing
In a semi-active homing missile the seeker is
a tracking radar without the transmitter for target
illumination. The active homing missile has the
transmitter included making the missile fully
autonomous when locked on to the target. The
principle is that for semi-active homing but signal
processing and computed course correction are
done on board the missile. Only if the target falls
outside the range of the illuminating radar is
there a need for a remote signal link, this link
gives mid-course guidance to the missile to
maintain it on course and bring it into radar
contact with the target. During the autonomous
stage of flight the rocket plume is unlikely to
cause problems, in mid-course guidance the rear
facing link could suffer plume attenuation and
sideband noise interference.
3.2

Salvo Operation

Where two or possibly more missiles are
fired in a salvo the exhaust of one may seriously
interfere with target tracking or with the guidance
of another. This can be complicated still further
when the salvo is intended to engage multiple
targets. The problems recounted in Sections 3.1.2
and 3.1.3 are valid for salvo operations but with
the addition of inter-link interference.
3.3

Discussion

In trying to outline the problems associated
with exhaust/microwave system interference no
attempt has been made to offer solutions. Those
available to the engineer depend on the
operational role, but few overcome exhaust
interference without recourse to expediency and

While the broad principles of microwave
tracking
remain,
and
homing,
guidance,
sub-system technology has advanced to a
remarkable degree. Reference 27 details some of
these advances. Where past missile-borne systems
have required large and heavy microwave and
signal processing units, new generations of
microwave equipment have become much smaller
due to modern circuit design and fabrication.
Signal processing, with the advent of monolithic
integrated circuit technology, has led to
miniaturization which has been carried into
microwave technology with stripline techniques
and microwave integrated circuits.
Millimetric waves offer the advantage of
small, lightweight systems having very narrow
beamwidths with good spatial resolution, essential
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qualities for high accuracy and precise target
The physical size of microwave
definition.
circuits are proportional to the inverse of the
operating frequency and it is very noticeable in
antenna design.
Whereas at a frequency of
10GHz the antenna may have a diameter of 1.Om
for a given beam width, at 95GHz, for the same
beamwidth, the antenna diameter will be 0.1m.
This miniaturization process now makes it
possible to have a complex homing system, such
as that of active homing, within a missile of some
120mm diameter. One outcome of this reduction
in size and payload is the opportunity to reduce
the size and thrust required of a rocket motor for
a given performance such that motors having
combustion suppressed exhausts become the
preferred option.
This report will show that
avoiding secondary combustion (afterburning) in
the exhaust will prevent exhaust temperatures
rising to cause ionisation and, without a large free
electron population, exhaust emission will be
dramatically reduced while attenuation and the
generation of sideband noise will no longer be a
problem.
4.0

BACK SCATTiER
(Radar Cross Section)

Forward scattering from the source volume
described in Section 2.2 has its counterpart in
energy scattered rearwards, back along the path
travelled by the incident wavefront. Again, a
frequency spectrum from all contributions is
created and such energy is referred to as back
scatter and forms the piume radar cross section
(RCS). Its echo potential is usually several orders
of magnitude below that of the missile body but
increasing use of radar absorbing materials in
stealth body design is reducing the gap between
body and plume radar return,
Back scatter of microwave radiation by a
plume is calculated using the same scattering
equations (3, 4 and 5) used for forward scatter.
Some differences occur in the use of the
equations for the two situations; for back-scatter
the angle, a, is fixed at 180 degrees and the
absorption function, Ca, is made of two parts that
are generally the same on incidence and departure
from a scattering element, dv.
This contrasts
with forward scattering where or assumes all
values and Ca differs in value between that of
incidence and departure.

I

To measure backscatter from the plume the
transmitter and receiver are usually in the same
location (mono-static radar).
The scattered

returns into the receiver can be expressed as an
effective area compared with a known standard
reflector and represent energy in the area under
the spectral curve.
An important flight trial[28I was made in
the U.S. dedicated to the measurement of
backscatter.
The results were compared with
calculations. In general, Doppler frequency shift
relates to plume flowfield velocity components
along the radar line-of-sight through the plume
and can be associated with specific regions of a
flowfield prediction that calculates the spatial
distribution of velocity.
In the backscatter
prediction code, specific RCS returns were
associated with specific regions of the plume and
hence, with specific velocities. These were then
joined together to form the total theoretical radar
cross section of the rocket plume. Figure 16a
shows the total RCS Doppler spectrum measured
in flight and was obtained by summing the
Doppler spectra from nine individually resolved
range "bins' in the RCS flight data. Doppler shift
data from each of the range "bins" can also be
plotted, each range 'bin' corresponding to a 20.2m
length of plume. This technique provided, in
effect, a 'diagnostic probe' with which to
interpret data from the flight plume for
comparison
with spatially resolved
plume
calculations. Values from each of the nine "bins'
are compared, calculation with experiment, in
Figure 16b.
5.0

EXHAUST EMISSION

Microwave radiation from the exhausts of
tactical missiles can be a means of detection.
Interest centres largely on the millimetric region
of the spectrum where propagation windows exist
in the earth's atmosphere that allow the passage
of millimetric waves over relatively short
distances. Figure 17 shows the atmospheric
spectral transmission range with windows at
frequencies of approximately 35GHz, 94GHz and
140GHz.
The physical processes governing thermal
emission from rocket exhaust plumes at
millimetric wavelengths have been examined by
Sume.[291
The mechanisms considered were
free-free electron emission (bremsstrahlung),
molecular band emission, free-bound electron
emission, and the emission from aluminium oxide
particles in the exhaust.
The dominant
mechanism was found to be the free-free
continuum emission from electrons, and is the
only mechanism considered in this treatment.
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Losses during free electron-neutral body
collisions occurring naturally in the ionised
exhaust form the free-free emission, which is a
continuum radiation. It is governed by the
ionisation processes supported by high exhaust
temperatures and alkali metal impurities in the
propellant.

where N, is the electron density, e and m are the
electronic charge and mass respectively and co is
the permittivity of free space, one now obtains

n
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Electron concentrations of 101 5m-3 to
10 18m- 3 and collision frequency of lOltS-t are
typical at sea level.
Emission Theory
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The monochromatic emission intensity along
a line of sight path of length L through a
non-isotropic, non-isothermal medium is given
by
ap2 < v2 + w2 and v2 < a,2, or if v2 >,2

I(A =f 0L exp H 0

e'

t K(e) IB(e, A) de
(6)

where 1B (e, A) is the local black body emission
and K(e) is the absorption coefficient at
wavelength A. The absorption coefficient, at
angular frequency (o) = 2nc/A), of a plasma with
no magnetic field present is given by Sume.
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Hence, if temperature, electron concentration and electron-neutral molecule collision
frequency are known along the line of sight, the
emission can be calculated. The quantities can all
be predicted using standard rocket exhaust flow
field calculations.

K = 2w n2/c
where c is the velocity of light and n 2 is the
imaginary part of the complex refractive index
(n).
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with v as the electron-neutral molecule collision
frequency and wp as the plasma frequency given
by
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The black body emission is given by tic
Planck equation

Ne e 2 /Eom
0

C

A 5 exp (C 2 /AT)

-

1i-j

(7)

Since apparent brightness temperatures are
required, the black body emission equation is
simplified by ignoring the first term (CIA' 5 ), and
the apparent brightness temperature is calculated.
The engineering quantity, Apparent Brightness
Temperature, is here defined as that temperature
which is required in Equation 7 to give the same
A.
output emission as in Equation 6 at wavelength
Three-dimensional geometry is used to
define the lines of sight. The position of any
point along these lines of sight may be
transformed into the plume frame of reference,
and, using linear interpolation, the values of
temperature, electron density and collision
frequency at any point can be calculated from the
plume output.
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Provision can also be made for the possible
transmission of background radiation from sources
on the far side of the plume to the detector. A
brightness
temperature,
uniform
apparent
specified by the user, is assumed for the
background radiation. This is added to the total
calculated emissions at the end of each line of
sight, aad is taken as the total emission for lines
of sight which do not intersect the plume.
5.2

Emission Measurements

To date emission data are sparse. One UK
based experiment afforded the opportunity to
undertake dual frequency measurements of
emissions from double base and composite motors
of 30kN and lOkN thrust, respectively. The
frequencies of interest were nominally 35GHz and
90GHz and similarly constructed radiometers
consisted of a dish antenna, radiometer head with
a Dicke reference, a mixer with I.F. amplifier
leading to a detector and band pass amplifier and
finally coupled to a correlatcd detector. The
antenna 3dB lobe widths were 1.3 degrees and 0.8
degrees for 35GHz and 90GHz, respectively,
Data from the radiometer were analysed by a
Figure 18 shows the
dedicated computer.
measured apparent brightness temperatures for
the composite propellant motor and Figure 19
shows similar values for the double base motor,
5.3

Detection

Short range detection of exhaust millimetric
radiation by passive sensors is possible and, with
receivers having good spatial resolution, capable
of providing accurate target bearings. The useful
detection range of an incoming missile will be
strongly influenced by the size and thermal
ionisation characteristics of its exhaust. Much of
the intense radiation may be obscured by the
missile body when viewed at angles near to
"head-on'. Narrow angle reception would require
rapid scan operation for surveillance purposes, the
alternative of initial wide angle reception is likely
to reduce detection sensitivity with increased
background level, particularly at low elevations
near the earth's surface. As a defence aid the
detection of exhaust millimetric radiation may
form part of a hybrid system to provide
surveillance, detection and counter action,
6.0

REDUCTION OF EXHAUST
INTERFERENCE AND SIGNATURE

It should be the aim in rocket design to
produce a motor that yields no guidance or
tracking problems and offers minimal signature.

Microwave attenuation, scattering and emission
have been directly associated with the presence of
free electrons in the exhaust brought about by
ionisation of impurities at exhaust temperature.
6.1

Chemical Modification

Readily ionisable alkali metal impurities are
a major source of free electrons in rocket
exhausts.
Of these, sodium, potassium and
calcium are commonly encountered, forming a
very small, but significant part of the propellant.
Typical concentrations of these metals in solid
rocket motors would be 30ppm by weight of
potassium and 100ppm of sodium (and even
higher levels of calcium) depending upon the type
of propellant and its method of manufacture.
Complete removal of these impurities from
propellants is difficult and prohibitively expensive.
Composite propellants incorporate calcium
in the phosphate form to reduce agglomeration in
ammonium perchiorate, while the hydroxide is
used to counter the acidity of nitio-cellulose in
double base propellants.
The ionisation process very much depends
upon exhaust temperatures, should they be
lowered the electron population will then show a
marked decline, thereby reducing the severity of
microwave attenuation. Ultimately, if the plume
is prevented from burning, very little or no
attenuation is evident.
Exhaust
combustion is supported by
flame-propagation of free radicals like H and OH
and rapid removal of these radicals is the aim of
combustion suppression.
Although paradoxical,
potassium salts introduced into double base
propeT*ants as a small percentage of the propellant
can stimulate the radical-removing reaction
processes.
K + OH + M
KOH + H

-.
-+

KOH + M
K + H20

Sodium has sihk ilar reaction properties but,
weight for weight, is unlikely to better potassium.
An important aspect of flame suppression agents
is that they should act in the gas phase rather
Potassium
than produce condensed products.
compounds have been shown to be effective
double
base
propellants
suppressants
for
130,31,321.
Some alkaline earths have been considered,
notably molybdenum, iron, cobalt and tungsten.
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[33,341

7.0

Suppression additives can be introduced in a
variety of ways, the most common being as a
propellant ingredient but other methods such as
annular spray rings, ablating rods or collars and
charge or throat coatings are possible. While
static rocket firings are used to assess the
performance of additives it must be cautioned
that in critical 'burn/no-burn' cases the turbulence
of forward velocity or other perturbations in flight
may influence the onset of exhaust combustion,
Wind-tunnel tests or ultimately flight tests may be
necessary to ensure complete confidence,

It is argued that to fully evaluate the
microwave properties of a rocket motor exhaust
for a specific role, flight tests should be
undertaken in the proposed operational environment. This is known to be very expensive when
the full range of operating temperatures, altitudes
and velocities are represented.
Also missile
manoeuvres and information on flight attitude at
any instant can make the recording of accurate
flight data a difficult task. Added to this is the
fact that flight tests can only come at the post
design stage when the programme is well
advanced. Any fundamental changes at this point
are often strongly resisted and a compromise
enters the project. Confronted with these difficulties alternative plume studies were sought and
have become an intrinsic part of missile system
design.
Theoretical studies offering reliable
predictions at the time when design options are
being considered would be the ideal way to
optimise propulsion performance against plume
effects. Application codes need to be improved
with better models for diffraction and refraction,
emission processes and radar cross section. But
these codes are only as good as the theoretical
plume flowfield model and it is here that we find
the key and the challenge. It is largely recognised
that further plume model development is essential;
in shock treatment; in base flow; in condensed
particle flow effects and the treatment of time
dependant turbulence properties.
In this, the
advent of small, but ever more powerful,
computers make possible the realisation of
progress towards better models. For the present,
plume technology has not yet reached the stage
where modelling techniques preclude recourse to
experiments. The aim of a plume study group
must be to perfect these techniques supported by
validation from well conceived experiments.

The case for composite propellants is one
where total suppression is unlikely to be
successful. Some relief from attenuation can be
achieved by the introduction of certain metallic
compounds into the exhaust which will lower the
free electron concentration. Two chemical
mechanisms are suggested.
One involves the
process of electron attachment where free
electrons are replaced by heavy, slow moving,
negative ions which contribute very little to
microwave absorption 135]. Using molybdenum as
an example, such mechanisms could be :-

e- + H 2 MoO 4

--

HMoO4- + H

e-+ H 2 MoO 4

--

MOO 3- + H2 0

These reactions must over-ride the already
acting reaction
e + HC! --

C- + H

The other mechanism has the object of
lowering ihe free radical concentrations in the
exhaust but not to the point of flame extinction,
If chlorine is present in the plume then in general
the ionisation of alkali metals(A) takes the form
ACI" + 3H --

A+ + e" + HCI + H 2

where concentrations of electrons [el] can quickly
fall if those of H (the hydrogen atom) drop [36].
It is important that the additive should remain in
the gas phase in the exhaust, equally it should not
form stable compounds with the chlorine.
With double base propellants any additive
forming stable negative ions in the exhaust will, in
some
measure,
reduce
free
electron
concentrations, particularly since [CI] is not being
generated.

CONCLUSIONS

Exhaust technology is a field in which
fundamental research and system applications can
profitably proceed, hand in hand. System tests
and model validation can be part of a common
programme for research and project support.
Facilities for measuring exhaust microwave
properties should offer maximum flexibility to
support the following typical objectives
(i)

To provide experimental data for new
research concepts.

(ii)

To conduct experiments for
validation of prediction codes.

(iii)

To

compare

motors

for

the

specific
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mission objectives,
(iv)

(v)

from a Turbulent Plasma
J Geophys 69, No 4, 869, 1964

microwave
measure
the
To
characteristics
of
propellants
containing a range of additives for
plume
suppression
and
other
interference relief.
To evaluate rocket motors for service
acceptance.
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Plume Radiation
by

R. Dirscherl
Deutsche Aerospace AG
Dynamics Systems
P. 0. Box 801149
D - 8000 MUnchen 80

Germany
Summary
The electromagnetic radiation originating from the exhaust plume of tactical missile motors is of outstanding
importance for military system designers. Both missile- and countermeasure engineer rely on the knowledge of
plume radiation properties, be it for guidance/interference control or for passive detection of adversary missiles. To
allow access to plume radiation properties, they are characterised with respect to the radiation producing
mechanisms like afterbuming, its chemical constituents and reactions as well as particle radiation. A classification
of plume spectral emissivity regions is given due to the constraints imposed by available sensor technology and
atmospheric propagation windows.
Additionally assessment methods are presented that allow a common and general grouping of rocket motor
properties into various categories. These methods describe state of the art experimental evaluation techniques as
well as calculation codes that are most commonly used by developers of NATO countries. Dominant aspects
influencing plume radiation are discussed and a standardised test technique is proposed for the assessment of plume
radiation properties that includes prediction procedures. These recommendations on terminology and assessment
methods should be common to all employers of plume radiation. Special emphasis is put on the omnipresent need
for self-protection by the passive detection of plume radiation in the ultraviolet (UV) and infrared (IR) spectral
band.
1. INTRODUCTION

Due to the change in global balance, NATO
strategies are changing also. The future engagement of
forces will be more in local conflicts with conventional
weapons for quick and internationally guided missions,
Of paramount interest in this type of mission is the
need of reconnaissance-, surveillance- and warningsensors and systems
Both ground and air forces are threatened by
hostile missiles. 90% of the planes lost in combat
during the last years were shot down by missiles with
IR seeker heads. The most evident way to counter this
threat is by sensing the hostile missile in order to direct
countermeasure activities. The radiative emission from
the missile's body, or more important its plume
signature is used to perform this task.

Despite

shrinking

military

budgets,

many

government agencies are willing to spend money on
weapon system updates including "defensive aid
subsystems" (DASS) or "Missile Approach Warning"
(MAW) systems to counter that kind of threat,
especially for flying platforms. This motivation will
direct and steer the future development and research of
missile technology - namely its radiative signature, or
rather the avoidance or minimisation of signature.
Up to now smoke properties were of prime
interest for missile designers, because it is the most
striking artefact of a missile being fired. The smoke as
seen by the naked eye gives clear evidence of the
trajectory, speed and distance of a missile. With the
development of "min" smoke or smokeless motors, as
described in earlier papers of this lecture series, this
most evident signature is controllable. With the
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advance of night vision and infrared seqsing devices
surprise strikes are also performed during night or
under adverse weather conditions. This relativates the
smoke signature of rocket motors, but emphasises the
radiative plume signature of missiles,
At the moment there are two spectral regions
most favoured for the passive detection of tactical
missileplumes by missile launch and approach warning
systems, namely the middle infrared spectral region
between 3 -5 pm and the solar blind ultraviolet spectral
region below 300 nm.
Another concern of rocket motor plume signature
is its interference with missile guiding systems. Laser
beam riders or guidance and control systems are
disturbed and limited by the infrared signature of the
plume.
Rocket designing engineers are working on its
performance by changing missile aerodynamics and
motor properties. Design of the rocket motor nozzle
and missile afterbody geometry can be tailored to
reduce IR plume radiation by reducing or eliminating
zones of recompression and high temperature thereby
moderating or suppressing afterbuming. In this way the
flight dynamic and accuracy is improved. But by using
more energetic propellants burning faster, the radiative
signature is also increased. This can be countered to a
certain degree by the usage of additives or a different
motor design; nevertheless the radiative motor
signature is directly related to motor performance and
is of outstanding importance.

*

In cases, where dual stage propulsion is used, the
intensity of radiation in the end phase of flight is
reduced by a raise of booster mass at the expense of
sustainer mass. A modem approach to minimise plume
signature is to make the missiles ever faster - so called
high velocity missiles - where the speed is increased
from Mach 2,5 to Mach 5 and more. The tactical
missile is accelerated very fast with the advantage of a
short boost phase followed by a long ballistic flight
phase after motor bum out. The advantage is a short,
yet strong radiation emitting boost phase, with a
missing sustainer plume, especially in the critical
terminal phase where countermeasure deployment is
performed. The approach for minimising overall plume
signature is convincing. New problems, like high
acceleration, explosion like boost phase, fast initial
guidance arise due to changed missile performance.
To address signature problems it is necessary to
have a thorough understanding of the mechanisms
producing emissions in plumes. The classification of
this emitted radiation into spectral regions, the
operational role of the system which dictates spectral
criteria, and the overall system design help in assessing
comparative methods for rocket motor evaluation in

terms of plume signature. From a designer's point of
view the requirements are system dependent in
practically every case and a simple grouping into two
or three system based categories might be considered
like
small tactical missiles - short range (low
altitude)
large missiles - long range (low and high
flying, booster phase and sustainer phase).

a
0

This "AGARD advisory report" can only give
guidelines, general rules and basic recommendations
for assessment methods such as:
(i) theoretical calculation techniques
(ii) measurement procedures
(iii) presentation of results
(iv) standards
(v) units used
(vi) limitation of measurements and computer
codes
The achievable prognostic results of plume
radiation depend a lot on available measuring
techniques and devices and on the efkrt and level of
understanding that goes into the computation of
radiation phenomena. It is a continuous interplay
between measured results, plume flow field parameters
and radiation calculation models.
2. CHARACTERISATION OF ROCKET
MOTOR PLUME RADIATION
2.1 General Description
The hot combustion products of a rocket
propulsion system produce a highly turbulent exhaust
plume as they expand through the nozzle into the
surrounding atmosphere. These products consist of hot
gases from the burning process, activated and
deactivated molecules promoted by chemical reactions,
accelerated particles of incompletely burnt fuel, soot,
metal oxide condensates and other solid constituents.
The plume is an extremely complicated chemical and
thermodynamic entity whose properties very largely
depend upon the type of propellant, motor and nozzle
design, gas dynamics and flight conditions. This
chapter is mainly concerned with radiation from this
complicated source which is scattered, re absorbed and
quenched during this emission process.
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In a typical propulsion system, plume solid
particles, the nozzle and other parts which operate at
elevated temperatures fall into the thermal emitter
category. Thermal emitters produce radiation which
can be partially described by Planck's spectral
distribution of emissive power. Considerable energy is
produced in the infrared. The presence of this source of
radiation is of importance in weapon systems where
thermal seekers are used. Solid particles are evident in
the far field plume region because they produce smoke
but in this chapter we are concerned about the near
field region, where several types of solid may be
excited to emit radiation. Soot is one type of species
that is excited to emit radiation. It exists predominately
in rocket motors using carbon-hydrogen fuel with a
C/H ratio of over 0.5. Metal oxides are formed from
metallic additives such as Al, Mg, and Zr where
concentrations between 5% and 20% are used in
composite-double base propellants. Boroxides are
sometimes produced in solid ramjets where Boron is a
content of the fuel.
Further flame emission comes from molecular
reactions which can be divided into the emission of
rotational, vibrational and electronic spectra.
In these normally complicated processes there is
rarely complete knowledge of the kinetics of the
chemical reactions occurring within the plume. The
character of radiation from these sources is not simply
described by blackbody radiation and therefore more
difficult to treat than that from solid bodies.

2.2 Phenomenology
Rocket exhaust plumes are characterised by
turbulent mixing and afterbuming in a flow initially
dominated by strong wave processes. The underexpanded exhaust equilibrates to ambient pressure via
a sequence of expansion and compression waves,
Mixing and afterburning processes commence and
develop in the shear layer formed between the exhaust
plume and ambient external flow.
The overall plume flow field can be subdivided
into the three regions as seen in Figure 1, namely:

" the predominantly nearfield inviscid plume
where wave strengths are strong and turbulent
mixing processes are generally confined to thin
layers.

"* a transitional region where the mixing layers
engulf the entire plume and wave strengths
diminish due to turbulent dissipation.

the farfield fully viscous plume where wave
processes have totally diminished and a
mixing
turbulent
pressure,
constant
environment prevails.
Given this complicated flow field regime, it is a
challenging task to understand and predict its radiation
properties. The objectives are to define plume
signature mechanisms, quantify their temporal, spatial
and spectral characteristics for various types of
propellant and altitude regimes and list their
importance for selected missile flight tasks. To engage
this problem one has to secure agreement on key
definitions, on the recognition of crucial geophysical
constraints and on the way the parameters are
described. Such agreement would establish a common,
uniform method of information gathering and would
likely describe:
(i) the mechanisms that create or produce plume
radiation.
(ii) the intensities of electromagnetic radiation
produced over a given wavelength band, the
spectral distribution of energy within that
band and how measured or predicted values
relate to the source of emissions
(iii) how these radiation properties are influenced
by
a)
motor
design
(performance
optimisation, propellant composition
etc.)
b) conditions independent of motor
design e.g. flight regime, atmospheric
extinction, plume background.
This type of characterisation forms a parametric
study, it allows for an understanding of plume radiation
phenomena and the formation of a radiation prediction
technique for applications in support of missile
detection, guidance and tracking. As rocket flight tests
are extremely expensive and plume radiation
measurements in flight are difficult to perform it is
important to have accurate prediction codes.
In designing passive sensor systems, battle scene
simulation codes are a vital aid. They must address all
possible scenarios, a wide range of atmospheric
conditions, variations in background stnucture,
turbulence, short motor bum times etc. To distinguish a
missile operating in such an inconstant environment its
exhaust radiation must be characterised, emphasising
unique spectral properties for positive identification.
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Table 1: PLUME RADIATION MECHANISMS AND MAXIMUM EMISSION RATES

Approximate Maximum Spectrum-Integrated

I

Core Radiation

2.30 x 103

2

Afterburning Radiation

1.9

3

Collisional Deceleration Radiation

7

11.8

1
I03
x 103

Internal Shock Radiation

5

Atmospheric Pumping Radiation

6

Atomic Oxygen Chemi luminescence

7

High Altitude Molecular

j

32.8
4

3.6

Region

IR

Watts
Watts (h <

1

50 km)

Watts (h-0km)

IR

IRh<0S/V

Watts (60•<h90kn)

0

4

Spectral

Energy Supply Rates for an ExShacrst
With W = 350 kgs'(I)

Mechanism

x 103
7

Watts (h > 200 km)**

x 10

Watts/km (90 <

x 10

Watts/km (h > 130 kit)

IR/VIS/UV

IR/VIS/UV

h <

130 km)

IR

Association/Dissociation Radiation
3

8

Airglow from Rocket Vehicle Friction

6.70 x 10

Watts (h - 100 kin)

9

Scattenng of Chamber Radiation by Plume

6.73 x 10

Watts

IR

Watts/kin

VIS

0.39

Watts/km

).IS

IRVS/ UV

10

Solar Radiation Scattered by Solid

2.2 x 10

4

Particles in Plume
II

Solar Radiation Scattered by Gaseous
Species in Plume

12

Absorption of Solar UJVby Plume Gases
and Reemission in UV. VIS and IR

7.48 x 10 6

Watts/kmn

13

Plume-Reflected Earthshine

5.85 x 10o-.

Watts/krm

IR

The ascending rocket is assumed to follow a typical trajectory for near-earth orbit injection"
h - altitude. Radiations given in watts/kmi refer to km of trail length with Vv - 3 kms-1 .
** This value is for W - 350 kgs"1 . Usually at this altitude, a second or third stage is burning
and the radiation should be scaled down by a factor of 350/50 - 7.
*

2.3 Origin of Plume Radiation
Emission spectra are governed by the excitation
energy of atoms and molecules throughout the exhaust
which, among others, is a function of local energy and
thermodynamic conditions. Gas phase radiation species
present in the plume are, in major part, determined by
the propellant composition and the reaction of its
combustion products with the ambient air. In most
cases a line-by-line model has to be replaced by a band
model to describe the radiation characteristics. Table 1
denotes a number of possible plume radiation
mechanisms.
Plume radiation can originate from:
(i)

chemical reactions in the burning process
- molecular and electronic excitations and
transitions
- chemiluminescence, fluorescence

- exothermal, radiation producing reactions
(ii) thermal emission in the afterbuming phase,
plume/atmosphere mixing and shock heating
in the afterbuming region produced by liquid
or solid particles.
From the foregoing radiation producing
mechanisms we shall consider here in more detail only
the chemistry of plumes, afterburning effects on plume
radiation and particle radiation in the plume.
2.3.1 Chemistry of Plumes
The variety of emitting species in the complex
flow system of a rocket exhaust is a result of the
radiation kinetics of collision processes in the gas
phase. Contributions to the radiation stem from
evaporation and condensation processes, particle-
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molecule reactions and reactive and inelastic
collisions. A normal radiation producing chemical
reaction (chemiluminescence)is written:
A + B

or e.g.

energy consumed or released by the reactions is

C + D*

-4

represent bulk chemical rate processes where the
reactants and products are assumed to have internal
state
distributions
coiisistent
with
"Local
Thermodynamic Equilibrium" (LTE), and all the

CH + 02 --- CO + OH*

where one of the products of the exothermal
reaction is in an excited state (*) which is deactivated
by the emission of radiation. The wavelength of this
emitted radiation depends on the available energy so
that emitted line spectra in the infrared, although
broadened by the known effects of collision and
Doppler broadening, come from vibrational-rotational
transitions, where UV and visible radiation between
100 nm and 800 nm have their origins in the more
energetic electronic transition states. A listing,
representing classes and examples of plume chemical
reaction, is given in Table 2. Classes of reactive and
inelastic collision processes are listed as well as their
major effect on plume exited-state distribution. The
first four reaction classes listed (A through D)

reflected in the local kinetic temperature.
These four reaction classes, along with
condensation, evaporation and heterogeneous reaction
processes are sufficient to describe most chemical
effects in low-altitude LTE exhaust plumes. If LTE is
not guaranteed, the hypothesis involved in developing a
radiation model is no longer valid, since the radiation is
dependent upon the population of upper and lower
states which are no longer related by a Boltzman
distribution. Rather, the populations of the states must
be calculated by codes that include finite rate kinetic
processes along streamlines. This difficult type of
calculation has been performed for the UV spectral
range and yields values that range above those of the
normal "Standard Plume Flowfield" (SPF) species
calculations.
To a large extent, emission from molecular bands

Table 2: CLASSES AND EXAMPLES OF PLUME CHEMICAL REACTIONS

1

Generalized Formula
(ME Arbitrary Collision

Reaction Class

Staoe

Examples

Partner)

oit Eiteo

Dtstnbutton

Reactions that release or Consume Heat
A Exotbermic Bimolecular
Reactions

A . 0-

B Thennotecular
Combinations

C . D . heat

OH + H2 - H2 0 - I1
CO + Oil - CO 2 . H

Raises pas temperature

A B++MN1- AD .

.H+ M-11
M
2 +M
OH + U + M - H2 0+ NM

Raises gas temperature

C Endotherinc Bimuoecular
Reactions

A + 0 . heat - C + )

1420 + 0 - 20H
CO2 + 0-• CO + 02

Lowers gas temperature

D Collisional Dissociations

A. + M-

0

Lower gas temperature

A + B+ M

2

+M-20 + M

H2 0 .

•-M H OH + M

Reactions That Create. Destroy or Transmute Excited Internal States

--

E Chensilusteescent
Bimolecular Reactions

A+B-Cll

F ChemilumineacentCombination Reactiona

A.B +(M)-

O

AB+ A'y IB+O8C0

Collisional Excitation

t

+.D

ADA'V + (M)

H Colliaonal Qwnching

A II

I

Reactive Quenchin

A'T L + B - C - D

I

Ecitation TranSter

AOTA 6- "*A ++ DO
no'.O-N

B - A. B

~~~~C

CH + 0 2 - OH + CO
C2 0 + 0 - CO' + CO

Directly creates excited
internal state

CO.O+M-CO2* +M
O H + M "01*.M

Directlycreatesexcited
intenal state

CO 2 T +C0
2 +CO2
O + H2 0 - H2 0 .0O

2

DirecIycreatesexctted
imeneal states

OH'+M-OH +M
COAL
+M-CO2 + M

Directly excited iemal
state to hea

OH'O O - 0 2 + H
HCYiT+0-OHiO

Destroys excited
iliternial state

NO
H2

rmuexie
Tran0esttesexcited
mtea' state
inH

- 22 +O
, O+-oHI
+11

Excited electronic state
T Excited vibrational state
i Excited rotational state
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is concentrated in the infrared spectral region, with
emitting molecules and band centres being documented
in Table 3. When viewing plume radiation over long
distances, atmospheric attenuation becomes important
and detection is possible only in atmospheric
"windows". Dominant IR-emission is that from CO,
C02, and OH. If Boron is abundant emission from
HBO2 and B20 3 can be obtained. Visible radiation
originates predominantly from Alkaline metals such as
Na (0.585pm), K (O,72pm) or oxides like B0 2 and
A1O. Due to chemiluminescence OH-intensities can be
higher, as described by Planck's radiation laws.
Examples of rate constants and spectra for CO + 0
chemiluminescent reactions are given in Figures 2a, 2b,
2c. The reader is also directed toward Reference 18. A
listing of important electronic chemiluminescent
reaction mechanisms is given in Table 4.

entrained air in the so called "Piume Mixing Layer"
after leaving the nozzle (Fig. 4). A descriptive term for
this secondary combustion is "afterbuming". With
energetic propellants this oxidation is very similar to
the combustion that occurs in turbulent diffuse flames,
except that it now occurs in a complex multi-phase
expansion accompanied by strong shocks.
As in the case of ordinary combustion,
afterbuming is a free-radical chain reaction process
requiring a moderate density of both oxidiser and fuel
species to sustain the chain, a requirement that
generally restricts this phenomena to low altitude LTE
exhaust plumes. Afterbuming can be suppressed at
high missile velocities which tend to "blow off' the
afterbuming plume regions in much the same manner
as the flames from a Bunsen burner can be
extinguished by increasing the air/fuel flow rate above
a critical value.

Table 3: Principal Plume Exhaust Gases Near-Infrared Emission Bands
Molecule

Band Centres (microns)

CO 2

1.96, 2.01, 2.06. 2.69, 2.77, 4.26. 4.68. 4.78. 4.82, 5.17, 15.0

CO

4.66. 2.34. 1.57

HCI

3.45, 1.76. 1.20

H2 0

0.94, 1.1, 1.38, 1.87, 2.66, 2.73. 3.2, 6.27

NO 2

4.50, 6.17. 15.4

N2 0

2.87, 3.90. 4.06. 4.54, 7.28. 8.57. 16.98

OH

1.00. 1.03, 1.08. 1.14, 1.21, 1.29. 1.38. 1.43, 1.50, 1.58, 1.67, 1.76, 1.87, 1.99

SO2

4.0. 4.34. 5.34, 7.35. 8.69

2.3.2 Afterburning Effects on Plume Radiation
For applications keyed to missile detection,
guidance, etc., the overall plume structure and its
radiation is of strong interest with attention generally
focused on the far field solution.

*

SFor

For detection purposes in the terminal flight phase
the plume geometry and dimensions are of great
importance, because "side on" aspect angles change to
a direct "head on" situation were the centre part of the
plume is shaded by the missile body, as seen from the
target (Fig.3).
such applications, the near field solution
serves to provide starting conditions for a farfield,
constant pressure mixing/afterbuming calculation (14).
Both requirements and their interface present a
challenge to mathematical modelling. The fuel rich
products of combustion inherent in solid rocket motors,
often combined with significant amounts of ignition
residue, liner and inhibitor, mix and bum with the

tlI
l

The chief impact that afterburning chemistry has
on plume radiation signatures comes from the increase
in plume temperatures through heat release. Most
rocket exhausts produce H2 and CO as the main gas
phase species that fuel afterbuming reactions with 02
from the surrounding atmosphere to produce H20 and
CO 2 . The energy transfer in the afterbuming region
producing exited vibrational, rotational and electronic
states is rather complex and we refer here to the
extensive available literature.
Predictions of exhaust plume temperature profiles
for a typical tactical missile with a highly eaergetic
propellant is exhibited in Figure 5a, 5b. Particulates
(16% aluminium in the propellant) were equilibrated
with the gas phase in performing these calculations.
The afterbuming is quite rapid at sea level, with
significant quantities of unburned CO and H2 in the
exhaust being depleted within 100 radii of the nozzle
exit. Non equilibrium gas/particle calculations for this
system would exhibit substantial difference in the flow
structure due to the high particle loading.

-.

•I'
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TABLE

4

EXHAUST PLUME ELECTRONIC CHENfILUMINESCENT REACTION MECHANISMS
Ecitting
Species

Emittii.g State

CM" I

A'7

65074.8

0.154

d 3j

61120.1

0.164

e 3_"

90973

0.110

a'

CO

OH

r,+

.(pLm)

Possible Pumping Reaction

C20

+

0 -. COO + CO

C11 (4 Z-) + O---COo + H

55901

0.179

a 31

48687

0.205

C1, (X2 17) + 0 - CO' + H

A2 1*

32684.1

0.306

H + O1 + OH - OH(A) + H 2 0
CH + 02 -" 011(A) + CO

011(A)

OH + N2 (A) -

CH

C2

NH

31828

0.314

B2Z"

25949

0.385

A 2 ,I

23150

0.432

d 3 rf

20022.5

0.499

C 3 + 02

50206

0.199

N 2 H 2 + 0 -. N 2 * + H2 0

29772.5

0.336

N 2 * (A) + NH -

A 3 17

NH

2A

2

3

C 2 _+

(A 3 .r+.
Metastable)

N2

C 2 ( 1 Z'+,

+ N2

NO.

A2 Z

Na

2

-

+ OH -

Cli* + CO

C .- CO2

-- C ' + CO + O

NH* + N2

Unknown

43965.7
16973 or 56

p

17u)

0.227

N2* (A) + N -" NO' + N 2

0.589

N2 ' (A) + Na -

Na' + N2

NaO +0 -- Na* + 02
CO 2
02

NO2

0,28-0.45

continuum (EB2 )
A 3 Z•.

B 3Z-

continuum (28I, 282)

36096
49802

0.277
0.201
0.48-0.8

CO + O + M -. CO 2 " + M
0+0 + M -

0

+ M

2

0

+ NO + M -. NO 2 s + M
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the

temperature, and concentration (Figures 6 and 7). For

afterbuming rate decreases due to a reduction in
ambient pressure. Above 10-15 km and/or for "cooler"
double-base propellant systems (i.e., those with
exhaust temperatures less than 1000K), the onset of
afterbuming is partially controlled by the conditions in
the missile base region. The role of the base region as a
flame holder has been noted during a number of studies
and combustion that occurs at the base can induce
afterburning in the downstream plume shear layer
which would not otherwise be present. This is caused
by higher initial temperatures in the plume shear layer
and an increase in free radical concentrations.

certain applications, such as scattering from laser
beams it is also necessary to know the particle shape.
Temperature is, in general, dependent upon particle
size (i.e. thermal lag), especially for small motors and
high altitude plumes. In addition to the preceding flow
field particle parameters, the plume signature also
depends upon certain optical parameters, specifically
the variation of emissivity with particle size,
temperature, and wavelength. The variation of
emissivity with size can be computed using Mie theory,
it provides the scattering and emitting properties of a
spherical particle of known size and refractive index.
The assumption of spherical shape is probably
acceptable for emission, but it can lead to serious
errors in certain scattering properties if the particles are
actually non-spherical.

In flight, as missile altitude increases,

2.3.3 Particle Radiation in the Plume

In general, narticulate matter in the plume may
influence
the
plume radiation
Table 5: Radiation Mechanisms/Wavelength Regions

For plume
calculations such

signature in at

information

least five ways:

N

Type

%diati

Medanism

Wavewgth R•& about

particle

properties is not

generally
available
other
than that for the
more
common
materials
of
IR
carbon
and
Ae2003, H20. C02, CO Thenduinues.c
A120 3 . Values
A203, H20, CO2 lnmwmomifmnc
Far IR
for
the
absorption
coefficient
of
(ii) by
Aluminium Oxide (leucosapphire) can be three or more
chemically reacting with plume gases
orders of magnitude underestimated as experiments
with particles in flames have shown. Absorption
(iii) by catalysing physical or chemical changes
coefficients and indices of refraction for temperatures
in plume gases
up to 2950K are given in Reference 16.
(iv) by emitting thermal radiation as a result of
Size of motor and, as indicated in Table 5,
heating in the rocket combustion chamber or
propellant formulation are two important factors in the
plume afterbuming regions
computation of radiation from particles within a plume.
(v) by scattering radiation, such as sunshine,
The optical depth is the relevant non-dimensional
earthshine
or
combustor
radiation
parameter for determining the nature of the radiation
transport and is the path integration (absorption +
(searchlight effect)
extinction) coefficient, or equivalently the ratio of path
length to photon mean free path. If the motor is mall
It should be noted that measurements of plume
and particles are present in small concentrations only
radiation in the IR can be influenced by the hot nozzle
as a stabiliser, the situation is one of low optical depth
exit which also emits in the IR.
and the particle continuum radiation and gas band
radiation may simply be added together linearly. At
The presence of hot particles in the exhaust plume
higher optical depths the two contributions must be
generally leads to significant levels of radiation
combined in a non-linear fashion. For "black" particles
throughout the ultraviolet, visible, and infrared spectral
such as carbon, this is easy since the effects of
regions. There are also other important particle effects
scattering can be neglected. In such cases the plume
such as the scattering of sunlight and the scattering of
signatures can be calculated using a simple, oneemissions from the combustion chamber and other hot
dimensional line of sight integration as used for
parts of the motor. The important particle parameters
gaseous emission. when scattering becomes important
affecting plume signature are their size distribution,
(i) by
therm
ally
intera
cting
with
plume
gases

Aluminised Solid
Cmpolies

At203 Parnicle Thermcduminec-me
OH, CO +0 Chemiluminescence

Mid UV.Netr UV
NW UV
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the signature calculation is considerably more difficult
and must recognise the three-dimensional nature of the
radiative transport process.
Common among important particle species in
tactical missile plumes are carbon and metal oxides
such as A1203, MgO, ZrO2 and ZrC. The optical
properties of these condensed species are considerably
more complex than those of gaseous species such as
H20 and C02. Carbon usually occurs as a product of
incomplete combustion and it is generally not possible
to calculate the soot concentration in a plume a priori.
Soot particle sizes tend to be strongly sub micron and
under certain conditions there is evidence of
agglomeration, the building of smaller particles into
longer chains. Carbon is a strong emitter over the
entire ultraviolet, visible and infrared region. The
optical properties are somewhat variable and depend,
among other things, upon the hydrogen content. A120 3
occurs either as a product of aluminised propellant
combustion or as a stabiliser where it is added directly
to the propellant in small quantities to suppress
acoustic oscillations in the motor chamber. The
efficiency per gram of a stabiliser material is maximum
for particles of micron size without absorbing energy,
whereas larger particles have lower surface area per
unit mass. Typical radiation mechanisms related to
propellants and wavelength region are given in Table 5.
Like the other metal oxides, AI203 is a large
band gap semiconductor in the solid phase. The
emissivity is high in the ultraviolet and far infrared but
lower in the visible and mid-infrared (transparent
regime). To a large extent emissivity in this regime
depends upon the semiconductor contamination level,
A12 0 3 is generally liquid in the motor chamber and
solidifies in the nozzle and external plume. There have
been many attempts to model the formation of A1203
particles, but progress has been limited by lack of
reliable size distribution measurements.

be dominated by minor constituents of the plume,
whereas the infrared signature is generally dominated
by the plume species of highest concentration.
Theoretical models employ a range of application
codes to cover the electromagnetic spectrum.
With a wide available choice of propellants,
igniters and materials used for, or in contact with the
combustion process it is important to remember that
one spectral feature may uniquely identify a missile.
It is possible to classify plume radiation signatures
by dividing plume emissions into four principal
wavelength regions.
*

Ultraviolet:

100 - 400 rin

9

Visible:

400 - 700 nm

*

Infrared:

700 nm - 14pm

0

Microwave:

2 - 300 GHz

The ease with which detection can be achieved
within each region will determine its operational
importance. Many factors govern the choice such as
missile flight, altitude and attitude, type of propellant
and motor, ways of sensing, and interactions with local
environment and atmospheric propagation.
Until recently the IR-region was the most studied
sub-region in plume radiation investigations. Infrared
handbooks allow public access to all important facts in
this spectral band, be it atmospheric propagation,
reflectivities and material properties or even IR sensor
technology. Because of problematic background
behaviour in the infrared newly developed sensing
devices in the UV-region are gaining in importance.
Table 6 defines the IR, visible and UV wavelength
regions of interest.
2.4.1 Ultraviolet-Radiation

2.4 Classification of Rocket Motor Plume
Signatures on Spectral Regions of Emitted
Radiation
The design engineer must be aware of the spectral
range of plume radiation whether it is his task to
provide effective missile detection systems or, in the
case of rocket motor design, a stealthy propulsion unit.
Equally, he must recognise the spectral discrimination
of atmospheric propagation and, in particular, that of
the regime under which a given missile operates.
Spectral information is important for design purposes
since the required techniques for different parts of the
electromagnetic spectrum can vary significantly. For
instance, it is understood that ultraviolet emission can

The Ultraviolet (UV) region can be further
divided into the vacuum UV (VUV) (0.1rpm to 0.2pm),
the mid UV (0.2pm to 0.3prn), and the near UV
(0.3prm to 0.4prm). At VUV wavelengths atmospheric
attenuation limits transmission to extremely short
ranges. Test cell measurements can be made by
operating in a vacuum and viewing through appropriate
window materia~s. For tactical missiles this region is of
no practical interest.
In the mid UV, or "solar blind" region,
atmospheric attenuation confines measurements, but
the availability of extremely sensitive detectors and the
absence of natural radiation sources in this region make
the mid UV an attractive region for the detection of
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Table 6: Definition of Wavelength Regions of Interest

v--3.10

x- 100 nm
UV

UV-C C

Hz

a-. 1 mm-,

VUV Vacuum-UV
X--280 nm

-

200

nm

Q - 12,4 eV
Q - 6,2 eV

a--3,6-103 mm-1

Q -4,4 eV

-3,210 3 mm-

Q - 3.9 eV

or-2,6-103 mm-'

Q-3.3 eV

MID-UV

So UV-B
-.2 4

315 nm

5r

UV-A
v-7,9-1014 Hz

X-380 nm

violet

VIS

blue

424 nm
486 nm

c/-x frequency
.l/X Wavenumber
Q
- h.v Photon energie
(h-Planck's; constant
1 eV-1,602 10-`9 Joule)

1biuegreen 5V
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527
~~yell owgreen 55n

4reeg
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U

o

575
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".-•585
•a
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yellow

nm
647 nm

red
X-780 nm
IR

v--3,85.10" Hz

IR-A

NEAR
IR

IR-B

4-

X-3,0 gm
V

IR-C

mm

c--700 mm-1

Q-0,9 ev

a-330 mm-

Q-0,4eV

X-50 pm
.E3.iOFIR

LX-

Q-1,6 eV

NIR
X--1,4 pm

L.-4.

cr-1,3.101 mm-

a-20 mm-1

IR
HAR

v-3-31011 H-z

a--I mm-1

Q-10O-3 eV
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detection of tactical missile plumes. In the near
UV atmospheric transmission permits measurements
over long ranges, but solar scatter is prominent,
2.4.2 Visible Radiation
Visible radiation is easily detectable by the
human eye. Its atmospheric propagation is constrained
by water clouds. Very advanced detectoi technology is
available using a range of silicon devices as well as
high gain photo multiplier tubes. Principal interests are
in the strong sodium (Na) and potassium (K) line
emissions (Fig. 8 for Na). The emissivity is strong
enough to detect impurities at levels of a few parts per
million.
Because of the dominating background clutter
from the sun and artificial light sources causing high
false alarm rates, the visible spectral band has hardly
been employed for automated plume sensing devices,
2.4.3 Infrared Radiation
The IR region is subdivided into the near IR
(0.7pm to 2.5pm), the mid IR (2.5pm to 5pm), the far
IR (5pm to 14pm), and the extreme IR (14pm to
mirrowave). These regions have atmospheric
transmission windows, with significant, naturally
occurring background radiation sources (Fig.9).

purpose requires detailed knowledge of the exhaust
flow field properties that generate the chemo-physical
emission mechanisms. Development of the flow field
is governed initially by conditions inside the
combustion chamber starting with the propellant, its
formulation and the conditions under which it bums,
the acceleration of gases through the nozzle throat and
their controlled expansion to meet ambient conditions
external to the motor at the nozzle exit. Fuel rich gases
exiting the nozzle mix with oxygen from the
surrounding air to promote secondary combustion
(afterbuming) creating an exhaust flow field which is a
fiercely burning, highly turbulent gas jet.
From the foregoing it is clear that plume radiation
signatures for a given motor can vary widely
depending upon the conditions under which
measurements are performed, ranging from those of
static firings to those of flight tests. Comparison and
assessment of missile plume radiation signatures
should be made utilising information from a variety of
sources, using motor properties, flow field parameters
and experimental test results. A listing to indicate the
relevant data required would read:
Motor properties promoting the flow field
*

0
•
*

2.5 Plume Flowfield and Motor Design
The potential use of plume electromagnetic
radiation to uniquely describe a missile for whatever

*

Propellant formulation including trace
elements which might create non equilibrium
phenomena producing highly excited states
Thrust and mass flow
Nozzle geometry and exit Mach number
Presence of flame suppressants
If a liquid engine, then fuel and oxidant
composition and fuel ratio (F/O)

Table 7: Rocket Engine Exit Plane Flowfield Parameter/Chemical Composition

Chemical Composition
(Mole fraction, Xl)

Flowfield Parameters
M

PS

V
T
MW

r

-0t

-

-

2.2
2

36.67 kN m"
2036 ms"2199 K
26.14 Ibm/ibm mole
1.23

CO

-

.164

CO 2

-

H

-

H02
H2
H20

-

O

-

OH
02

-

.2096
.0416
.0000712
.0324
.2843
.0458
.0514
.1704

-

=
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concentrations of particles within the plume and the
existence of any quenching molecules.

An example of a one dimensional kinetic analysis
is shown in Table 7 and a calculation of plume
radiance using the parameters of Table 7 is given in
Figure 10.

measure-

(ii) the opacity of the plume's immediate
environment to the radiation released from the plume
which would, for example, include smoke or any other
form of local obscuration in the line-of-sight to the
observer.

measure-

(iii) the complex and multiparametric problems
of solar illumination, background radiation and
atmospheric transmission where "windows" exist
subject to various loss mechanisms such as Rayleigh
and Mie scattering, molecular absorption and aerosol
attenuation. Fig. 12 shows atmospheric transmission
windows.

Static firing radiation measurements
*
*
*
*

Radiometric and spectroscopic
ments
Motor parameters
Viewing geometry and range
Atmospheric conditions

Flight radiation measurements
*

Radiometric

and spectroscopic

ments

*
0
0

Time history of flight to relate to measurements
Atmospheric conditions
Time history of flight must recognise the
missile altitude, velocity, roll rate, attitude,
range and geometric relationship between
the plume and measuring instrument for any
instant during flight

3.1 Experimental Methods
The majority of experimental methods used to
assess plume radiation employ one or more of three
types of instruments
*

which
measure
devices
Radiometric
radiation intensity in a specific, broad band
spectral region.

•

spectrometric devices which measure the
radiated plume intensity as a function of
wavelength

*

imaging devices which record intensities and
radiating plume geometries on a time scale
given by the camera type

Influences of environment
*
*
*

Flight trajectory
Altitude regime
Constituents of surrounding air and mixing

The detailed plume shock structure of a rocket
motor operating at simulated flight velocity of Mach 2
is shown in Figure 11. It is based on photographs and
pressure measurements. The motor exhaust flow
expands to an altitude static pressure and intersects
with the supersonic free-stream airflow. The exhaust
gases mix with the gases in the base recirculation zone
which, in turn, mix with the free-stream airflow. The
flow downstream of each Mach disk (normal shock
wave) is subsonic and is reaccelerated to supersonic
flow at the sonic line.

It is important to note that spectral measurements
permit statements to be made about the chemical
composition of a plume leading to the possibility of
positive missile identification.

3.1.1 Radiation Essentials
As measurements depend to a large extent on
"state of the art" instrumentation we shall avoid
detailed descriptions of equipment. An outline of how
to proceed is given in Figures 13 to 15. Figure 13 is
essentially a diagram of the radiative heat transfer
equation, in Figure 13 detectors and artificial light
sources over a broad spectral range are given. In
Figure
15
a calibration
procedure
for
a
camera/radiometer is presented in a general graphical
form.

3. ASSESSMENT METHODS OF PLUME
RADIATION-DETAILED DESCRIPTION
There are no generally accepted standards or
methods in use to assess the radiation properties of
rocked motor exhausts. If the radiation producing
mechanisms are known to a certain degree of
confidence then other aspects to be taken into account
are:
(i) the opacity or optical depth of the plume with
respect to its own emissions to determine the radiation
exiting the plume. This will depend on the size and
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3.1.2 Test Techniques
Backed by technical and financial feasibility,
rocket motor plume radiation characteristics may be
determined using a variety of techniques selected to
focus upon the parameter of interest with the desired
accuracy for the characterisation.
Plume characterisation may be performed by
computations, measurements during static, sea-level
tests, simulation chamber tests, or flight tests. In
principle, the flight test is superior in that it provides a
real environment but the cost and measurement
difficulties make it generally prohibitive. Testing under
simulated conditions and simple static testing follow in
order of reduced expense and complexity. The
alternative, that of computer based theoretical
modelling, is attractive but demands of confidence and
usually make validation by test firings necessary.

3.1.2.1 Static Testing
Open site, ground level, static testing of a solid
propellant rocket provides access to the plume by
radiometric instrumentation. It is the cheapest and
easiest test to conduct. In terms of utility it is the least
desirable since the rocket motor does not experience
the conditions found in flight, consequently the static
plume does not have burning characteristics identical
to those in flight. Plume spectral and spatial radiation
properties may be measured and used to validate
predictive codes for the static condition. Atmospheric
interference can affect measurements in this type of
test, particularly over long ranges. It is necessary to
adequately determine attendant atmospheric conditions
to calculate signal losses,
During a static test general motor performance is
monitored. Dimensions, propellant formulations, and
the like are predetermined but performance parameters
such as thrust, chamber pressure, temperature, and
body deformation can be measured.
relatively
deployment
is
Instrumentation
straightforward with fields of view and ranges
stationary and easily determined. Limitations only
exist where constraints produced by the test stand and
terrain are encountered.

3.1.2.2 Altitude Chambers
Large vacuum chambers exist capable of testing
full-scale models and subsystems up to simulated
altitudes of 30 km. Near field data (nominally one exit
diameter) can be acquired which are useful for start

conditions to code predictions. An example is given in
Figure 16.
3.1.2.3 Simulated Flight Facilities
Testing a solid rocket motor under simulated
flight conditions provides a more realistic plume than a
static firing but often has restricted access to the plume
by radiometric instrumentation. Flight simulation is
more expensive than the static test although it is far
easier and cheaper to conduct than a flight trial. In
terms of utility it allows some parameter changes but
still may not produce the true characteristics of the
flight plume, espicially when scaled models are used.
Parameters considered for measurement in static tests
apply equally to flight simulation and are increased in
number by those introduced by simulation. (Fig. 17)
Test cells are available which can simulate flight
conditions from sea level to altitudes of some 25 km
and from subsonic velocity to over M3.0. The
capability exists for full operational speed manoeuvres.
Facilities are flexible enough to accommodate the
complete propulsion system and during simulated
flight tests, conditioned air flows past a stationary
model and flight characteristics are measured. The
airflow can be distorted to simulate conditions found in
actual flight manoeuvres.
The major advantage of testing tactical missiles
under controlled simulated flight conditions is the
ability to conduct extensive plume flow field and
radiometric measurements of a given phenomenon to
acquire data to validate flow field and radiative
predictive codes. The major disadvantage is the
inability to acquire fare field data and perhaps that
flight condition which identifies the onset or
termination of afterbuming.

3.1.2.4 Flight Tests
Flight tests offer true realism but they are
experimental
and present
extreme
expensive
difficulties. Observations (measurements) may be from
fixed or mobile sites. Instrumentation may be ground
based with either fixed or tracking mounts, it may be
mounted on mobile carriers (such as a tracking aircraft
or missile), or it may be mounted on the vehicle.
Generally, limited instrumentation is available from
observation platforms to assist in the full
characterisation of the plume signature.
As with static measurements these tests suffer
measured
which confuse
atmospheric effects
quantities, consequently, a need exists to adequately
Normally,
conditions.
atmospheric
monitor
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3.2.1 Plume Fluid Dynamics of Tactical
Missiles

atmospheric temperature, pressure, humidity, visibility,
composition and wind conditions are determined.
Trajectory and range are also of great importance
both from the point of determining atmospheric effects
as well as basic interpretation of results and must be
adequately addressed.

3.2 Calculation Methods
Any attempt to model plume radiation from
rocket motors must rely upon the construction of a
theoretical plume in which flow field properties are
structured so as to interface with radiation application
codes. Many such codes are split into:

Calculation methods [14] [15] for plume fluid
dynamics have been established in various countries
like the USA, Great Britain and France. They all have
a similar approach to solving problems. Most of the
advanced codes are classified. Here, as an example,
we describe in more detail the American Standard
Plume Flowfield (SPF) model. Further codes for the
prediction of ultra-violet plume signatures exist by the
names of SPURC and PRUV (21). In Great Britain
the code being used is called REP (Rocked Exhaust
Plume). French codes exists, like EMIR and AJAX,
Canadian ones by the names IPHASE and
FREEJET.

A starting point for surveying the status of plume
flow field models prior to the year 1964 is Chapter 2
of the Rocket Exhaust Plume Technology Handbook
prepared for JANNAF (Joint Army, Navy, NASA and
Air Force agencies). At this time, the "standardised"
(ii) a flow field part (with input parameters such
US plume model was the Low Altitude Parabolic
as nozzle exit plane data, relevant motor
Plume LAPP code developed at the AeroChem
design features, relevant chemical reactions
Corporation. The LAPP code is a balanced pressure
with non-equilibrium chemistry solutions,
farfield plume model that contains a generalised, fully
turbulence model, atmospheric data, altitude
implicit, chemical kinetics package. Its use is restricted
and velocity, etc.),
to engineering studies geared to predicting plume
"observables", and simplistic procedures are used to
(iii) a radiation V (with input parameters like
"globally" represent the influence of the nearfield
input from flow field structure, emitting
structure. During the Period 1975-1976, an advanced
chemical species, molecular band model,
plume model was developed at General Applied
gaseous and particle radiation, scattering,
Science Laboratories (GASL) which solved the
quenching, geometry, aspect angle.
viscous/inviscid nearfield structure in detail using
boundary layer type coupling concepts, and contained
Table 8: Block Schematic Modular Structure of JANNAF SPF
(i)

(with
input
part
a
thermgdynamic
parameters such as propellant composition,
pressure, temperature, expansion ratio etc.),

Executive
Driver

Viscous/

d/
isc
Shock

Ocrliid

Fully Coupled

Principal

Viscous/

Viscous/

Modules

Inviscid

Inviscid

Mixing

Ga/pricle]

Chemistry

Disc

Flow

Mah

xtrnlo
Data

Bank 1

Auxiliary

Interaction

Integration
Modules

Turbulence

Speciality

Modules
Data

Module

-
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a two-equation, compressibility corrected turbulence
model.
Development of plume flow field models is an
evolutionary process to include additional physical
phenomena and more efficient numerics. Physical
processes are added as they are better understood and
as dictated to improve the accuracy of the prediction
model. Numerics also changed to decrease computer
run time when feasible,
A JANNAF program was initiated in 1978 to
combine the features of the GASL and LAPP codes
which is now know as JANNAF "Standardised Plume
Flowfield" (SPF) model. The current version is SPF
III. It is the primary tool in the US to analyse tactical
missile exhaust plumes. The modular structure and
computational techniques used in the basic SPF are
given in the following block schematic (See Table 8).
3.2.2 Validation of Plume Radiation
Calculations by Experiment
Validation exists for the infrared and visible
regions, in many instances with sensible agreement
taking into account the limitations of measurement
conditions like altitude, range of motor size or
simplified propellant constituents. In certain
circumstances not enough parameters can be
incorporated into the calculation methods to yield
global emission characteristics.
The infrared region 1.5pm to 3pm is mainly
concerned with water bands, these are strong emitters
but radiation suffers from heavy absorption through the
atmosphere and detection ranges are short,
consequently little interest is shown in this waveband.
Much interest has focused on "C02 blue spike"
radiation a common feature in rocket exhausts. It
occurs in the very narrow spectral band of 4.177pm,
has good atmospheric transmission properties and
lends itself to easy selection because of its narrow
profile. Background and other spectral interference can
be minimised by the use of narrow band optical filters.
Line-by-line methods for modelling the blue spike
have produced absolute spectral radiant intensities that
agree to within about 20% of measured values.
Emissions in the 4.2pm to 5pm region come
largely from C02 symmetric stretch vibrations with
contributions from CO and some N20. They form
what is termed the "red wing". Because a great
number of individual rotational lines contribute to the
radiation, the theoretical concept is to divide the
spectral base into a number of bands each overlaying a
number of rational lines. Each molecule in each band

is given parameters describing effective strength and
shape and these quantities go to form the emission
spectrum. As might be expected, this calculation
method is known as a "band model" and can equally
be applied to the 1.5pm to 3pm spectral region.
Band model predictions have been compared with
experiments made over a wide range of circumstances
resulting in a mixture of agreement. It has been argued
that the uncertainty in absolute spectral radiant
intensity given by predictions is typically a factor of 2
although this varies up or down with the complexity of
modelling circumstances.
Propellant metal impurities such as sodium and
potassium, catalyst metals, ballistic modifiers and
others form a source of atoms from which visible
radiation id emitted. Line emissions from the first
resonance doublet of sodium and potassium atoms are
prominent in afterburning rocket exhausts. For these
and other line emissions a line-by-line prediction
model is adopted for the calculation of spectral radiant
intensities. Lorentz and Doppler broadening occurs
and a Voight profile is commonly used to describe line
shapes. Although good agreement is sometimes
achieved, it is considered that uncertainties in the
plume flow field structure and the radiation model,
particularly collision broadening parameters, can
justify no better uncertainty factor than 3 in absolute
radiant intensity.
Theoretical plume flow field models ha,, not
been directly validated due to the difficulties in
measuring the relevant plume properties, i.e. spatial
distributions
of
temperature,
pressure
and
concentrations of chemical species etc. Laser
diagnostic techniques are showing promise in this field
of work, particularly since the laser beam does not
disturb the medium under investigation. Some
examples of validation of theory by experiment are
given in Figures 3 and 18.
3.2.3 Limitations of Computer Codes
Limiting factors are:
(i)

lack of optical property data to adequately
describe particles and radiating gases

(ii) lack of codes to handle base flow and an
inadequacy showing the uncertainties of
turbulent chemical interaction models
(iii) cessation of afterbuming especially at high
altitudes
(iv) incomplete treatment of particle multiple
scattering
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(v) the use of simplified assumptions such a
steady state conditions only, simple
geometries, no compression zones with
perpendicular collisions.
3.3 Discussion of Plume Influencing Aspects
Afterbuming is a major plume effect. The nozzle
area ration is an important factor in the prevention of
afterbuming especially when considering radiation in
the UV spectral region. Base flow recirculation affects
afterbuming, in many instances anchoring the flame to
the base region. Contributions to plume radiation are
strongly affected by propellant formulation, high
metallic content produces a high continuum radiation
in addition to gaseous emissions. Particle optical
properties are very important, especially in areas
where there are no molecular spectra. They also
influence scattering losses and the "searchlight effect".
Fee-free electron emission (Bremsstrahlung) is
probably the dominant mechanism for millimetric
emissions.
Flame suppression in the exhaust brings about a
marked reduction in infrared emission, for instance, it
has been found to reduce the "red wing" (4.4pm to
5.Opm) by more than an order of magnitude.

4. RECOMMENDATIONS
4.1 General
Knowledge of rocket plume radiation properties
is important in the context of guidance, tracking and
detection. It is expensive and often difficult to measure
these radiation properties and to determine their
dependence on operational parameters like missile
forward velocity, range, altitude and aspect angle. It is
even more difficult to acquire this information about
rocket motors of an adversary. To ensure guidance
system integrity, to avoid interference with friendly
opportunities, the rocket plume and its properties must
be regarded as an integral part of the missile system
and, where possible, "tailored" to meet operational
needs.
The following recommendations comprise a
procedure for assessing rocket plume radiation that
will enable uniform application of technology to:
(i)

set quantitative technical requirements on
rocket motor signature

(ii)

compare rocket motors

(iii) recommend a terminology related to plume
radiation based on quantitative criteria.

Conditions favouring flame suppression are:
4.2 Recommended Test - Prediction Procedure
(i)

Low exit plane temperatures

(ii) Low concentrations of plume particulates
(iii) Nozzle imperfections (any step or burr
increasing turbulence)
(iv) Choice of propellant and suppressants
Plume suppression can be assisted by the
introduction of additives into certain propellants to
accelerate removal of flame radicals H and OH.
Examples of the effect of plume suppression are given
for a double base propellant in Figures 19 and 20
where the main sources of IR radiation are molecular
band radiation such as C02 and H2.

In tlying to propose a standardised test technique
for the assessment of plume radiation properties a
general outline is given here. Its feasibility depends to
a large extent on the availability of necessary
measuring devices and instrumentation, rocket motors
and prediction codes. The logic behind the assessment
process is as follows:
(i)

Define the objective(s) and requirements.

(ii) Define the needed data base and the
experimental approach to ensure that
objectives are accomplished.
(iii) Set up and calibrate equipment.
(iv) Run most appropriate test to acquire data
base.
(v)

Run necessary(available plume and radiation
codes to match acquired data base.

(vi) Use measured results for theoretical model
validation.

love
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(vii) Use validates plume and radiation codes to
predict plume properties at conditions
appropriate to the defined objective,
(viii) Present results, stating all assumptions and
code modifications and using standard
terminology and units.
The following eight steps enlarge on these
concepts:
e
Clear definition of objective and the requirements
to meet those objectives may be the most difficult part
of a program to conduct successfully. The objectives
might read:

*

*

detect, identify, track and destroy a target

&

detect, identify a missile threat and counter
with evasive action

*

assess the feasibility
tracking methods

*

develop a threat countermeasure

0

acquire phenomenology
validation

data for

*

influence motor design
control proposal

with

of guidance

and

code

signature

At this stage it is important to define the system
and the spectral regions in which it is to function. If,
for instance, a detection system is called for, then
specific details of sensor wavelength, bandwidth,
resolution, limiting noise level and environmental
details that affect signal transmission and distortion
must be considered. There should be no compromise
at this step, it is the least expensive to perform and
study topics overlooked at this point may remain
overlooked to the detriment of the system or be costly
to be introduced later in the program. It is better and
more cost effective to include tasks of potential value
in the definition stage even if, for whatever reason,
they subsequently become redundant.

*
Defining the information needed for a project
data base and the measurements required to obtain that
information usually calls for a compromise dictated by
available funding. Within financial constraints the
objectives in Step I are assessed and the requirements
and limits set. One obvious compromise is in the

choice between flight tests and those undertaken in
dedicated ground facilities where it is possible to use
scaled, heavyweight test motors with reusable
hardware. Use of the wind tunnel, altitude chamber or
static test site combined with standard measuring
instrumentation will often satisfy most, if not all, of the
data base requirements.
Rocket motor experiments involve many
technical staff and it is vital that test procedures are
thoroughly documented and the staff cognisant of the
data gathering process. The prospect of meeting an
objective is advanced by the prudent use of theoretical
predictions and experiment. Theoretical studies may
play a part in planning the course of an experimental
program. Before embarking on such a program several
questions are posed, not least among them is whether
an experiment can be mounted that will directly or
indirectly provide the data to satisfy the objective. The
answer will depend upon the existence of test vehicles,
test
facilities
and
the
correct
diagnostic
instrumentation. Test vehicles are generally available
for ground or flight tests. However, should the missile
of an adversary be under investigation then the supply
of a test vehicle is improbable. In such a case
calculations are made using whatever data is available
and rare experimental firings would only be those to
study the phenomena for prediction validation
purposes. The choice of test facility, whether it be
static, sea-level, an altitude chamber or wind tunnel
depends upon the simulation desired.
The selection of diagnostic instrumentation is
governed by the radiation properties to be measured,
focusing on spectral wavelength range, radiance level,
spectral, spatial and temporal resolution and sensor
sensitivity and speed. Flow charts are presented as
guidelines in Figures 21 to 23. Types of optical
detectors are shown in Figure 21. Radiometric
measurements are presented in Figure 22 followed by
a typical radiometric measurement system in Figure
23. To avoid later problems it is important to ensure
that the instrumentation selected is well able to meet
all the measurement demands and that it is backed by a
full data analysis capability.
Step3:
The importance of accurate calibration, as
indicated by Figure 24, cannot be overemphasised.
Measurements can be complicated or invalidated by
atmospheric absorption or extinction, obscuration by
smoke, impractical or impossible sensor positioning
and carelessness in ignoring background signature
effects. It is a valuable exercise to rehearse the entire
test procedure to identify and eliminate any
interference between instruments or power circuits that
might cause a later test failure.
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e
The way in which the experiments is conducted
(Section 3.1) is a critical factor in the acquisition of
good data. Details of motor performance, its
environmental test conditions such as Mach number,
altitude and trajectory; the deployment of
instimenntation giving aspect angles, atmospheric
transmission path, fields of view and the like, all
contribute essential information for analysis and
project assessment. Radiometric requirement were
discussed in Section 3.1. . Where similar instruments
are used they should show a consistency of
measurement and all instruments should have a
specified accuracy. Error limits should be assigned to
all data sets recorded and assumptions, where made,
documented. If the preceding steps have been properly
observed the measurement programs should be
successful. To mitigate the effects of any equipment
failure during a test firing it may be possible to
duplicate some essential measurements. Instruments
should be sited to guard against acoustic and groundborne vibration, equally they should be protected from
the possibility of rocket motor failure.

SSeffect,
The purpose of this step is to formulate
techniques for calculating plume radiation signatures
against test data obtained from the foregoing steps. To
compare calculated levels of plume radiation which
measured test results, the parameters pertaining to the
test conditions must be used as input data for
calculations. The measure of agreement coming from
these comparisons will determine the confidence
placed on the calculations for use, where
measurements are not possible.
A plume flow field should be calculated for the
conditions under which the actual test took place,
observing the precise propellant composition with
trace metal impurities and motor design features
affecting gas flow. Radiation codes should reflect
sensor wavelengths together with their deployment
position and plume viewing aspect angles, the spatial
and temporal nature of the radiation and the
atmospheric signal attenuation. If measurements are
made in a wind tunnel or on a missile plume in flight,
the appropriate free-stream flow conditions must be
known,
Prediction of rocket exhaust properties generally
follow the stages indicated in Figure 25. First an
equilibrium chemistry code is used to calculate
chamber conditions and the temperature, pressure and
equilibrium chemical species concentrations at the
nozzle throat. Nozzle expansion flow calculations may

be made in a number of ways ranging from onedimensional
chemical equilibrium, to threedimensional multi-phase flow with chemical kinetics.
The exhaust structure for static motor firings can
usually well be simulated by a program (such as REP
or SPF) which gives spatial distributions of nonequilibrium chemical species, temperature, velocity,
pressure, and turbulent mixing based on limited
assumption. For wind tunnel and flight plumes, base
recirculation or separated flow effect with nonincluded to
equilibrium chemistry may have of
to
obtain more accurate calculations of plume structure.
The appropriate applications code(s) are then applied
to the calculated flow field using the test geometry and
applicable transmission path effects to obtain the
results that may be compared with the measured data
base.

Comparison between calculated and measured
values often yields discrepancies. In this step
appropriate, judicious adjustments to the calculations
are made within underlying scientific bounds to give
closer agreement with measured values. For instance,
if the near field radiation values includes a searchlight
the measured plume continuum radiation will be
larger than that predicted by a code ignoring such
effects. The demands of prediction accuracy may
require modification of the code to accommodate this
feature. Alternatively, disagreement between data and
prediction may be caused by different phenomena. An
impurity in the propellant, such as sodium, may
produce strong emissions in the visible spectrum that
are not predicted by the code. This may be the result
of excluding sodium reactions from the plume flow
field calculations or an inability of the radiation code
to predict these line emissions.
A prediction technique is strengthened if it can be
confirmed against a range of conditions including
flight. Although these conditions may not completely
match those for the systems of interest (e.g. a different
motor) the validation process increases confidence in
the calculation putting it on a much broader base.

This is the step where plume flow field and
application codes are run for the operational conditions
of interest. Predicted values of plume signature and
other effects yield information from which decisions
about system design, tactics and other system-level
parameters may be made. Depending upon the codes
used for the specific test and operational conditions,
improvements can be achieves when:
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i.

allowance is made for radial pressure
gradients

ii.

non-equilibrium two-phase flow (thermal
and velocity lags of condensed particles) is
included,

iii.

"base flow effects" are included, i.c. when a
flight missile has a base diameter
significantly greater than the nozzle exit
diameter.

iv.

shock structure effects are treated

If, for instance, the missile has a large base
diameter which could induce base flow recirculation
and afterbuming, a code without a base flow model
would not be applicable, equally, inappropriate choice
of chemical mechaniims can produce false plume
properties resulting in incorrect emission data. It is
essential that the thermodynamic, chemical and
physical attributes of the plume modelled by the code,
the model limitations and the necessity for enlightened
use of input data should be thoroughly understood if
accurate analytical assessment is to bc performed.
After proper validation the code can be applied to
meet the overall system objectives,

With the continued advance of computer use in
experiments and modelling the analysis of results
becomes more "machine dependent" and the user faces
the problems of incompatibility of operating systems
for information exchange and languages used to
describe the information.
Suggested data to charact.,rise a plume signature
are:
*

'

' ctral

radiance

vs

wavelength

tvectrometers) and vs time
*

In-band radiance vs time (radiometers)

*

Radiant intensity vs time

*

Other types of data prcseiA*'tion helpful in
evaluating the signature are:
Video tapes from imaging sensors which
provide a "false colour" image ot in-band
radiance versus positioit. Their usp is for
subsequent analysis of spatial fluctuations,
spectral irradiance, shape and geometry of
the radiating plume (isoradiance contours).
In-band radiance plume radial and/or axial
profiles within the image field allow the

assessment of radial symmetry, axial decay
etc. A properly calibrated video tape can be
examined pixel by pixel to obtain
information about the temporal and spatial
distribution of "in-band" radiance from the
plume.
0

Power spectral density plots which may be
performed on the radiometric data to
determine plume frequencies.

0

Radiant intensity vs time for variations in
Mach numbers, altitude etc.

An experienced approach to data reduction is
necessary to ensure that proper interpretatior', are
made for code validation and the provision of
sufficient information for their modification. Of
primary importance is the correct data for atmospheric
absorption as discussed in Section 3.
Documentation
of
records
should
be
comprehensive such that there will be no need to
repeat the work should future interest arise.
Terminology should follow the accepted standards
given in this report and universal SI-units, as defined
in Table 9, should be used.
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Table 9: Terminology of Spectrometry and Radiometry

Symbol

Nt

Term

Ur its

0

radiant power
power

rate of transfer of radiant energy

W

O(A)

spectral
radiant power

rate of transfer of radiant energy per unit
wavelength interval centred at wavelength A

W Um-1

I

radiant
intensit'

radiant power emitted by a source into a unit
solid angle

Wsr" 1

R(I)

spectral
radiant
intensity

radiant intensity per unit wavelength interval
centred at wavelength A

Wsr'i umrn

L

radiance

radiant power emitted by unit area of a
source into a unit solid angle

Wm-2 sr"1

L(A.)

spectral
radiance

radiance per unit wavelength interval
centred at wavelength A

Wm-2sr' um-1

E

irradiance

radiant power incident upon unit area of a

Wm"2

E(A)

spectral
irradiance

irradiance per unit wavelength interval
centred at wavelength A

Wm-2pm"I

Rp

radiant power
responsivity

the output of an instrument for unit radiant
power input

instrument
units W"1

R p(A)

spectral
radiant power
responsivity

radiant power responsivity per unit
interval centred at wavelength A

instrument
m1
units W

1

The output signal of radiometers and spectrometers is the output voltagt of the instrument
detector/pre-amplifier combination modified by subsequent electronic and mathematical
signal conditioning. When used in evaluating R and R (A) it is usually referred to as a
p
p
standard gain configuration of any variable gain amplifiers.
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burning rate and burning temperature are
closely related to thrust and mass flow, but
also to radiation signature. Performance
improvement in many cases goes hand in
hand with a raise in radiation signature.

5.0 SYSTEM ASPECTS AND
OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
So far, the whole chapter on plume radiation dealt
,th the origin of exhaust radiation, its classification
into useful spectral bands and ways to address
assessment and description of plume radiation
properties in a generalised manner.
All this is quite academic and needs a connection
to real applications, because world-wide the money on
plume research and development is not spent to know
more about it, but to apply it to ones own benefit. This
last section shall go more into the details of
applications as of today and shall show the te v'mcies
for future plume signature avoidance or application.
A missile is either hostile and wants to harm you or it is your own one and you want to employ and
target it to thje best of your own ability. In both cases
missile signature is an existing fact and designers want
to minimise its magnitude as much as allowed by
overall system restrictions.
From a users point of view the performance
requirements of a tactical missile are:

"*
"*
*
*
*

a stealthy body
a no- or mhuimum-smoke plume
plume radiation emission as small as
possible
a high enough propellant burning rate and
temperature to supply the necessary thrust
the usual requirements on weight, size, price
and ease to use.

It depends a lot on the designers skills to produce
a high performance missile with minimised signature.
From a defender's point of view one is faced with
the signature of existing missiles and has to make the
best use of it.
The limitations are:

"

the cross section for radar reflection of a
missile body depends a lot on material
properties, whereas the diameter and length
are dictated by the volumes of warhead,
seeker head and motor

"

minimum smoke motors are available with
limitations imposed by thrust and other
performance degradation

"

minimising plume radiation signature is the
challenge of the future in competition with
ever more sensitive sensors to detect
radiation levels down to single photon events

5.1 GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
PROPERTIES
In this lecture series we are concerned only about
tactical missiles. Their range is limited to a few
hundred kilometres. But the majority of tactical
missiles have medium (-50 km) and short (-10 km)
ranges with accordingly shorter and smaller signatures.
The very short range, men portable, shoulder fired
SAM's (Redeye, Stinger, SA-14 type) pose a worldwide threat to ground and air targets, because they are
available to, and usable by unskilled personnel (also
terrorists) and are employed in all kinds of conflicts.
The long and medium range missiles are in many
cases radar guided, possibly with an optical- or semi
active radar- seeker head for the terminal phase. The
majority of short range missiles have passive IR
homing or wire guidance. After acquisition within the
necessary field of view (FOV) they fly autonomous and
are guided in almost all cases by IR or dual waveband
seeker heads. Many of the antitank missiles have a
wire or fibre link to the gunner. The guidance is
performed by goniometer or line of sight tracking with
the aid of an artificial IR spot on the tail of the missile
or by a TV seeker head.
IR sensors, goniometers, guidance fibres and
radar interferes with the missile and its exhaust plume
in a manifold way.
A typical time scale of a rocket motor functioning
is shown in Figure 26. If radiation sensors are used for
guidance and control they have to be sensitive enough
in order to distinguish rocket and target signatures at
target distance. Propagation of optical radiation is
governed by the attenuation law
A = I/R 2 - exp(-oR)
with:
A - attenuation in [W/ km 2 sr pm]
I - source signal strength in
[W/sr pm]
R - Range in km
; - extinction coefficient in I1/kmi
; is usually broken up into
0

= ORayleigh +

0

Aerosol + 0 Molecule
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With given values for R, I and a the irradiance of
the optical guidance sensor can be calculated. Its signal
to noise ratio (S/N) under battlefield atmospheric
conditions has to be large enough to discriminate target
and missile (see Figure 27).
Problems arise due to the limited dynamic range
of sensing devices. During boost phase the rocket
motor exhaust signature is largest and plume - sensor
distance is smallest. After ignition the strong optical
(UV-VIS-IR) signature (up to kW power ranges)
irradiates the sensing device and fully saturates the
sensor to the limits of destruction. If fired from a
launcher or flying platform containing the guiding
instrumentation (mainly in the IR-spectral band), the
exhaust gases heat up the IR entrance optics and the
atmosphere within the FOV and makes the sensor
useless. A temporary shutter in front of the sensor or a
local separation of rocket and sensor can circumvent
this problem with the disadvantage of temporal
blindness of the sensor and the possible loss of target
or missile during the boost phase.
Smoke and change of refractive index of the
atmosphere in the line of sight can cause problems with
neighbouring missiles being fired. Other problems from
a close-by firing of a booster, like particle
impingement, fogging of windows, pressure,
temperature and acoustic induced harm to the launch
vehicle environment and persons shall not be treated
here.

5.2 Detection and tracking of adversary
missiles
Sole its signature makes an adversary missile
detectable. The possibility of detection starts right from
launch. Principally the detection of missiles can be split
into two groups.
(i)

the detection by active radiation

(ii)

the detection by passive radiation.

In the first case the missile is illuminated for
detection by laser or radar beams. The reflected
radiation is detected and analysed with respect to
velocity and distance by the principles of Doppler shift.
Up to now nun-wave radar is the most practised
method for Missile Approach Warning (MAW)
detectors.
The information gained by pulse-Doppler-radar
should allow the accurate calculation of the time to
impact. Range is of outstanding importance. It is in all
applications a matter of signal to noise ratio and the
ability of the sensor to pick up and identify the target
within the background clutter of the scenario. The
range to detect attacking missiles is in this case
determined by the radar beam, its power and beam
divergence, the propagation through the atmosphere
and the radar cross section of the missile and its plume.
In most cases the plume radar cross section can be
neglected.

A general approach to master these problems is
by:

"* splitting the guidance in near field and far
"*
"*
*

field regimes with different guiding
principles
narrowing down the used spectral band
employing multicolour sensors, e.g. two or
more narrow spectral peaks within the 3pm 5pm sensitivity band of the sensor
shifting the guidance to a separate
wavelength band with the aid of artificial,
coded light source on the tail of the missile
irradiating the guiding sensor,

This is, combined with phase sensitive signal
processing algorithms and appropriate mathematical
signal handling techniques, like difference and ratio
relationships of signal and background treatment, a
general approach to track the signal with a large
enough S/N - ratio.

--

4

Major disadvantages of missile approach warning
by Doppler radar are its limited range despite high
power radar and the self exposure by the radar beam
itself. It can be picked up easily over long distances
and can be used as homing source for counter attack.
The second group of missile detection is a passive
one. Radiation emitted by the missile itself is detected
and used for threat analysis. The easiest way is to see
the trail of primary or secondary smoke which marks
the flight trajectory of the missile
Because the time scale for reaction is very short,
one tries to avoid the human within the chain of actions
as much as possible. Sensors in the visible spectral
range have the disadvantage of strong background
clutter and it is hard to circumvent this fact.
A new way of establishing Missile Launch
Detectors (MLD) and MAW systems is by passively
picking up the plume signature in the infrared or
ultraviolet spectral bands. In both cases the plume
radiation is sensed, analysed and processed by optical
sensors which belong to categories like
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0

e non-imaging or
s

improved S/N ratio in this spectral band and the
adherent improved false alarm rate.

imaging sensors.

The imaging sensors again can be grouped into
-

scanning point- or linear array sensors
focal plane array sensors,

Non-imaging sensors have the advantage of
simnplicity and low cost. They give, within a quadrant
FOV, a threat warning indication, listing priority and
crude time to impact.
Imaging systems, although more elaborate and
expensive, give much more information about the
target like

"* high spatial determination of target location
*

"*

in real time
dynamics of flight path
threat
priority
of
simultaneously.

many

targets

In all cases a certain portion of the broad band
optical exhaust plume signature is imaged with an
entrance optic onto the sensor. The signal is analysed
according to

"*
"•
"•
"*
"*
"*

be a true missile signal
be a real threat
fulfil certain missile specific behaviours
time frame for impact
angle of arrival
threat priority

Common systems can process from about 10 up
to 50 threats simultaneously.
The design of passive missile launch detectors is
dictated by the

"* emissivity of the plume
"• the existence of atmospheric windows at the
strongest emissivity bands

"* appearance of typical attack scenarios in the
same wavelength band

"* availability of appropriate sensor systems
Up to now the two most favoured spectral bands
for missile plume detection are the mid infrared
between 3pm and 5pm and the ultraviolet spectral
band below 300 nm. This is the so called solar blind
region, because solar UV radiation is absorbed by the
Ozone layer between 15 and 35 km altitude. The sun
as the only natural UV light source is absent. Therefore
sensors working in the solar blind regime have the big
advantage of a low background with a largely

The choice and preference of a certain system
depends on many aspects like, price, range, false alarm
rate, angular resolution, time needed for target
identification, field of view in azimuth and elevation
and reliability.
Here only Whe plume relevant aspects shall be
pointed out. From Fig. 27 and 28 the distribution of
plume radiation strength can be seen. It is strongest in
the 3 -5 lim band with emitted power ranges up to the
kW range for tactical missiles. Signature emissivity
originates as mentioned above, to a large extent from
plume afterbuming. Although plume temperatures up to
2500 K exist in the inner zones, the radiating envelope
propagating most of the radiation for detection has
cooled down to 500 - 1000 K. Its Planck curve peaks
in the 3-5pm range. A further cooling of the plume
exhaust down to 300 K would favour the detection at
the long IR wavelength band between 8 - 12pm. Due
to high background levels at low signal levels in this
spectral band it is omitted in favour of the 3-Spim band.
Both IR spectral bands have good atmospheric
transmission (see Fig. 12). A further advantage is the
good documentation of almost every aspect of infrared
optical radiation (see Ref. 3), be it sensors,
atmospheric
propagation,
material
properties,
reflectivities, optical materials and filtering or natural
and artificial light sources.
The principal sensors used in the mid IR are
scanning line array sensors or staring matrix sensors,
both of them being imaging sensors. Sensor materials
are e.g. Platinum Silicide (PtSi), InSb or Mercury
Cadmium Telluride (MCT). They usually are cooled
down to 80 K for optimum performance. Scanning line
array systems employ polygon scanners to scan the
FOV in order to generate an image of the scene.
Scanning systems have the advantage of large angular
coverage (up to 180 degrees) at least in one dimension
with the disadvantage of a short dwell time of the
sensor footprint on the target. Staring array matrix
sensors continuously image the whole FOV. State of
the art sensors employ a temperature resolution of
below 0,1 degree with a matrix of 512 by 512 pixels
and more.
The plume signal of imaging IR missile approach
warners is analysed by image processing computers.
Because of the highly resolved and structured
background in the IR band, the workload and storage
capacity for the image processing computers is
enormous and can be mastered only by very advanced
hard and software.
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Because of all these problems a different type of
sensor is considered for missile approach warning. It
works in the ultraviolet spectral band either as an
imaging or nonimaging sensor. The UV plume signal
strength is weak compared to the IR and the useful
atmospheric propagation is limited to wavelengths
between 240 and 300 nm. Nevertheless there are still
advantages that make the UV spectral range a
promising candidate for missile detection. As
mentioned earlier, major contributions to UV plume
radiation mechanisms originate
*
•
•

from the afterbuming effects
hot plume particle radiation
deactivation of exited molecular states which
mostly happen in the outer plume envelope
and therefore emit UV radiation very similar
to visible radiation

An example of the spatial- and intensity profiles
of a tactical rocket motor plune is shown in Figure 29.
The measurement was performed simultaneously with
3 imaging sensors in different wavelength bands. The
spatial extension in the UV and visible spectral range is
quite similar, as should be expected by the similarity of
radiation producing mechanisms. The cameras were
partly set to yield grey scale values in order to allow
radiometric parameter evaluation.
State of the art sensors used in the "solar blind"
UV are either non imaging point sensors or imaging
focal plane array sensors with a resolution of 512 by
512 pixels. In both cases the photosensitive detector
materials are photocathodes with sensitivity peaking in
the mid UV, as shown in Figure 14 and Table 6. UV

I lllll
i l Il •I I•'l
ll l/ l•

• :'--

sensors have the advantages to be compact, low power
consuming with no cooling and moving parts required.
With the use of adequate antiblooming and threshold
settings of the UV sensor the dynamic range is high
enough not to be blinded by plumes of own rockets
being fired. The geometric extensions of entrance optic
and sensor are smaller than comparable IR systems due
to the shorter wavelength.
The most convincing advantage of imaging UV
sensors is the low signal to noise ratio which originates
from the low background level of solar radiation and
the use of image intensifiers. The prime function of
image intensifiers is to raise the image intensity well
above the noise level of the read out device which
enables to detect essentially single photon events.
Signal gains of up to 6 orders of magnitude are
possible.
The workload for image processing equipment is
comparatively low because of the missing background
clutter although the signal strength is much less than in
the IR. It is quite difficult to produce artificial UV light
sources for deceiving purposes which, apart from
missing scene structure, considerably lowers the false
alarm rate of UV missile detection systems.
Improvement of the design of passive missile
plume detection system is being worked on to fulfil the
requirement of the end-user. On the other hand missile
motor designers are improving to cut down on plume
signature emission and it will be a continuos interplay
between both efforts to gain advantages over the other
side.

A ... .
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Thermochemistry

[

Chamber Code

Nozzle Throat
Conditions
Nozzle Code
Nozzle Exit
Conditions

'Exhaust
Structure Code

Exhaust
Structure

1I

Application Codes

S1

Infrared
Radiations

Visible
Radiation

Radiowave
Modulations

Secondary Smoke
Distribution

ec
etc.

Sequence of Predictions of Rocket Exhaust Properties

Fig. 25

Typical Prediction Procedure
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Fig. 26 Typical Thrust-Time and Pressure Curves for a
Boost-Sustain Rocket Motor (see also Chapter 1)
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Fig. 27 Spectral Characteristics of Typical Targets, Background and
Atmospheric Transmission
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Fig. 28 Infrared Emission from a Plume
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